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Construction of a Chinese as a Foreign Language (CFL) Anxiety Scale:
Towards a Theoretical Model of Foreign Language Anxiety

Han Luo, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: Elaine K. Horwitz
The main purpose of this study was to develop a reliable and valid Chinese as a
Foreign Language (CFL) Anxiety Scale based on a sound theoretical model of CFL
Anxiety. Furthermore, the study attempted to discuss the influence of background
variables on CFL Anxiety and the relationships between CFL Anxiety and other
learning variables such as motivation, self-perceived language achievement, etc.. A
total of 428 students studying Chinese in two U.S. universities participated in the
study.
Based on the results of item analysis, the researcher retained 16 items in the
final CFL Anxiety Scale. EFA performed on responses to the 16 items from the 245
participants at the southwestern university yielded three factors: CFL Speaking
Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety. These results
provided evidence for the construct validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale. Correlation
analyses between the 16- item CFL Anxiety Scale and other related measures showed
that the CFL Anxiety Scale had high convergent, discriminant, and criterion-related
validity.
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The internal consistency reliabilities of the final 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale
and its three subscales (i.e., Speaking, Listening, and Reading & Writing Anxiety
scales) performed on responses from the 428

participants yielded Cronbach’s

Alphas of .898, .837, .802, .and .875.
ANOVA and MAVOVA analyses revealed that heritage-learning status and
proficiency level had significant effects on CFL Anxiety, CFL Speaking Anxiety,
Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety. Heritage learners with Chinese
language background were significantly less anxious than heritage learners without
Chinese language background and non-heritage learners. Advanced learners
experienced significantly lower levels of CFL Anxiety than elementary and
intermediate learners.
In addition, seven variables: age, perception of difficulty of Chinese,
motivation in learning Chinese, self-perceived language learning abilities, selfperceived achievement in the Chinese class, self-expectations in the Chinese class, and
perception of importance of Chinese were found to be significantly correlated with
CFL Anxiety, and altogether explained 33.2%, 20.5%, 14.8%, and 33.1% of the
variance in CFL Anxiety, Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading &
Writing Anxiety respectively.
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Chapter 1 Rationale
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
As China is playing an increasingly important role in the world economy and
international politics, a nationwide interest in learning Chinese has emerged in the
United States in the past decade. This interest is accompanied by two important
trends. One is the rapid rise in the number of American students enrolled in Chinese
language courses and the other is the increasing number of American students
studying Chinese in China through all kinds of study-abroad programs.
From 1998 to 2002, enrollments in Chinese classes in American highereducation institutes increased from 28,456 to 34,153 students, an increased 20%
(Welles, 2004). In 2006, the number of students enrolled in Chinese classes rose to
51,582, which was a 51% increase compared to the year 2002. In 2006, Chinese
enrollments accounted for 3.3% of all language enrollments, making Chinese the 7th
most popular language among college students in the U.S. (MLA, 2007). In the last
decade, thousands of public schools stopped offering foreign languages due to
budget cuts, but many schools started to offer Chinese classes with the help of the
Chinese government. Currently, approximately 1,600 American public and private
schools are teaching Chinese, up from 300 or so a decade ago, and the numbers
continue to grow. Among America’s approximately 27,500 middle and high schools
offering at least one foreign language, the proportion offering Chinese rose to 4
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percent, from 1 percent, from 1997 to 2008, according to a survey done by the
Center for Applied Linguistics (Dillion, 2010).
An increasing number of American students are studying Chinese in studyabroad programs in China. According to the annual report by the Institute on
International Education, the number of Americans studying in China increased by 25
percent in 2007 compared to 2006. In the 2006-7 academic year, 11,064 Americans
studied in China, a large jump from the 1995-96 academic year, when only 1,396
Americans studied there (IIE, 2008). The report also found that after Britain, Italy,
Spain and France, China is now the fifth-most-popular destination for study-aboard
programs. After the Olympics held in Beijing, the number of students interested in
China continues to grow. In 2008, 218 students applied for money to study in China
from Gilman International Scholarships offered by the State Department, compared
with 114 applications for the 2006-7 academic year (Lewin, 2008).
It should be noted that Chinese, rather than a specific language, is actually an
umbrella term for a wide range of varieties of languages spoken by Chinese people,
including Mandarin, Cantonese, Shanghai dialect, etc.. In China, Mandarin which
Chinese people call Putonghua, is the official or standardized language used in
schools, on TV or on other formal and public occasions such as conferences. All
people in China are required to learn Putonghua in school and are supposed to speak
Putonghua in public situations. In addition, all the varieties of Chinese share the same
writing system (i.e., simplified or traditional Chinese characters), which, to some
2

degree, helps unite all the varieties of Chinese under the same umbrella term: Chinese.
In the U.S., when offering a Chinese as a foreign language course, almost all the
universities and K-12 schools are teaching Mandarin (Putonghua) rather than the
other varieties of Chinese.
Following other researchers (e.g. Wen, 1997, 2011; He & Xiao, 2008) in the
field of teaching Chinese as a foreign language in the United States, this study will
use the term “Chinese” to refer to the language taught in U.S. foreign language
classrooms although Mandarin (a variety of Chinese) is actually the language being
taught in U.S. schools.
As Chinese is gaining popularity in the U.S., it is widely recognized that
Chinese is a challenging language for Americans to learn. The Foreign Service
Institute (FSI) of the Department of State has defined four categories of foreign
languages on the basis of the difficulty for native speakers of English. According to
the FSI, the most commonly taught languages—Spanish and French—are both
Category I languages, whereas the less commonly taught languages, such as Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, and Arabic, on the other hand, are classified as Category IV.
According to FSI figures, for the same level of proficiency, students need to take 1320
hours of instruction in a Category IV language in comparison with only 480 hours of
instruction in Category I languages (Walker, 1989).
Although there is an obvious increase in interest in Chinese, many Americans
are either intimidated by the difficulty level of the Chinese language or frustrated by
3

the challenge of learning Chinese. The survey conducted by MLA shows that the
differential in enrollments between lower-level and upper-level classes was dramatic.
For every 9 enrollments in first-year and second-year Chinese, there are only two
enrollments in an advanced Chinese course (MLA, 2007). The drop-out rate of the
Chinese language is very high, which is likely due to the difficulty level of Chinese
(Samimy & Tabuse, 1992; Norman, 1996; Pease, 1996; Oh, 1996).
Gardner, Moorcroft, and MacIntyre’s (1987) study regarding the second
language performance of language dropouts revealed that dropouts had significantly
higher levels of foreign language anxiety. In a study exclusively exploring the
relationship between foreign language anxiety and student attrition, Bailey,
Onwuegbuzie, and Daley (2003) also found that learners with the highest levels of
anxiety were more at risk for dropping out of their foreign language courses than
their low-anxious counterparts. The possibility that anxiety might be one of the reasons
for the high drop-out rates of Chinese language classes should be explored.
Despite the increasing popularity of the Chinese language in the U.S. and the
potential problems experienced by American students of Chinese, studies on teaching
and learning Chinese as a foreign language in the United States are scarce. During the
last two decades, most studies involving American students studying Chinese have
focused on teachers, teaching, and testing, instructional methods, character learning,
teaching materials, and error analysis while affective factors such as attitudes,
motivation, beliefs, and anxiety have not attracted enough attention although studies
4

have repeatedly shown that affective factors could have important impact on foreign
language learning (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986; Gardner, 1985; Dornyei &
Csizer, 2002). A thorough search in the Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers
Association (JCLTA), a journal dedicated to teaching Chinese as a foreign language
in

the

United

States, yielded 298 articles on Chinese pedagogical issues, among

which there are no articles exploring affective factors such as anxiety. A search in the
journal Foreign Language Annuals only yielded 22 articles relating to teaching
Chinese as a foreign language in the United States, among which only one article
(Wen, 1997) considers affective factors of CFL learners. This study explored CFL
learners’ motivation in studying Chinese. More recently, there have been a few more
motivation studies among CFL learners (e.g. Wen, 2011; Comanaru & Noels, 2009),
but studies related to CFL learners' anxiety or other affective factors are very rare if
there is any.
In the past two decades, the study of anxiety has attracted the attention of an
increasing number of researchers and language teachers. Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope
(1986) proposed that Foreign Language Anxiety was a situation-specific anxiety
construct independent of other types of anxieties. They defined foreign language
anxiety as “a distinct complex set of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings and behaviors
related to classroom

language

learning

arising

from

the

uniqueness

of

the language learning process” (p.128). They also identified three anxieties related to
foreign language anxiety: communication apprehension (McCroskey, 1970), fear of
5

negative evaluation (Watson & Friend, 1969), and test anxiety (Sarason, 1978), to
help language teachers and scholars understand the nature of foreign language
anxiety. In addition, they offered an instrument, the Foreign Language Classroom
Anxiety Scale (FLCAS), to measure foreign language anxiety.
After the introduction of the FLCAS and a number of other measures of
foreign language anxiety (e.g. Gardner, 1985; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994),
researchers were able to measure foreign language anxiety relatively more precisely.
Many studies have shown that foreign language anxiety is prevalent among foreign
language learners (Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986; MacIntyre & Charos, 1996;
MacIntyre & Gardner, 1989, 1991a, 1991b). Studies in a variety of language learning
contexts have found that approximately one-third of students studying a foreign
language experience at least a moderate level of foreign language anxiety (e.g. Aida,
1994; Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Horwitz, 2001; Le, 2004). The fact that
approximately one out of every three students suffers from a certain degree of
anxiety in foreign language classrooms should be taken seriously in all types of
foreign language instruction.
In addition, a large number of studies have investigated the relationship between
foreign language anxiety and second language achievement. These studies generally
report a consistent moderate negative relationship between measures of language
anxiety and language achievement (Horwitz, 2001). For example, Gardner and
MacIntyre (1993) found language anxiety to be the largest single correlate of
6

foreign language achievement. Studies have also shown that foreign language
anxiety is likely to have a negative impact on students’ attitudes and motivation
toward language study (e.g. Phillips, 1990; Spitalli, 2000). Bailey, Onwuegbuzie,
and Daley (2003) have found that highly anxious learners are more at risk for
dropping out of their foreign language classes.
As can be seen, foreign language anxiety is not only prevalent among
language learners, but appears to interfere with language learning. Since Chinese is a
relatively difficult language for American students to learn and Chinese has a very
high drop-out rate, it is reasonable to believe that anxiety is an important issue among
CFL learners in the United States. Unfortunately, existing studies on the anxiety of
CFL learners in the U.S. are very rare.
Until now, the FLCAS, a generic foreign language anxiety scale, has been
the most widely used instrument to measure foreign language learners’ anxiety for all
target languages. Studies using the FLCAS as a measure of foreign language anxiety
have suggested that there are no significant differences in anxiety levels among
learners of different target languages (e.g. Saito, Horwitz & Garza, 1999). This
“against-common- sense” result may be due to the generic nature of the FLCAS, or due
to the fact that the FLCAS

does

not

include

enough

items

reflective

of

listening, reading and writing anxieties in foreign language learning. The FLCAS
mainly addresses foreign language speaking anxiety and it does not take into
consideration the characteristics of specific target languages and learners.
7

Since Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope (1986) introduced the FLCAS, almost 30
years have passed.

Thanks to their seminal work on foreign language classroom

anxiety, studies on foreign language anxiety have prospered and have provided us
new insights into the understanding of foreign language anxiety. For example, while
the FLCAS mainly focused on anxiety related to speaking in the classroom, in the past
decade, researchers (e.g. Saito, Horwitz & Garza, 1999; Kim, 2000; Cheng, Horwitz
& Schallert, 1999; Cheng, 2004) have identified anxieties related to specific language
skills and developed separate scales for measuring reading, listening and writing
anxieties. In the past 30 years, the American society has changed in many ways, which
may have brought changes to the nature of foreign language anxiety experienced by
foreign language learners in the U.S.. In this sense, it seems desirable to integrate the
new insights from the anxiety literature and new experiences of foreign language
anxiety among American foreign language learners into existing measures of foreign
language anxiety.
Despite its contribution to the study of foreign language anxiety, the FLCAS
has received some criticism and caused some confusion among researchers in terms of
the construct of foreign language anxiety. Many researchers have misinterpreted this
scale as having three distinct components, i.e., communication apprehension, test
anxiety, and fear of negative feedback, and that the scale constructs reflect the
three sub-dimensions of foreign language anxiety. Rather, Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope
(1986) held that foreign language anxiety is a unidimensional construct. Horwitz
8

(1986) argued that the three anxieties are only related to foreign language anxiety
rather than sub-dimensions of the construct.
The confusion among researchers may be due to lack of a clear explanation of
development procedures of the scale. For example, Kim (2002) offered several
concerns about the FLCAS:
1. Little has been reported on the content-related validity of the scale.
2. No clear indication was given of the procedure to categorize the construct of FL anxiety into
the three components.
3. The authors of the FLCAS did not include any items related to reading and writing skills.
4. It is doubtful that the items in the FLCAS are comprehensively representative of the
construct of foreign language anxiety.
5. Such doubt on the FLCAS items for their representativeness of the construct leads to a debate
on issues of construct underrepresentation. (Kim, 2002, p.38-41)

These criticisms of the FLCAS may not be fair as they are based on the
understanding that communication comprehension, fear of negative feedback, and test
anxiety are components of foreign language anxiety, which Horwitz, Horwitz and
Cope (1986) did not claim. However, Kim (2002) is right in suggesting that items in a
scale should fully represent the domains of the construct, otherwise, the scale runs the
risk of construct underrepresentation and construct irrelevancy. In other words, before
developing a scale, a sound theoretical model of the construct and its sub-domains (if
any) need to be constructed and this theoretical model or construct should be used
as a guide to select items for the scale (Dawis, 1987; Devellis, 2003).
Another concern with the FLCAS stems from its lack of comprehensiveness.
Several researchers (e.g. Saito, Horwitz & Garza, 1999; Kim, 2000; Cheng, Horwitz
& Schallert, 1999; Cheng, 2004) have found that foreign language reading, listening
9

and writing anxieties are distinguishable from general foreign language anxiety as
measured by the FLCAS (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986). Since the FLCAS
primarily measures speaking anxiety, it may be advisable to develop a scale that
includes items reflective of anxieties related to the other three skills.
In addition, some studies seem to indicate that the characteristics of the
specific target language have an effect on learners’ foreign language anxiety. For
example, compared to the anxiety levels of learners of other languages in other studies,
American learners of Chinese in Le's (2004) study experienced the highest level of
anxiety when learning Chinese in study-abroad programs in China, perhaps due to the
difficulty level of Chinese and the stressful learning environment in Chinese studyabroad programs. Saito, Horwitz, and Garza (1999) found that levels of foreign
language reading anxiety were significantly different for the three target languages
(Japanese, Russian and French) examined in their study (p<.05). When reading,
learners of Japanese were the most anxious (M=56.01), followed by the French
participants (M=53.14), with the Russian participants experiencing the lowest levels of
reading anxiety (M=46.64). Saito, Horwitz, and Garza (1999) argued that "reading
Japanese provoked higher anxiety levels than reading Russian or French was
anticipated due to the unfamiliar and non-Roman writing system as well as the
foreign cultural content" (p.212). Aida (1994) found that the anxiety level of students
of Japanese (M=96.7) was slightly higher than that of Horwitz’s (1986) study of
Spanish learners (M=94.5). Aida thought this result was understandable because
10

"students may feel more anxious in learning a non-western, foreign language like
Japanese than in learning commonly taught Western languages such as Spanish"
(p.158). In short, these studies seem to suggest that students' foreign language anxiety
may vary with the specific target language and for that reason, it may be
advisable to include items addressing characteristics of the specific target language in
the scale of foreign language anxiety.
As Chinese is very different from English and other alphabetic languages, it
may be necessary to develop an anxiety scale specific to the Chinese language that
addresses the unique characteristics (i.e., the tones and characters) of Chinese.
Furthermore, CFL learners’ anxiety experiences may be different from learners of
other languages in the U.S.. For example, since Chinese is a relatively difficult
language for American students, those who choose to study Chinese may have been
high achievers in other language classes such as Spanish. However, when they find
they are not as successful in Chinese classes as in their previous language classes, they
may experience anxiety. Many students in Chinese language classes come from Asian
backgrounds whose native languages are similar to Chinese to some extent, so this
group of students’ feelings of anxiety may be different from other students. In
addition, the number of Chinese heritage learners is increasing in Chinese classes
(Wen, 2011). Those students who have a Chinese heritage but do not speak any
variety o f Chinese at home may experience particularly high levels of anxiety in
Chinese classes due to their Chinese "faces" or due to the high expectations of their
11

teachers or classmates. The fact that Chinese has many varieties may impact what it
means to be a heritage learner. In the literature, there are many ways to classify Chinese
heritage learners (e.g. He & Xiao, 2008; Comanaru & Noels, 2009). Different ways for
differentiating Chinese heritage learners and for handling the issue of heritage-learning
status in Chinese programs in the United States may result in anxiety among these
learners. All these possibilities seem to further suggest that a study on CFL Anxiety
may be an interesting topic and that an anxiety scale specific to the Chinese language
may be necessary.

RESEARCH GOALS
Chinese is gaining popularity in the U.S. and anxiety may be a very important
issue among CFL learners, but studies on CFL Anxiety almost do not exist. The core
purpose of the present study is to construct a reliable and valid CFL Anxiety Scale,
which addresses characteristics of the Chinese language and reflects anxieties related
to the four language skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing.
Since a valid and reliable measure should be based on a sound theoretical
model or construct, the first step of the study is to propose such a model and provide
support for the model of foreign language anxiety by interviewing CFL learners and
teachers.
After the scale is constructed, this study intends to use this scale to measure
CFL learners' anxiety, compare the anxiety levels among different subgroups of CFL
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learners, and explore the relationships between CFL learners' anxiety and several
other variables related to CFL learning.
As a result, the present study has four major goals: 1) to propose and provide
support to the theoretical model or construct of CFL Anxiety; 2) to construct a reliable
and valid CFL Anxiety Scale that reflects the theoretical model or construct of CFL
Anxiety proposed in this study; 3) to measure CFL learners' anxiety by using the
newly developed measure; 4) to explore the influence of background variables on
CFL Anxiety and the relationships between CFL Anxiety and other variables
related to CFL learning.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Theoretically, this study will contribute to the field of foreign language education
by proposing and providing support for a theoretical model of CFL Anxiety,
identifying sources of CFL Anxiety, and constructing a Chinese language specific CFL
Anxiety Scale. Additionally, it will examine American CFL learners' anxiety levels,
and explore the influence of background variables on CFL Anxiety and the
relationships between CFL Anxiety and a number of other learning variables.
Practically, the CFL Anxiety Scale is likely to measure CFL learners’ level of
anxiety more precisely and help teachers better identify anxious learners and the
sources of their anxiety, which, in turn, may help teachers and learners find ways to
reduce their anxiety levels. Ultimately, learners’ more comfortable experience in CFL
classrooms may help decrease the drop-out rates of Chinese classes. A foreign
13

language anxiety scale specific to CFL learners may also work as a model for
designing anxiety scales for other foreign languages.
Socially, more successful American learners of Chinese can help promote
mutual understanding, cultural exchanges and economic cooperation between China
and the United States, which, in turn, would be of great benefit to both nations.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
THE CONSTRUCT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY
The literature on anxiety generally distinguishes three types of anxiety: trait,
situation-specific, and state anxiety (see Cattell & Scheier, 1963; MacIntyre & Gardner,
1989, 1991a; Spielberger, 1966).
Trait anxiety refers to a general tendency to become nervous in a wide range of
situations (Spielberger, 1983). Since trait anxiety is a feature of an individual’s
personality, it is therefore stable over time. In other words, people with trait anxiety are
anxious about many things under many circumstances.
State anxiety is the feeling of worry or stress that takes place at a particular
moment under a particular circumstance (Spielberger, 1983) and often accompanies
physical signs such as perspiration, sweaty palms, dry mouth, muscle contractions and
tension, and increased heart rate. A state anxiety is not stable and is likely to change from
moment to moment and from circumstance to circumstance.
A situation-specific anxiety is similar to trait anxiety in that it is stable over time,
but it may not be consistent across situations; Rather, it is subject to change from
situation to situation. Public speaking anxiety is an example of situation-specific anxiety.
Foreign language anxiety is also generally viewed to be situation-specific (Horwitz,
2001; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994).
According to Horwitz and Young (1991), it is possible to conceptualize foreign
language anxiety in two ways: (1) as a transfer of other types of anxiety (i.e., trait
anxiety, test anxiety, or public speaking anxiety) in the language learning context, or (2)
15

as a situation-specific anxiety. Early studies on anxiety and language learning used the
“anxiety transfer” approach, which produced mixed and even contradictory results. At the
time, some studies found negative relationships between anxiety and language
achievement, some studies found no relationship, but others found positive relationships
(Chastain, 1975; Kleinmann, 1977). Scovel (1978) argued that the inconsistent results of
the early studies may be due to the fact that researchers used various constructs and
measures of anxiety. Since that time, researchers have been paying special attention to
the type of anxiety they are measuring. Meanwhile, some researchers (e.g. Gardner,
1985; Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986) suggested that foreign language anxiety should
be viewed as a situation-specific anxiety unique to foreign language learning independent
of other types of anxieties.
Gardner (1985) hypothesized that “a construct of anxiety which is not general but
instead is specific to the language acquisition context is related to second language
achievement” (p. 34). MacIntyre and Gardner (1994) defined Foreign Language Anxiety
as “the feeling of tension and apprehension specifically associated with second language
contexts, including speaking, listening and learning” (p. 284). MacIntyre (1999) also
stated that “we can define language anxiety as the worry and negative emotional reaction
aroused when learning or using a second language” (p. 27).
Similarly, Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) held that foreign language anxiety
is specifically related to the foreign language classroom situation. According to them,
foreign language anxiety is not simply transferred from other types of anxieties such as
16

trait anxiety, but rather “a distinct complex of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings, and
behaviors related to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the
language learning process” (p. 128). They identified three anxieties related to Foreign
Language Anxiety: communication apprehension (McCroskey, 1970), fear of negative
evaluation (Watson & Friend, 1969), and test anxiety (Sarason, 1978), which were found
to correlate with Foreign Language Anxiety only slightly or moderately (Horwitz, 1986).
These findings indicate that although foreign language anxiety may share some variance
with several other types of anxieties, it is clearly distinguishable from these anxieties.
Therefore, Foreign Language Anxiety should be considered as a construct important to
foreign language learning in and of itself.
In order to measure the situation-specific anxiety for language learning, a number
of specific instruments of second/foreign language anxiety were developed, among which
the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) developed by Horwitz,
Horwitz and Cope (1986) has been used the most widely in the field of foreign language
education. The FLCAS includes 33 Likert-scale items that assess a learner’s level of
foreign language anxiety, as evidenced by subjective feelings, perceptions, negative
attitudes towards foreign language classes, and avoidance behaviors (Horwitz, 1986).
Since the introduction of measures specific to foreign language anxiety, researchers have
found a consistent moderate negative correlation between foreign language anxiety and
foreign language achievement (Horwitz, 2001).
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However, since the mid 1990s, Sparks and Ganschow and their colleagues have
proposed a different conceptualization of foreign language anxiety (e.g. Sparks and
Ganschow, 1991, 1993a, 1993b, 1995, 2007). According to their Linguistic Coding
Deficit/Differences Hypothesis (LCDH), “FL (foreign language) learning is based
primarily on one’s native language learning ability (i.e., language aptitude), and students’
anxiety about FL learning is likely to be a consequence of their FL difficulties” (Sparks,
Ganschow, & Javorsky, 2000, p.251). In other words, students’ anxiety in language
learning is the result of poor performance resulted from their poor native language skills.
They seem to suggest that foreign language anxiety is not an important issue in foreign
language learning since it is not a cause but a result of poor performance, or poor foreign
language learning ability.
As studies have repeatedly shown the prevalence of foreign language anxiety
among all kinds of learners, Sparks and Ganschow and their colleagues’ view on foreign
language anxiety has received strong criticisms from scholars who recognize the
importance of foreign language anxiety. While accepting poor language learning ability
as one of the possible causes of foreign language anxiety, researchers (e.g. MacIntyre,
1995a, 1995b; Horwitz, 2000) have argued that foreign language anxiety is independent
of first language learning disabilities and should be viewed as an important factor that
hinders language learning in and of itself. MacIntyre (1995b) pointed out that language
anxiety was found to be significantly correlated with foreign language tasks but not with
those same tasks performed in the native language. Horwitz (1996) noted that even some
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foreign language teachers who were advanced and fluent language learners in the foreign
language were found to be highly anxious in using the language. In response to Sparks
and Ganschow and their colleagues, Horwitz (2000) concluded that “the LCDH is
ultimately based on an overly simplified view of language learning” (p. 118) and that “to
discuss foreign language learning without considering the emotional reactions of the
learner to language learning [is] a serious oversight” (Horwitz, 1995, p. 573).

EFFECTS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY
Since foreign language anxiety was recognized as a situation-specific anxiety
particularly associated with foreign language learning, a number of specific measures
have been developed and used to measure it in a number of instructional contexts with
varying target languages. Results show that foreign language anxiety is a common
emotional reaction to foreign language learning experienced by foreign language learners
whether it is in high schools, small colleges or large major universities, whether the target
language is Spanish, French, Japanese or any other languages, whether language learners
are freshmen or graduate students (e.g. Horwitz, 1986; Aida, 1994; Macintyre & Gardner,
1989, Ganschow and Sparks, 1996). Studies have also found that learners of all
proficiency levels (beginning, intermediate, and advanced) experience foreign language
anxiety to certain degrees (e.g. Coulombe, 2000; Liu, 2006).
Foreign language anxiety is not only prevalent among learners, but also has
various negative effects on second/foreign language learning (e.g. MacIntyre, 1999;
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Horwtiz, Tallon and Luo, 2009). The following sections will give a summary of these
effects.

Academic Effects
Foreign language anxiety has been found to be one of the best predictors of
success in the second/foreign language learning (MacIntyre and Gardner, 1991; Gardner
and MacIntyre, 1993). A large number of studies have investigated the relationship
between foreign language anxiety and second/foreign language achievement. These
studies have generally reported a consistent moderate negative relationship between
language anxiety and language achievement (Horwitz, 2001).
Researchers have most commonly used final course grades and standardized
proficiency tests to measure language achievement in foreign anxiety studies (MacIntyre
and Gardner, 1994). For example, Horwitz (1986) found foreign language anxiety to be
significantly, negatively and moderately correlated with the grades students expected to
receive in their first semester language class (r=-.52, p=.001). She also found foreign
language anxiety to be significantly, negatively and moderately correlated with their
actual final grades (r=-.49, p=.003 for beginning Spanish classes, and r=-.54, p=.001 for
beginning French classes). Aida (1994) and Saito and Samimy (1996) found a similar
significant negative correlation between anxiety scores and final grades among American
students learning Japanese. Phillips (1992) also reported that the students’ scores on the
FLCAS correlated negatively with the scores of an oral French test. Similarly, Coulombe
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(2000) reported a negative correlation between the FLCAS scores and final grades among
French learners of three proficiency levels (i.e., beginning, intermediate and advanced).
In foreign language anxiety studies, language achievement measures other than
the above mentioned two common indices (i.e., final grades and standardized proficiency
tests) included teacher ratings, self-ratings, cloze tests, etc.. Negative relationships
between these measures and language anxiety have also been found. For example,
Trylong (1987) used teacher ratings to indicate students’ achievement in language classes
and found a negative relationship between anxiety and teacher ratings of achievement.
MacIntyre, Noels and Clément (1997) asked students to rate their language proficiency
levels by themselves and discovered a negative relationship between anxiety and
students’ self-ratings. Gardner and MacIntyre (1993) used a cloze test, a composition
task, and an objective test to measure students’ language achievement and found Englishspeaking students’ foreign language anxiety to be significantly and negatively correlated
with scores of the above mentioned three tests.
MacIntyre (1999) identified an additional academic effect of language anxiety as
“overstudying”. Overstudying is a common response when an individual notices that he
or she is not performing well because of anxiety arousal (Eysenck 1979; Schwarzer
1986). According to Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986), anxious students may overstudy
in order to avoid “being less competent than other students or being negatively evaluated
by them” (p. 130). In a series of interviews with anxious language learners, Price (1991)
noted that students who experienced anxiety felt the need to compensate for the negative
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effects of anxiety arousal by increased efforts. MacIntyre and Gardner’s (1994) study
also showed this effect. In an academic setting, overstudying often “leaves students with
lower levels of achievement than would be expected based on the work and time that they
invest in language study” (MacIntyre, 1999, p.34).
Another academic effect of foreign language anxiety is student drop-out or
attrition. The findings of Gardner, Moorcroft, and MacIntyre’s (1987) study regarding the
second language performance of language drop-outs revealed that drop-outs had
significantly higher levels of language anxiety and significantly lower self-evaluations of
their language learning even though their foreign language achievement was not
significantly different than that of continuing students. In a study specially exploring the
relationship between foreign language anxiety and student attrition, Bailey,
Onwuegbuzie, and Daley (2003) found that learners with the highest levels of anxiety
were more at risk for dropping out of their foreign language courses than their lowanxious counterparts.

Cognitive Effects
A good deal of research has suggested that anxiety causes cognitive interference
in performing specific tasks (see Sarason, 1980; Schwarzer, 1986). Eysenck (1979)
suggested that anxious people tended to have their attention divided between task-related
cognition and self-related cognition. In the foreign language learning context, task-related
cognition in a production task, for example, includes encoding the words, comprehending
the meaning of phrases and the structure of a message, and planning what one is about to
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say next. For anxious people, self-related cognition is associated with excessive selfevaluation, worry over potential failure, and concern over others’ opinions. Since selfrelated cognition or anxiety-related thoughts have to compete for cognitive resources
with normal cognitive demands and the capacity to process information is limited,
anxiety-related cognition usually hinders performance (Eysenck, 1979).
Tobias (1979, 1986) hypothesized that the cognitive effects of anxiety lay in its
interference with the three stages of cognitive processing: Input, Processing and Output.
MacIntyre and Gardner (e.g. 1989; 1994) developed three anxiety scales (i.e., the input
anxiety scale, the processing anxiety scale, and the output anxiety scale) specifically
addressing anxieties related to three stages of cognitive processing and designed a series
of experiments to examine the hypothesis proposed by Tobias. They found that anxiety
interfered with all three stages of cognitive processing, and that anxiety had the strongest
impacts on processing and output.

Social Effects
An obvious and important social effect of foreign language anxiety is that anxious
learners do not communicate as often as more relaxed learners (MacIntyre & Gardner
1991a, 1991b). Since speaking has been identified as one of the most important sources
of anxiety for many learners (e.g. Price, 1991), it is natural that anxious learners are less
willing to communicate in language classes. Evidence from MacIntyre and Charos's
(1995) study indicated that anxious learners seemed to be less willing to communicate,
and that they tended to talk less frequently when given opportunity to do so in a natural
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setting. Liu & Jackson (2008) investigated the relationship between Chinese university
EFL students’ unwillingness to communicate in English and their foreign language
anxiety, and found the two variables to be closely related. Horwitz, Tallon and Luo
(2009) took a step further and saw the construct of Willingness to Communicate (WTC)
as an alternative conceptualization of foreign language anxiety. While research on foreign
language anxiety seeks to understand why some learners may not communicate in their
foreign language classes or why they feel uncomfortable when speaking the foreign
language, WTC intends to examine the conditions under which people choose to
communicate.
Since anxious learners tend to be reticent, their teachers and classmates may form
negative perceptions of them, which, in turn, may have a negative impact on their social
relationships in the classroom setting. Although there has not been much research into
this possibility, MacIntyre (1999) pointed out that “how anxious second language
communicators are perceived by others in the classroom and in interactions outside the
classroom would be interesting topics of future research” (p.39).

Affective Effects
Since affective variables tend to be related to each other, it may be reasonable to
believe that foreign language anxiety, one of the most important affective variables in
language learning, may have some impact on other affective variables such as attitudes
and motivation towards language learning. As a matter of fact, it is likely that anxiety
influences students’ feelings about language study (Horwitz, Tallon & Luo, 2009). For
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example, Spitalli (2000) found a negative relationship between anxiety and high school
students’ attitudes toward other cultures. Phillips (1992) concluded that anxiety could
have a negative impact on students’ attitudes and motivation toward language study.
According to Phillips (1992),
Although language anxiety apparently explains a small part of a very complex picture with regard to
performance, its most significant contribution lies in its influence on the attitudes of students toward
language learning and on their intentions to continue the study of a foreign language. Students who
experience negative affect and who are frightened by oral evaluations are not likely to exhibit
positive attitudes toward language class, and they are not likely to take more than the required
number of courses (p.22).

Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) also pointed out that anxious learners may “skip
class”, or “seek refuge” (p.130) in the last row in an effort to avoid the humiliation or
embarrassment of being called on to speak. These avoidance behaviors of anxious
learners may be interpreted as indicators of low motivation towards the language class
resulted from high anxiety level.

Personal Effects
“Among the most troublesome effects of language anxiety is the severe anxiety
reaction for an individual language learner” (MacIntyre, 1999, p.39). Anxious language
learners “experience apprehension, worry, even dread” and “they have difficulty
concentrating, become forgetful, sweat and have palpitations” (Horwitz, Horwitz &
Cope, 1986, p.126). Unfortunately, foreign language anxiety makes language learning an
uncomfortable or even traumatic experience for many learners.
The literature on foreign language anxiety contains numerous statements that
reflect the feelings of miserable anxious learners. For example, one student interviewed
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by Price (1991) said, “I’d rather be in a prison camp than speak a foreign language (p.
104). Other students in her study worried that their peers would think they were “stupid,”
“a total dingbat,” or “a babbling baby” because they were having trouble using simple
vocabulary and grammatical structures in their language classes. Howitz, Horwitz and
Cope (1986) reported the experience of many anxious learners. One student confessed,
“When I’m in my Spanish class I just freeze! I can’t think of anything when my teacher
calls on me. My mind goes blank.” A student in Cohen and Norst’s (1989) study
described language learning as “the smashing of a well-developed positive self-concept”
(p. 68-69). Anxious learners often engage in self-deprecating cognition (Young, 1991),
which is manifested in the following statements: “I just know that I have some kind of
disability" (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986, p. 125). "When I speak English in class, I
am so afraid I feel like hiding behind my chair” (Horwitz & Young, 1991, p. xiii).

SOURCES OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY
Due to its prevalence and negative effects on language learning, most language
teachers are interested in the causes or sources of foreign language anxiety so that they
can help alleviate their students’ anxiety. A large number of sources or causes of foreign
language anxiety have been identified in the literature.
For example, Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) considered foreign language
anxiety as resulting from learners’ difficulties presenting themselves authentically in the
new language. Sparks and Ganschow and their colleagues claimed poor language
learning ability to be the only reason for foreign language anxiety (e.g. Sparks and
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Ganschow, 1991, 1993a. 1993b). MacIntyre and Gardner (1993) proposed that language
anxiety stemmed from repeated negative experiences associated with the foreign
language. Based on a close review of the literature at the time, Young (1991) proposed
six potential sources of language anxiety: (1) personal and interpersonal anxieties, (2)
learner beliefs about language learning, (3) instructor beliefs about language teaching, (4)
instructor-learner interactions, (5) classroom procedures, and (6) language testing. Young
(1991, 1994, 1999) categorized sources of foreign language anxiety into those stemming
from the learner, the teacher, and the instructional practice.
The present study classifies sources of foreign language anxiety mentioned in the
literature into four categories, i.e., the classroom environment, learner characteristics, the
target language, and the foreign language learning process itself.

Classroom Environment
To a large degree, learners’ foreign language anxiety is associated with foreign
language classrooms. The two major measures of foreign language anxiety, i.e.,
Gardner’s (1985) French Classroom Anxiety Scale and Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope’s
(1986) Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scales (FLCAS), are based on learners’
experience in the classroom setting.
The teacher and the instructional practices identified by Young (1991) can be
subsumed under the classroom environment. In addition, the other students (including the
behaviors of classmates and learner’s relationship with classmates) can also be
considered a contributing factor to the classroom environment. The following sections
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will explore the classroom environment as a source of foreign language anxiety from
three perspectives, i.e., the role of the teacher, classroom practices and relationships
among the students in the classroom.

The Role of the Teacher
The teacher has been found to play an important role in students’ anxiety levels in
a foreign language class. For example, Allemand and Aida (1994) were particularly
interested in the effect of the instructor on anxiety levels. In their study, one instructor
was judged to be “authoritarian” whereas the other was viewed as “facilitative”. Students
from the “authoritarian” teacher’s class commented on their experiences of high stress
and anxiety; instead, students from the “facilitative” teacher’s class were reported to be
more comfortable and less anxious.
Based on the results of interviews with anxious students, Price (1991) also
reported that the teacher “had played a significant role in the amount of anxiety each
student had experienced in particular classes” (p.106). Price also pointed out that those
teachers who criticized students’ accents or high school instructors who walked around
the classroom with a yardstick and flung it on the desk of anyone who was not listening
were thought to increase students’ anxiety. Those instructors who made class time a
performance rather than a learning time were also reported to be anxiety-provoking. On
the contrary, those teachers who encouraged mistakes in class and asked the students to
discuss the importance of making mistakes in language learning were thought to alleviate
anxiety.
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Samimy (1994) considered a judgmental teaching attitude as anxiety-provoking.
Aida (1994) saw a harsh manner of teaching as leading to anxiety in foreign language
classrooms. Young (1994) also viewed “the instructor’s harsh manner of correcting
student errors” as causing anxiety. Similarly, Palacios (1998) found several teacher
characteristics to be associated with anxiety. These characteristics included absence of
teacher support, an unsympathetic personality, lack of time for personal attention,
favoritism, a sense that the class did not provide students with the tools necessary to
match the teacher’s expectations, and the sense of being judged by the teacher or the
desire to impress the teacher. On the other hand, students were less anxious in classes
where teachers were supportive, patient, humorous, understanding of a student’s lack of
knowledge, had a desire to help student achieve success, and cared about students.
The instructor’s beliefs about language teaching are a further source of language
anxiety mentioned in the literature. According to Young (1994), instructors' beliefs that
could cause anxiety among students include the following:
1) some intimidation of students is necessary.
2) the instructor's role is to correct students constantly.
3) the instructor cannot have students working in pairs because the class may get out of control.
4) that the instructor should be doing most of the talking and teaching.
5) the instructor is a drill sergeant. (Young, 1994, p.31).

Such beliefs about language teaching are likely to be manifested in the teacher’s
manner and instructional practices in language classes, which, in turn, can lead to
students' feelings of anxiety.
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Classroom Practices
In addition to teacher characteristics, a number of classroom practices are
associated with anxiety. In Palacios’ (1998) study, several classroom practices were cited
by the students as anxiety-provoking. These included demands of oral production,
feelings of being “put on the spot”, the fast pace of class and the element of being
evaluated. On the other hand, classrooms that had a communication focus or that
encouraged group work were seen as the best environment for alleviating anxiety. Price
(1991) reported that the greatest source of foreign language learners’ anxiety came from
having to speak the target language in front of their peers in the classroom.
According to Young (1994), the following class procedures can lead to anxiety: 1)
asking students to speak in the target language in front of the class; 2) frequent oral
quizzes, or listening comprehension quizzes; 3) calling on students to answer questions in
the target language. Earlier, Young (1990) noted a series of classroom activities (e.g.
spontaneous role play, speaking, oral presentations, skits, presenting a prepared dialogue,
writing on the blackboard) done in front of the class as perceived to be anxiety-provoking
by students. As can be seen, activities in front of the class seem to be particularly
stressful for learners.
Koch and Terrell (1991) investigated students’ opinions on various classroom
activities associated with the Natural Approach, a language teaching method that is
supposed to alleviate learners’ anxiety. Surprisingly, learners were found to be
uncomfortable participating in some activities such as oral presentations, skits, and role
play activities even in Natural Approach classes. In addition, students’ opinions on the
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same activities varied greatly. It was common for the same activity to be judged
“comfortable” by some students while “stressful” by others. Therefore, the teacher should
be sensitive to the needs of each student and adjust their use of classroom activities
accordingly.
Tests are another common and frequently used classroom practice that has been
identified to be anxiety-provoking. Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) noted that “since
performance evaluation is an ongoing feature of most foreign language classes, testanxiety is also relevant to a discussion of foreign language anxiety” (p. 127). Horwitz
(1986) reported a significant positive correlation (r=.53, p=.001) between test anxiety and
foreign language anxiety. Many other researchers (Young, 1991, 1994; Daily, 1991;
Palacios, 1998) also believed that tests could lead to anxiety in foreign language classes.
Young (1994, p.32) listed three aspects of language testing that could provoke anxiety: 1)
test formats that evoke more anxiety than others, e.g., listening comprehension,
translation from the target language to English; 2) overstudying only to find that tests
assess different materials from those that have been studied; 3) unfamiliar test tasks.
In addition to formal tests or quizzes, some other common classroom practices,
such as being called on to read aloud or answer questions in the target language, speaking
the target language in front of the class, writing answers on the blackboard and so on,
also have an element of evaluation or testing. In these daily activities in language classes,
students may feel they are either evaluated by the teacher or the other students in the class
or both, which, in turn, can provoke anxiety among students.
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Relationships among Students
In Palacios’ (1998) study, affiliation was found to be negatively correlated with
foreign language anxiety, and lack of affiliation among students, after lack of teacher
support, was the second most mentioned element of the classroom environment to which
students attributed foreign language anxiety. Anxious students observed the prevalence of
cliques as a characteristic that did not support overall classroom affiliation. In the same
study, competition among students was found to be positively correlated to the levels of
foreign language anxiety. In addition to lack of affiliation, the interviewees also discussed
competition and self-comparison with other students as causing them to be more anxious
in language classes. Although Palacios’ students did not explicitly make the connection
between competition and anxiety, Bailey (1983) did establish that connection by
analyzing her own language learning diary. The diary analysis showed that comparing
herself to the other students in the classroom was the most important cause of her high
level of anxiety in learning French as a foreign language.
The anxious students interviewed by Price (1991) made it very clear that speaking
the target language in front of their peers was the most anxiety-provoking thing in
language classes. Although speaking the target language can be a cause of anxiety,
“being in front of peers” is also crucial in this scenario. Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope
(1986) identified fear of negative feedback to be related to foreign language anxiety.
Although there is no denying that students may be afraid of being evaluated negatively by
the teacher, they are also “acutely sensitive to the evaluations—real or imagined—of
their peers” (p.128). When asked about suggestions for alleviating foreign language
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anxiety, some students mentioned that “getting to know the other students helped them to
feel more relaxed by reducing the fear of being ridiculed and taking away the feeling that
the others were all smarter and more confident” (Price, 1991, p.107).

Learner Characteristics
In addition to the classroom environment, researchers have also approached the
sources of anxiety from the perspective of the learner. A number of individual learner
characteristics have been linked to foreign language anxiety. These characteristics
include competitiveness, perfectionism, fear of negative feedback, low self-esteem, low
self-perceptions of ability, and learner beliefs about language learning (e.g. Bailey, 1983;
Price, 1991; Yan & Horwitz, 2008; Tallon, 2006). It should be noted that these
characteristics are likely interrelated intricately with each other rather than being
independent of one another. They probably work together in complex ways to cause
foreign language anxiety.

Competitiveness
In a series of diary analyses, Bailey (1983) found that competitiveness was a key
factor that contributed to foreign language anxiety. Bailey defined competitiveness as
“the desire to excel in comparison to others” (p. 96). “Others” in this definition are
typically the learner’s classmates, but a learner may compete with an idealized self-image
or with learners not directly involved in the language classroom. If a learner perceives
himself or herself as lacking when comparing to the others or the idealized self-image,
such competiveness can lead to anxiety.
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Bailey’s diary analysis showed that she tended to frequently compare herself with
other learners in the class and that she became anxious when she found herself less
proficient. However, her anxiety decreased as she perceived herself becoming more
proficient and therefore better able to “compete” with their peers. Bailey (1983) also
noted that competitive language learners shared some other characteristics, such as “a
desire to out-do other language learners”, “emphasis on or concern with tests and
grades”, and “a desire to gain teachers’ approval” (p. 93).

Perfectionism
Gregersen and Horwitz (2002) examined the relationship between foreign
language anxiety and perfectionism among pre-service English teachers in Chile. They
found that anxious learners tended to be perfectionists in their life. They also concluded
that anxious language learners and perfectionists have a lot in common in terms of their
characteristics. For example, both groups tended to have high standards, procrastinate,
care too much about others’ opinions and worry about making errors. It was obvious that
these characteristics had the potential for making language learning a less comfortable
experience. For example, perfectionists tended to overestimate the negative impact of
their errors and the possibility of others’ negative evaluations. They were excessively
concerned about their teachers and peers’ evaluations and opinions. In contrast, the nonperfectionists tended to use self-evaluation more often and usually gave themselves
positive evaluations. In addition, the perfectionist students not only were more concerned
about their mistakes, but also rated their mistakes as more serious than the non34

perfectionists. In Gregersen and Horwitz’s (2002) study, perfectionist students and
anxious students shared a lot of common characteristics, and perfectionist students
seemed to be more likely to suffer from anxiety than the non-perfectionists.

Fear of Negative Evaluation
Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) identified fear of negative feedback to be one
of the three anxieties related to foreign language anxiety. It would also seem that
competitiveness and perfectionism both have a component of fear of negative evaluation.
Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) attributed anxiety associated with language
learning and use to learners’ difficulties presenting themselves authentically in the new
language:

Adults typically perceive themselves as reasonable intelligent, socially-adept individuals, sensitive to
different socio-cultural mores. These assumptions are rarely challenged when communicating in a
native language as it is not usually difficult to understand others or to make oneself understood.
However, the situation when learning a foreign language stands in marked contrast. As an
individual’s communication attempts will be evaluated according to uncertain or even unknown
linguistic and socio-cultural standards, second language communication entails risk-taking and is
necessarily problematic. Because complex and nonspontaneous mental operations are required in
order to communicate at all, any performance in the L2 is likely to challenge an individual’s selfconcept as a competent communicator and lead to reticence, self-consciousness, fear or even panic
(p.128).

According to Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986), foreign language learners were not
able to communicate freely or present themselves authentically in the foreign because
their language proficiency was not good enough. For example, they could sound very
humorous, witty or smart in their native language, but they were not able to present their
charm in the foreign language in front of others. In this case, self-conscious language
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learners were worried that people would see them differently from the way they see
themselves. Horwitz (e.g. 2000) considered those feelings to be similar to the discomfort
people would experience when they get a bad haircut or wear clothing that they do not
like. As can be seen, the core of Horwitz’s explanation of the cause of anxiety is the fear
of negative evaluation. Horwitz’s argumentation also seems to support competitiveness
as a cause of anxiety. In Horwitz’s explanation, foreign language learners compare
themselves to an idealized self-image, that is, an “intelligent”, “socially-adept”
individual; anxiety arises when they find they are not able to reach their self-created
expectations.

Low self-esteem and self-perceptions
Low self-esteem and low self-perceptions have been associated with anxiety by
several researchers. Young (1994) cited low self-esteem as one of the learner
characteristics contributing to foreign language anxiety. Earlier, Young (1992) conducted
a series of interviews with language experts to elicit their thoughts on foreign language
anxiety. Krashen responded that an individual’s degree of self-esteem was highly related
to language anxiety:

The more I think about self-esteem, the more impressed I am with its impact. This is what causes
anxiety in a lot of people. People with low self-esteem worry about what their peers think; they are
concerned with pleasing others. And that I think has to do a great degree with anxiety (Young, 1992,
p. 15).

Price’s (1991) study also supported this point of view. In her study, the subjects were
highly anxious language learners and most of them believed that their language skills
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were weaker than their classmates and that everyone else in the class looked down upon
them because they did a poor job in language classes. Gardner and MacIntyre (1993)
found that anxious language learners tended to underestimate their actual language
proficiency, which suggested that anxious language learners tended to have low selfesteem and low perceptions of their language competence and ability.
Competitiveness is likely to be related to low self-esteem or low self-perceptions.
As mentioned previously, Bailey (1983) reported that language learners tended to
compare themselves with others, especially their classmates. When they perceived
themselves to be less proficient or have weaker language learning ability, they became
anxious or stressed.
Onwuegbuzie, Bailey and Daley (1999) explored a number of demographic and
self-perception factors for relationships with foreign language anxiety. The results
showed that self-perceptions and foreign language anxiety were negatively correlated. In
addition, the seven variables, including three self-perception variables, accounted for
40% of the total variance in foreign language anxiety. The self-perception factors were
students’ expectation of their overall achievement in foreign language courses, their
perceived self-worth, and their perceived scholastic competence. As can be seen, low
self-perceptions and low self-esteem contribute to foreign language anxiety.

Learner Beliefs
A number of researchers have associated students’ beliefs about language learning
with anxiety (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Horwitz, 1988, 1989; Price, 1991; Young,
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1991, Palacio, 1998). Young (1991) held that “learner beliefs about language learning are
a major contributor to language anxiety” and that “when beliefs and reality clash, anxiety
results” (p. 428). Many students have unrealistic expectations about language learning.
For example, language learners in Horwitz’s (1988) study had the following beliefs: 1)
whether their utterances are correct or not is very important; 2) “an excellent accent” is
very desirable; 3) language learning primarily involves translation; 4) two years of study
is sufficient for achieving fluency in a foreign language; 5) some people are more gifted
in learning a foreign language than others. As can be seen, these beliefs are either
erroneous or unrealistic. When these expectations are not met in reality (which is very
likely to happen), language learners may develop negative perceptions about their
personal ability as a language learner. As low self-esteem or low self-perceptions can
result in anxiety, these learners can become very anxious language learners with these
wrong or unrealistic beliefs.
Specifically, there are two studies that examined the relationship between beliefs
about language learning and levels of foreign language anxiety, which seemed to provide
some support for the above argumentation. Horwitz (1989) found that more anxious
learners in beginning university Spanish classes evaluated language learning to be
relatively difficult and considered themselves as poor language learners. Palacios (1998)
found several beliefs to be associated with anxiety. For example, mastering a language is
an overwhelming task; translation is indispensible in order to speak in the foreign
language; and learning a language is easier for young kids. If one perceives himself or
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herself to have low language learning ability, he or she will naturally perceive language
learning to be very difficult and thus feel anxious about learning the language.
The literature seems to suggest that erroneous or unrealistic language beliefs can
result in low-perceptions of one’s language learning ability, which, in turn, lead to the
feelings of difficulty and anxiety in learning a foreign language.

Summary
In summary, a number of learner characteristics have been identified to be
potential sources of foreign language anxiety. These characteristics include
competitiveness, perfectionism, fear of negative feedback, low self-esteem, low selfperceptions of language learning ability and language beliefs. As discussed previously in
this section, these characteristics are not independent of each other; rather, they overlap
and they are interrelated to one another.
For example, when a competitive learner compares himself to an idealized selfimage, he or she is also likely to be a perfectionist. Like perfectionist, the competitive
learner sets a high standard for language learning. Both competitive and perfectionist
students are worried about negative evaluation and are concerned about making mistakes,
which are also manifestations of anxiety. Competitiveness can easily result in negative
self-perceptions. When the competitive learner judges himself or herself to have weaker
skills or learning abilities than the other students in a language class, he or she is likely to
suffer from anxiety. Language learners who hold unrealistic beliefs are also likely to form
negative self-perceptions when beliefs and reality clash. Language learners who have low
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self-esteem and low self-perceptions tend to worry about others’ opinions and thus are
likely to get anxious.
As can be seen, all these characteristics are interrelated to each other and work
together to in complicated ways to cause anxiety in foreign language learning.

Uniqueness of the Language Learning Process
Many people claim to have fear about learning a foreign language, although these
same people may be good learners in other situations (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986).
This is probably because foreign language learning is different from learning other things
such as mathematics or science.
According to Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986), foreign language anxiety arises
from the uniqueness of the language learning process. The question here is: what makes
the foreign language learning process unique? In the process of learning a foreign
language, learners are trained to speak, listen, read and write in the foreign language.
Speaking, listening, reading and writing not only accompany the process of learning, but
also are the goal of learning. The author of this study holds that the uniqueness of the
foreign language learning process mainly lies in learning the four skills of a foreign
language, i.e., speaking, listening, reading and writing.
A number of researchers have identified anxieties associated with the four
specific skills (see Horwitz, Tallon and Luo, 2009 for a detailed review of these studies).
Although the main purpose of these researchers who have identified specific speaking,
listening, reading and writing anxieties is to distinguish these specific anxieties from
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general foreign language anxiety, I see speaking, listening, reading and writing as sources
of foreign language anxiety. Since speaking, listening, speaking and writing are
inherently associated with foreign language learning, and the main goal of foreign
language learning is to develop foreign language competence in four areas, I further
argue that the anxieties associated with the four skills are inherently associated with
foreign language learning. This view matches very well with Horwitz’s (2008) opinion
that some amount of anxiety is inherent in foreign language learning.
Speaking has been recognized as an important source of anxiety. For example,
Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) identified communication apprehension to be
conceptually relevant to foreign language anxiety. As a matter of fact, the Foreign
Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS), the most famous and most frequently used
measure of foreign language anxiety, is primarily focused on students’ anxious feelings
of speaking the foreign language in the classroom setting. Among many other
researchers, Palacios (1998) found that speaking caused the most anxiety among the
learners and Price (1991) reported that the most anxiety-provoking thing in learning a
foreign language, according to her students, was to speak the target language in front of
their peers.
After speaking, foreign language listening has most frequently been associated
with anxiety. Scholars (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Scarcella and Oxford,
1992; Oxford 1993) have found that foreign language listening can be a source for
anxiety. For example, Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) mentioned that some students
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reported hearing only noise when they did listening activities for the foreign language
class. Scarcella and Oxford (1992) observed that language learners were likely to become
anxious if listening tasks involved an unfamiliar topic. Oxford (1993) also reported that
anxiety frequently occurred when students perceived a listening activity to be too hard.
Vogely’s (1998) students reported several sources of listening anxiety. For example,
when the listening material was unclear or too fast, students would probably feel anxious.
When students believed that they must understand every single word in the listening
material, they were more likely to experience anxiety in listening activities as
understanding every single word was not realistic, especially for beginning learners. Kim
(2000) developed a Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale to examine the existence
of listening anxiety and found a negative relationship between listening anxiety and
listening proficiency among University EFL learners in Korea. Elkhafaifi (2005) found
that foreign language learning anxiety and listening anxiety were separate but related
phenomena that both correlated negatively with achievement.
Saito, Horwitz and Garza (1999) developed a scale to measure foreign language
reading anxiety. They found a .6 correlation between general foreign language anxiety as
measured by the FLCAS and reading anxiety. In other words, foreign language reading
anxiety was distinguishable from general foreign language anxiety. Their findings also
indicated that students’ levels of general foreign language anxiety were not significantly
different for the three different target languages (French, Russian, Japanese), but levels of
reading anxiety were significantly different for students of the three target languages
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examined in their study. Students of Japanese had the highest levels of reading anxiety,
followed by students of French, while Russian students had the lowest level of reading
anxiety. They speculated that reading anxiety was caused by unfamiliar scripts and lack
of necessary cultural background knowledge in the target language.
Similarly, Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert (1999) attempted to differentiate general
foreign language anxiety and writing language anxiety. They concluded that there
appeared to be a language-skill-specific anxiety associated with second language writing
and that foreign language anxiety and writing anxiety were clearly distinguishable. Cheng
(2004) took a step further and developed a measure of second language writing anxiety,
which turned out to have high reliability and validity.
Thus, the present study proposes that foreign language anxiety, a situationspecific construct, has four components, namely, foreign language speaking, listening,
reading and writing anxieties. A valid foreign anxiety scale is supposed to have items
reflective of all the four components of foreign language anxiety.

The Target Language
Another potential source of anxiety that is shared by most language learners but
has not yet been fully explored by researchers lies in the target language. Many
participants who took part in my interview study (see Chapter 4 for details) told me that
they felt more anxious in learning Chinese than learning Spanish as a foreign language.
The reason seems to be simple. Chinese is more difficult than Spanish for American
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learners because Spanish is more similar to English while Chinese has exotic linguistic
features such as tones and characters.
Research has shown that Chinese as a Foreign Language (CFL) classes have a
high drop-out rate (MLA, 2007). According to many researchers and scholars, the high
drop-out rates of the less commonly taught foreign languages such as Chinese and
Japanese are likely due to the difficulty level of the these languages (Samimy & Tabuse,
1992; Norman, 1996; Pease, 1996; Oh, 1996). Studies have also shown that drop-outs
experienced significantly higher levels of anxiety (Gardner, Moorcroft & MacIntyre,
1987) and that highly anxious students were more at risk for dropping out of their
language classes (Bailey, Onwuegbuzie, & Daley, 2003). In addition, many studies show
that anxious foreign language learners tended to perceive foreign language learning as a
very difficult task (Horwitz, 1989; Palacios, 1998). Thus, it is reasonable to think the high
drop-out rate of Chinese classes in the U.S. is related to students’ anxiety experienced in
Chinese classes and anxiety, which, in turn, may be a result of the difficulty level of the
Chinese language.
The target language as a source of foreign language anxiety can also be inferred
from a number of other studies. For example, Le (2004) found that American learners of
Chinese experienced the highest level of anxiety when learning Chinese in study-abroad
programs in China compared to the anxiety levels of learners of other languages in other
studies. Aida (1994) found that the anxiety level of students of Japanese (M=96.7) was
slightly higher than that of Horwitz’s (1986) study (M=94.5). She thought this result was
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understandable because “students may feel more anxious in learning a non-western,
foreign language like Japanese than in learning commonly taught Western languages such
as Spanish” (p.158).
In addition, Japanese FL learners’ anxiety was found to differ somewhat from that
of French learners in several ways. For example, the Japanese learners’ anxiety level
increased as instruction continued whereas the anxiety of French FL learners decreased
(Samimy & Tabuse, 1992; Saito & Sammy, 1996; Gardner, Smythe, & Brunet, 1977;
Gardner, Smythe, & Clement, 1979). Kitano (2001) attributed the difference in results to
the well-known difficulty of the Japanese language and to the much-discussed differences
between the Japanese and American cultures.
Also, as mentioned previously, learners’ foreign language reading anxiety
significantly differed for three different target languages (French, Russian and Japanese)
(Saito, Horwitz & Garza, 1999).
As can be seen, the target language seems to be a source of foreign language
anxiety. I would take a step further and argue that some amount of foreign language
anxiety is language-internal or inherent in the target language.
However, interestingly, Saito, Horwitz, and Garza (1999) found no significant
differences in general foreign language anxiety level among learners of the three different
target languages. In their study, they used the FLCAS, a generic foreign language anxiety
scale that primarily addresses speaking anxiety to measure foreign language learners’
general foreign language anxiety for all target languages. This “against-common-sense”
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result may be due to the fact that the FLCAS does not take into consideration the
characteristics of specific target languages, and/or due to the fact that it does not include
enough items reflective of listening, reading and writing anxieties.
The present project attempts to develop a CFL Anxiety Scale, which not only
reflects the four components (speaking, reading, writing, listening anxieties) of foreign
language anxiety, but also specifically addresses the characteristics of the Chinese
language, the CFL classroom environment and the CFL learners.

Conclusion: the Four-dimension Source Model of FLA
A close review of the literature shows that foreign language anxiety may stem
from four major sources, i.e., the classroom environment, the learner characteristics, the
target language and the language learning process itself. The present study proposes a
four-dimension source model based on this result. This four-dimension source model of
foreign language anxiety indicates that some amount of foreign language anxiety is
inherent in the classroom environment, the learner, the target language and the
uniqueness of the language learning process respectively. In other words, some amount of
foreign language anxiety may be understood as the classroom-environment-induced
anxiety, the learner-characteristics-induced anxiety, the target-language-induced anxiety,
and the language-learning-induced anxiety respectively.
As I see it, this categorization of sources is indirectly supported by the definition
of foreign language anxiety proposed by Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986), who see
foreign language anxiety as “a distinct complex set of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings
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and behaviors related to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the
language learning process” (p.128). In the foreign language learning context, the learner,
the classroom environment, the target language and the unique process of foreign
language learning interact with each other and anxiety arises from this intricate and
interaction.
However, this four-dimension source model does not imply that the four
dimensions of sources are independent of each other. Instead, they should be seen as
interrelated and complementary in causing foreign language anxiety. For example, a
competitive student who likes to compete with the other students and worry about others’
negative evaluation is more likely to get anxious than a carefree student in an anxietyprovoking classroom environment where the instructor is harsh and the classmates are
hostile and competitive. In addition, if the target language happens to be Chinese, which
is perceived to be very difficult by many learners, he or she is even more likely to
experience anxiety. In other words, foreign language anxiety is likely a combined effect
of the four sources.

MEASURES OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY
Since foreign language anxiety was identified to be a situation-specific anxiety
distinctly associated with foreign language learning (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope,
1986; MacIntyre, 1992), scholars have developed quite a number of specific measures of
foreign language anxiety. These measures include the Foreign Language Classroom
Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986), the French Class Anxiety
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Scale (Gardner, 1985), the French Use Anxiety Scale (Gardner, Smythe & Clement,
1979), the Input, Processing and Output Anxiety Scales (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994),
the Foreign Language Reading Anxiety Scale (Saito, Garza & Horwitz, 1999), the
Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale (Kim, 2000), the Second Language Writing
Anxiety Scale (Cheng, 2004), and the Foreign Language Performance Anxiety Scale
(Kim, 2002).
The last three scales, namely, the Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale, the
Foreign Language Writing Anxiety Scale, and the Foreign Language Performance
Anxiety Scale were designed for university EFL (English as a foreign language) learners
in Asia. These scales are targeted at advanced EFL learners, so the items in these scales
do not match the purpose of the present CFL Anxiety Scale very well. Since the FLCAS
is the most famous and most frequently used instrument for measuring foreign language
anxiety, the following sections will give a detailed review of this scale.

Introduction of the FLCAS
As mentioned previously, the FLCAS has been the most widely used measure for
foreign language anxiety. This scale is based on the situation-specific construct of foreign
language anxiety proposed by Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope (1986). The scale was reported
to have high internal reliability, achieving an alpha coefficient of .93 with all items
producing significant corrected item-total correlations and a test-retest reliability over
eight weeks yielded an r=.83 (p<.001) (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986).
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Horwitz (1986) also tested the correlations between the scores of the FLCAS and
four other types of anxieties (i.e., communication apprehension, fear of negative
evaluation, test anxiety, and trait anxiety) to provide evidence for the convergent and
discriminant validity of the scale. She found only small to moderate relationships
between these anxieties and foreign language anxiety. Communication apprehension and
fear of negative evaluation were found not to be significantly correlated (r=.28 and .36,
respectively) with foreign language anxiety, while test-anxiety and foreign language
anxiety were reported to be moderately and significantly correlated (r=.53, p=.001). In
addition, the correlation between foreign language anxiety and trait-anxiety was
relatively small (r=.29, p=.002). These findings indicated that foreign language anxiety as
measured by the FLCAS was distinguishable from other types of anxieties and thus
should be considered as an important issue of language learning in and of itself.

Confusion over the Construct Underlying the FLCAS
Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) identified three anxieties, namely,
communication apprehension, test anxiety, and fear of negative evaluation as
conceptually similar to foreign language anxiety. Therefore, many scholars (e.g. Aida,
1994; MacIntyre, 1992; Kim, 2002) misinterpreted the construct of foreign language
anxiety underlying the FLCAS as having three components, which, as a matter of fact,
was not Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope’s (1986) intention.
A closer look at the 33 items shows that not all items reflect the three anxieties.
For example, some items reflect learners’ anxiety when talking to native speakers,
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some items reflect learners’ attitude towards the foreign language class, and others
address avoidance behaviors in the foreign language class. In fact, Horwitz, Horwitz and
Cope (1986) did not claim that the FLCAS had three dimensions made up of the three
related anxieties as several published works suggested. Instead, they argued that Foreign
Language Classroom anxiety is a uni-dimensional construct rather than simply the
combination of the three anxieties transferred to foreign language learning.
In order to test the construct validity of the FLCAS, Aida (1994) did a factor
analysis of the FLCAS among American learners of Japanese, which yielded four factors,
i.e., Speech Anxiety and Fear of Negative Evaluation, Fear of Failing the Class,
Comfortableness in Speaking with Native Japanese, and Negative Attitudes toward the
Japanese Class. Eighteen items loaded onto the first factor, 4 items loaded on to the
second factor, 3 items loaded onto the third factor and 2 items loaded on to the last factor
and 6 items did not load on to any of the four factors. The four factors accounted for
37.9%, 6.3%, 5.6% and 4.7% of the total variance respectively.
This four-factor solution of the FLCAS does not seem to support Horwitz,
Horwitz and Cope’s (1986) unidimensional construct of foreign language classroom
anxiety because if it does, there should be one factor rather than four. However, as
mentioned by Aida (1994), the size of the variances for Factors two, three, and four was
very small (6.3%, 5.6% and 4.7%, respectively), compared to that of Factor one: Speech
Anxiety and Fear of Negative Evaluation (37.9%). This may suggest that there was no
more than one meaningful factor in Aida’s data. If this was the case, Horwitz, Horwitz
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and Cope’s (1986) unidimensional construct of foreign language classroom anxiety was
then supported by the data.
Aida (1994) termed the first factor as Speech Anxiety and Fear of Negative
Evaluation and concluded that the study did not support test anxiety as the third
component of foreign language anxiety. However, a closer look at the 18 items loaded
onto Factor one show that these items are not only reflective of communication
apprehension and fear of negative evaluation, but also reflect test anxiety. In fact, item 21
(The more I study for a Japanese test, the more confused I get) and item 8 (I am usually
at ease during tests in my Japanese class) among the 18 items obviously address test
anxiety. Therefore, if we take this one-factor solution of Aida’s factor analysis, Horwitz,
Horwitz and Cope’s (1986) unidimensional construct of foreign language classroom
anxiety and the three related anxieties identified by them are then supported by Aida’s
data. However, this solution also means that only the 18 items loaded onto factor one are
valid and relevant items.
The other possibility for interpreting Aida’s result is to admit that the FLCAS has
four factors, but the four factors are able to form a higher order factor, i.e., Foreign
Language Anxiety. If the higher order factor hypothesis is true, the FLCAS except the 6
items which did not load on to any factor is a valid measure for foreign language anxiety.
However, the construct of foreign language anxiety is not unidimensional any more.
Instead, it has four dimensions as suggested in the factor analysis. Meanwhile, in this
interpretation, the three related anxieties identified by Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986)
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only contribute to the first dimension of foreign language anxiety. However, we perhaps
should not take this interpretation very seriously because the variances explained by the
rest three factors except the first one are too small.
It is also worth noting that the sample in Aida’s (1994) study was very special as
Japanese was thought to be a relatively more challenging foreign language for American
learners. Students who chose Japanese as foreign language may share some
characteristics different from those who chose less challenging foreign languages such as
Spanish. Therefore, the result of Aida’s study might not generalize well among all
foreign language learners in the U.S.. In addition, Aida used principle components
analysis and varimax rotation in her factor analysis. As technology advances, many
statistics experts nowadays claim that principle component analysis is not an appropriate
factor extraction method in factor analysis and variamax rotation is only appropriate
when factors are considered orthogonal to each other. In Aida's study, the four
dimensions of foreign language anxiety are actually likely to be correlated with each
other, so variamax rotation may not be an appropriate choice in conducting a factor
analysis of the FLCAS. As a result, we need to keep the above mentioned facts in mind
when we try to interpret or generalize the results of Aida’s study.
MacIntyre (1992) also used the factor analysis technique to analyze the FLCAS
for the purpose of creating a shorter form of the scale. His subjects were students learning
French as a second language in Canada. MacIntyre also interpreted communication
apprehension, fear of negative evaluation and test anxiety as three inter-related
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dimensions of the construct of foreign language anxiety, so he adopted a correlated threefactor solution of the data. In his study, 29 out of 33 items loaded onto the first factor, 25
items loaded onto the second factor and 8 items loaded onto the third factor. The three
factors were respectively labeled as Social Evaluation Apprehension, Academic
Evaluation Anxiety and Distain for Language Classes. Twenty items loaded onto both
factor one and factor two, and the first two factors showed a moderately strong
correlation (r=.43). The third factor, with only two items unique to them, was relatively
independent of the other two factors (r=-.14, .01) and did not seem to correspond to any
part of Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope’s (1986) formulation. The results of this study seemed
to show that there was considerable amount of overlap among factors, and that some
items were not relevant to the construct of foreign language anxiety. MacIntyre (1992)
also pointed out,

A considerable amount of overlap was observed in these factors, so much so that the distinctions
outlined by Horwitz, et al. may not be required. ……With such a high degree of redundancy, it may
be advisable to reduce the number of items on this scale. (p. 183).

As can be seen, MacIntyre’s (1992) data in this study seemed to support the
unidimensional construct of foreign language anxiety proposed by Horwitz, Horwitz &
Cope (1986). MacIntyre’s acceptance of foreign language anxiety as a unidimensional
construct could also be inferred from his efforts in creating a shorter form of the FLCAS.
MacIntyre believed, “while a highly reliable scale is certainly desirable, the items need
not be overly redundant”.
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The shorter form of the FLCAS included the eight items with corrected item-total
correlations above .70. Six items (items 2, 9, 13, 16, 20, 27) out of the eight items loaded
on both factor one and factor two. The remaining two items (items 18 and 23) appeared
only in Factor one. The Chronbach reliability of the shorter form of the FLCAS
achieved .93, similar to that of the full scale. In order to test the construct validity of the
shorter form of the FLCAS, both the long and short versions were correlated with French
Class Anxiety and French Use Anxiety. The French Class Anxiety was found to correlate
strongly with both the long form and the short form of the FLCAS. Also, the long and
short versions of the FLCAS were correlated similarly with the French Use Anxiety.
Finally, the long and short form of the FLCAS correlated in a similar pattern with a series
of French production measures (five objective French proficiency variables and four
subjective French proficiency ratings). Therefore, MacIntyre (1992) suggested that the
long and short forms of the FLCAS could be used interchangeably.
In summary, the unidimensional construct of foreign language anxiety seems to
be supported by Aida (1994) and MacItyre’s (1992) data. The three related anxieties, i.e.,
communication apprehension, fear of negative evaluation, and test anxiety may not be
viewed as distinct sub-dimensions of foreign language anxiety. It may be more
appropriate to see the three anxieties as sources of foreign language anxiety to help
scholars and researcher understand foreign language anxiety. Aida (1994) and MacItyre’s
(1992) data also indicate that the FLCAS may be redundant to a certain degree and some
items in the scale may be irrelevant.
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Possible Limitations of the FLCAS
The FLCAS has been the most frequently used and the most famous scale for
measuring foreign language anxiety. It has been repeatedly proven to be a highly reliable
and valid scale and its contribution to the field of foreign language anxiety has been
tremendous. Yet, as studies on foreign language anxiety prosper and knowledge on
foreign language anxiety expands, there may be room for improvement of the FLCAS.
For example, Aida (1994) and MacItyre’s (1992) data suggested that the FLCAS
may be redundant and some items in the scale may be irrelevant. Also, as mentioned
previously in this chapter, the results of some studies showed that the anxiety levels
measured by the FLCAS were not significantly different among learners of different
target languages (e.g. Saito, Horwitz & Garza, 1999). This result may be due to the
generic nature of FLCAS.
While accepting the FLCAS as an efficient scale for “identifying anxious students
and measuring the severity of foreign language anxiety” (p.40), Kim (2002) suspected
that the FLCAS may have run the risk of “construct underrepresentation and construct
irrelevancy” (p.40). Some of Kim’s (2002) criticisms on the FLCAS may not be fair
because these comments are based on the misinterpretation that the three anxieties are the
three components of foreign language anxiety. However, I agree with Kim that the items
in an instrument should be comprehensive and relevant enough to represent the construct.
In order to achieve this goal, the instrument should be based on a sound theoretical
model.
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The field of foreign language anxiety is exactly in lack of such a theoretical
model, as Young (1994) also pointed out, “the research on theoretical models and
frameworks of language anxiety is less extensive than the research on the effects of
language anxiety on language learning and performance” (p.30).

THEORETICAL MODELS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ANXIETY
There are only two such theoretical models available in the current literature. One
is “the three-component model” (communication apprehension, fear of negative
evaluation and test anxiety) presumably proposed by Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope (1986);
the other is Kim’s (2002) theoretical model.
Kim (2002) proposed that Foreign Language Anxiety has three components, i.e.,
Production Anxiety, Literacy Anxiety, and Aural and Evaluation Anxiety, and developed
the Foreign Language Performance Anxiety Scale based on this distinction. The scale is a
Likert scale containing 30 items addressing learners’ anxiety in performing listening,
speaking, reading and writing tasks in the EFL classroom settings, with a hope to fill the
gap of the FLCAS that only taps the speaking anxiety. The participants of her study were
University EFL learners in Korea. The factor analysis of her data yielded three factors,
roughly supporting the three-component distinction made by Kim earlier. The
correlations among the three factors were reported to be moderately strong
(.536, .628, .506) and the internal consistency as estimated by alpha coefficient was as
high as .94. Both the strong correlations among the three factors and the high internal
consistency of the scale seemed to indicate that the items in the scale represented a
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unidimensional construct. Thus, the distinction among production anxiety, literacy
anxiety and Aural and evaluation Anxiety may not be necessary.
After a series of interviews with foreign language learners and instructors, Kim
gained evidence for the three components and identified two other components: the
instructor-induced anxiety and foreign language anxiety due to difficulties with cultural
understanding. She then refined the theoretical model and represented this refined model
schematically as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 A theoretical model for Foreign Language Anxiety (Kim, 2002, p.106)
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While admiring Kim’s efforts in constructing a theoretical model for foreign
language anxiety, the researcher does not find the theoretical model very appealing or
convincing. First, the distinction among Production Anxiety, Literacy Anxiety, and Aural
& Evaluative Apprehension may not be justified. There is obvious overlap between
production anxiety and literacy anxiety. The categorization criterion underlying the three
types of anxieties is not consistent as evaluative apprehension does not only accompany
aural apprehension, but also likely goes with production and literacy anxiety.
Second, the instructor and difficulties with cultural understanding are actually
sources of foreign language anxiety rather than manifestations of foreign language
anxiety. In Figure 2.1, rectangular is used to represent the Instructor-induced Anxiety and
anxiety due to difficulties with cultural understanding, whereas circle is used to represent
Production Anxiety, Literacy Anxiety, and Aural & Evaluative Apprehension, but the
logic behind that is unknown. Although “the model” presented in Figure 2.1 integrates
important aspects of foreign language anxiety, it may not be able to function as a
theoretical base for clarifying the construct of foreign language anxiety and constructing
a sound instrument of foreign language anxiety.
Based on empirical evidence from many studies (e.g. Aida, 1994; MacIntyre,
1992; Kim, 2002), the present study agrees with Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope’s
conceptualization that Foreign Language Anxiety is a situation-specific construct, which
represents “a distinct complex set of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelings and behaviors
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related to classroom language learning arising from the uniqueness of the language
learning process” (p.128).
Meanwhile, based on the a close review of the foreign language anxiety literature,
the present study proposes a four-dimension source model of foreign language anxiety,
which suggests that some amount of foreign language anxiety is inherent in the classroom
environment, the characteristics of the language learner, the target language and the
foreign language learning process respectively (see Figure 2.2). Moreover, the construct
of foreign language anxiety is viewed as having four components: speaking anxiety,
listening anxiety, reading anxiety and writing anxiety (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.2 The Four-dimension Source Model of Foreign Language Anxiety
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Figure 2.3 The Four-component Construct of Foreign Language Anxiety
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Chapter 3 Methodology
INTRODUCTION
Chinese is gaining popularity in the Unites States, but the drop-out rates of the
Chinese language classes have been reported to be fairly high (MLA, 2007). Students’
anxiety experienced in Chinese classes could be a possible cause of the high drop-out
rates. However, studies on CFL learners’ anxiety in the United States almost do not exist.
Little is known of CFL learners’ anxiety and there is also in lack of a measure of CFL
Anxiety.
The FLCAS, due to its incomprehensiveness and lack of items addressing the
characteristics of the target language, is considered inadequate for studies on CFL
Anxiety. The present study attempts to develop a reliable and valid scale for measuring
anxiety among CFL learners and then to use this scale to measure CFL learners’ anxiety.
As a well-designed instrument needs to be based on a sound construct and
theoretical model ((Dawis, 1987; Devellis, 2003; Kim, 2002), so construction of such a
model or construct is an essentially preparatory stage of any instrument development
process. The present study intends to use the four-dimension source model and the fourcomponent construct (speaking, listening, reading and writing anxieties) of foreign
language anxiety proposed in this study to be the theoretical foundation of the CFL
Anxiety Scale. For this purpose, it is essential that the four-dimension source model and
the four-component construct of foreign language anxiety apply to CFL learners' anxiety
experienced in Chinese classrooms in the United States.
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Thus, the present study has four research goals: 1) to provide support to the fourdimension source model and the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety proposed in
this study through a series of interviews with CFL learners and instructors; 2) to develop
a reliable and valid CFL Anxiety Scale based on the four-component construct and the
four-dimension source model of CFL Anxiety; 3) to use the newly developed scale to
measure CFL learners' anxiety; and 4) to explore the influence of background variables
on CFL Anxiety and the relationships between CFL learners' anxiety and other variables
related to CFL learning.
The methodologies of the present study lie in the methodologies used for
accomplishing the four goals, which will be discussed in the following sections.

METHODOLOGY FOR GOAL 1
In order to provide support for the four-dimension source model and the fourcomponent construct of CFL Anxiety, four CFL lecturers and four CFL TAs were
interviewed to obtain teachers’ perspectives of CFL Anxiety, and eleven CFL learners
(including heritage and non-heritage learners, learners of three proficiency levels, and
learners of different anxiety levels) were interviewed to obtain learners’ perspectives of
CFL Anxiety. The lecturers, TAs and learners who participated in my interviews were all
from a large public university in the southwestern U.S..
For recruitment of the Chinese lecturers and TAs as my interview participants, I
either emailed them or went to their office hours to introduce my study and ask them
whether they would be interested in participating in my study. For recruitment of the CFL
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learners for my interviews, I wrote an announcement inviting their participation and
asked the Chinese instructors to post this announcement on their course Blackboard.
Eleven CFL learners showed interest and participated in my interviews. Among
the eleven learner participants, there were 7 white non-heritage learners (4 advanced, 1
intermediate, 2 beginning) and 4 heritage learners (2 advanced, 1 intermediate, 1
beginning). These heritage learners' parents were all Chinese, and these students could
speak or understand at least one variety of Chinese before they took any Chinese classes.
When asked whether they described themselves as an anxious learner in learning
Chinese, nine of the eleven answered "yes" and two of them said "no". When asked to
rate their anxiety level in learning Chinese on a scale from 1 to 7 with 1 being low and 7
being high, two of them rated 5, eight of them rated 3-4 and two of them rated 2.
Since the main purpose of the interviews was to elicit opinions on sources of
foreign language anxiety, CFL learners with high or at least moderate levels of anxiety
were more desirable interview subjects. The two CFL learners with low levels of anxiety
were interviewed in order to see whether learners not suffering from CFL Anxiety could
offer any insight into the problem. According to Seidman (1991) and Weiss (1994), it is
recommended that several "negative cases" be incorporated in interviews of a qualitative
nature.
The interviews were organized around an interview guide created by the
researcher based on previous studies on foreign language anxiety (e.g. Young, 1992;
Palacios, 1998; Tallon, 2006. See Appendix A and B for the interview questions for CFL
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teachers and learners). However, the interviews were not restricted to the guide questions;
instead, many questions emerged from what the participants were saying. Also, the
interviewees' answers to the researcher's questions were allowed to be very open, and the
participants were encouraged to pursue whatever topics and ideas that they were
interested in.
The interviews with the eight Chinese teachers were conducted either in English
or Chinese as the interviewees preferred. The interviews with the learners were all
conducted in English. The interviews were conducted either individually or in groups of
two or three participants depending on the interviewees’ schedule. The interviews were
typically about half an hour long, although the length ranged from about 25 minutes to 50
minutes. All of the interviews were audio-taped with the participants' permission.
The interviews were transcribed and each participant was given a pseudo-name in
the transcription. Those interviews that were conducted in Chinese were first transcribed
in Chinese and then relevant portions were translated into English. The interview data
related to sources of foreign language anxiety and anxiety concerning the four skills
(reading, listening, speaking and writing) were examined particularly closely as the fourdimension source model proposed in this study is based on sources of foreign language
anxiety and speaking, listening, reading and writing anxiety constitute the four
components of foreign language anxiety.
In order to organize the interview data concerning the sources of CFL Anxiety, a
6 x 9 Word table was created for the interviews with Chinese teachers and a 6x12 Word
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table for interviews with CFL learners (see Table 3.1 for illustration). In the two tables,
the cells of the first row are labeled with the four major sources of foreign language
anxiety, i.e., classroom environment, learner characteristics, the target language and the
language learning process itself and a fifth category “to be determined”. The cells of the
first column were labeled with the pseudo-names of the participants.
Table 3.1 Analysis of Interview Data
Classroom

Learner

Target

Language

To

Environment

Characteristics

Language

Learning process

determined

be

itself

Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3
Teacher 4

...

Each source or cause of foreign language anxiety mentioned by each interviewee
was assigned to one of the five categories in the original words of the interviewees. When
a source was judged not to belong to any of the four major sources, it was assigned to the
category “to be determined”. The quotations from all the participants under each category
were then combined and further grouped under sub-themes. The subthemes of the sources
were then also presented in a table similar to Table 3.1 except that the pseudo-names of
the participants were removed.
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If a certain category was empty in the table, this means the interviewees did not
mention any source of anxiety that could be assigned to that category. In this case, this
category or domain would be deleted from the source model of CFL Anxiety. On the
other hand, when a new theme emerged from the quotations under the category “to be
determined”, this theme was added as the fifth dimension to the source model of foreign
language anxiety. In both cases, the source model of CFL Anxiety was modified either by
deleting the domain that was not supported by the interview data or by adding another
dimension emerging from the data. When no theme emerged from the sources under the
domain “to be determined” and the four sources derived from the literature were all
supported by the interview data, the four-dimension source model was then adopted for
scale development.
The interview data relevant to the four skills, i.e. speaking, reading, listening and
writing were examined to provide support for the four-component construct of CFL
Anxiety. Particularly, the answers to the interview question: Do you experience the same
amount of anxiety in speaking, understanding, reading and writing Chinese? and the
responses under the category "Language Learning Process itself" were studied closely as
these quotations were likely related to speaking, understanding, reading and writing
anxieties in learning Chinese.
Similar methods as adopted previously for analyzing data related to sources of
anxiety were used to organize the data here. The quotations related to speaking, reading,
listening and writing were copied and assigned to the categories respectively labeled as
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"Speaking", "Reading", "Listening", "Writing" and "General" in a table. Quotations that
are related to the four skills but not specifically addressing any particular skill were listed
under the category "General". The quotations under each category were then grouped
under sub-themes.
Briefly, the results show that the interview data do provide support for the fourdimension source model and the four-component construct of CFL anxiety. A summary
of the results will be presented in details in Chapter 4.

METHODOLOGY FOR GOAL 2
The second goal of the present study is to develop a reliable and valid CFL
Anxiety Scale. The scale development process consisted of the following three phases: 1)
generation of an initial pool of items; 2) consultation with experts to check content
validity of the items and to modify the items according to their feedback; 3)
administration of the revised pool of items to CFL language learners to conduct item
analysis and to test construct validity and internal consistency reliability of the scale.

Phase 1: The Initial Pool of Items
The goal of this phase was to generate an initial pool of items for the CFL
Anxiety Scale. The four-dimension source model and the four-component construct of
CFL Anxiety were used as guides for selecting items from existing scales and for writing
new items.
Since the FLCAS is the most frequently used scale for measuring foreign
language anxiety, and it has been repeatedly found to be highly reliable, the initial pool of
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items for the CFL Anxiety Scale was based on the FLCAS. As items in the FLCAS
mainly address speaking anxiety, all the items reflective of the speaking anxiety
component for the present scale were borrowed from the FLCAS.
In order to reduce the length of the FLCAS, MacIntyre conducted an item analysis
and proposed a shorter form, which included 8 items (items 2, 9, 13, 16, 20, 27, 18, 23)
with corrected item-total correlations higher than .70. The shorter form of the FLCAS
was reported to have a high internal consistency of .93, using Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient, a result consistent with the reliability found for the original 33-item scale. A
series of validity tests showed that the shorter form of the FLCAS was a valid measure of
foreign language anxiety and could be used interchangeably with the long version of the
FLCAS (MacIntyre, 1992). The 8 items in the short form of the FLCAS are listed below:
2. I don't worry about making mistakes in language class.
9. I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class.
13. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my language class.
16. Even if I am well prepared for language class, I feel anxious about it.
20. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in language class.
27. I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my language class.
18. I feel confident when I speak in foreign language class.
23. I always feel that the other students speak the foreign language better than I do.

All these items except item 2 also loaded on Factor One in Aida’s (1994) study,
which accounted for the largest amount of variance and was possibly the only meaningful
factor in her study. This provides further evidence that these items are appropriate items
for the scale. However, item 2 did not load on any factor in Aida’s study. A close look at
item 16 shows that this item taps general foreign language anxiety in the language class
while the other items all reflect speaking anxiety. Thus, for this study, item 2 and item 16
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were replaced by two other items, i.e. items 24 (I feel very self-conscious about speaking
the foreign language in front of other students.) and 31 (I am afraid that the other
students will laugh at me when I speak the foreign language.) taken from the FLCAS.
Items 24 and 31 both loaded on Factor One in Aida’s study and Factor One in
MacIntyre’s (1992) item analysis of the FLCAS with high loadings, .73 and .71 for
Aida's study, and .78 and .75 for MacIntyre’s study. In addition, statements similar to
items 24 and 31 were reported by Price’s (1991) anxious students and were frequently
mentioned by the eleven interviewees in the present study. Moreover, these two items
reflected three sources of foreign language anxiety, namely, the classroom environment,
learner characteristics, and speaking the foreign language. Therefore, the 8 items (items
24, 9, 13, 31, 20, 27, 18, 23) were adopted for the present study except that “language
class” and “the foreign language” were respectively changed into “the Chinese class” and
“Chinese”.
A close look at the 8 items shows that they all address speaking anxiety. In
addition, items 24, 9, 13, 31, 20, 27, 18 & 23 concern the classroom environment and
items 2, 13, 23 & 31 concern learner characteristics. As foreign language anxiety seems
to have three other components, i.e., listening, reading and writing anxiety in addition to
speaking anxiety, items reflective of listening, reading and writing anxiety need to be
added to the initial pool. For this purpose, the researcher either took items from existing
scales or wrote the items based on the interviews. She also incorporated the
characteristics of the Chinese language (e.g. Chinese characters and tones) into the items
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reflective of anxiety caused by listening, reading and writing. The rest of this section
illustrates and explains the tentative items selected for each component. The following 6
items were selected for listening anxiety:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.
I have difficulty understanding oral instructions given to me in Chinese.
I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese.
I get nervous when I feel all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after a lot of practice.
I would feel much at ease when listening to non-tonal languages than listening to Chinese.

The first item listed above was taken from the FLCAS. It loaded on Factor One
with a loading .56 in Aida’s study and also on Factor One with a loading of .50 in
MacIntyre’s (1992) study. The second item was adapted from Kim’s (2000) Foreign
Language Listening Anxiety Scale. Items 3-6 were new items written by the researcher
based on the preliminary interviews with CFL learners and teachers. Among these items,
items 4-6 integrated the characteristics of the Chinese language, with items 4-5
addressing Chinese tones and item 6 comparing Chinese to non-tonal languages.
The 6 tentative items reflective of reading anxiety are listed below. The first three
items addressing anxiety caused by reading Chinese were adapted from the Foreign
Language Reading Anxiety Scale (Saito, Garza and Horwitz, 1999). Items 4-6 were new
items written by the researcher based on the preliminary interviews with CFL learners
and teachers. Among these items, items 4-6 integrated the characteristics of the Chinese
language, with items 4-5 addressing Chinese Characters and item 6 comparing Chinese to
alphabetic languages.
1.

I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.
When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading.
I get frustrated when I do not recognize the Chinese characters in a reading test.
I have difficulty distinguishing among the Chinese characters when reading Chinese.
I would feel much at ease when reading alphabetic languages than in Chinese.

The following are the 6 tentative items selected for writing anxiety. The first item
was adapted from Cheng (2004). Items 2-6 were new items written by the researcher
based on the preliminary interviews with CFL learners and teachers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I freeze up when unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters.
I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
I feel unsure of myself when I’m writing in Chinese.
I get anxious when I forget how to write a Chinese character in a Chinese test.
I would feel much less anxious when writing in alphabetic languages than in Chinese.
I get confused with the stroke order when I write Chinese characters.

Among these items, items 1, 4, 5 & 6 integrated the characteristics of the Chinese, with
items 1, 4 & 6 addressing Chinese characters and item 5 comparing Chinese to alphabetic
languages.
Altogether, the initial pool of items included 26 items, with 8 items from the
FLCAS reflective of CFL Speaking Anxiety, 6 items reflective of CFL Listening
Anxiety, 6 items reflective of CFL Reading Anxiety, and 6 items reflective of CFL
Writing Anxiety (see Appendix III).

Phase 2: Consult Experts for Content Validity
The initial pool of 26 items was sent to 5 experts for content validity review. Four
of the experts have published extensively on foreign language anxiety and one of the
experts is a leading scholar in the field of teaching Chinese as a foreign language, whose
research focuses on affective factors of CFL learning. The rationale behind these items
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was explained to the experts and the experts were requested to evaluate the
appropriateness of all the 26 items as indicators of CFL Anxiety. When the items were
sent to the experts, they were grouped into four subscales representative of the four
components of CFL Anxiety, i.e., CFL Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing
Anxiety. Thus, the experts were also requested to evaluate if the items within each
subscale are indicators of the intended component of CFL Anxiety. The experts were also
invited to add, delete or revise the items in the initial pool. The items that were approved
by all of the 5 experts remained in the scale. As a result, 27 items remained in the scale
(see chapter 4 for a detailed summary of the results of experts' review of content
validity).

Phase 3: Test Reliability and Validity of the Scale
As a result of Phase 2, 27 items remained in the CFL Anxiety Scale (see
Appendix IV). This 27-item scale together with a background questionnaire was
administered to 447 CFL learners at two large universities in the United States. The
following sections will explain the details of data collection, participants, instruments and
data analysis methods involved in the process of scale development.

Data Collection
With the instructors' permission, the questionnaires were administered by myself
during a regular class session. The students were told that all the information they would
provide was for research purposes only and would be kept confidential. The survey was
totally anonymous and their participation was voluntary. Before they took part in the
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study, they were invited to read carefully the cover letter of the study (see Appendix G),
which explained the study in details. No incentives (monetary or extra course-credit)
were offered. Answering the questionnaire took approximately 5 minutes. Altogether 447
questionnaires were distributed, among which 19 questionnaires were incomplete, and
thus 428 (95.7%) questionnaires were used for data analysis.

Participants
428 (225 males, 202 females; 1 missing the gender indication) CFL learners at
two large public U.S. universities participated in this study. One university is in the
southwestern U.S. and the other is in the midwestern U.S.. These participants had an age
range of 15 to 59 (M = 20.9, SD = 3.9). They were taking credit-bearing Chinese
language courses at the two universities. Among the 428 participants, 188 (43.9%) of the
participants were white, 155 (36.2%) were Chinese American, 36 (8.6%) were Asian but
not Chinese American, 23 (5.4%) were Asian international students, 16 (3.7%) were
Hispanic, 1 (0.2%) was African American and 8 (1.9%) were from other ethnic
backgrounds. 211 (49.0%) participants were taking the Chinese course as an elective and
217 (50.7%) participants were taking it as a required course. 65 (15.2%) participants were
freshmen, 117 (27.3%) were sophomores, 126 (29.4%) were juniors, 105 (24.5%) were
seniors, 7 (1.6%) were graduate students and 8 (1.9%) indicated other categories. 171
(40%) participants indicated that they have at least one parent whose native language was
Chinese (any variety of Chinese). Among the 171 participants, 32 participants had one
parent whose native language was Chinese, and 139 participants had both parents whose
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native language was Chinese. 280 (65.4%), 54 (12.6%), 52 (12.1%), 42 (9.8%)
participants indicated their native languages to be English or another alphabetic language,
Mandarin, a variety of Chinese other than Mandarin, and Asian languages respectively.
288 (67.3%) participants had no Chinese background before they took any Chinese
classes, 84 (19.6%) had a Mandarin background, and 56 (13.1%) had Chinese dialects
background. 259 (60.5%) participants previously had studied Chinese before coming to
the university and 169 (39.5%) had not.
245 participants (125 males, 119 females; 1 missing the gender indication) with
an age range from 18 to 57 (M = 20.7, SD = 3.3) were from the southwestern university
and 183 participants (100 males, 83 females) with an age range from 15 to 59 (M = 21.2,
SD = 4.8) were from the midwestern university. The 428 participants were divided into
two groups. The data from the 183 participants from the midwestern university were first
used for the reliability analysis and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and the data from
the 245 participants from the southwestern university were saved for cross-validation.

Instruments
Participants were asked to fill out a two-part survey. The survey was a
combination of the tentative 27-item CFL Anxiety Scale (see Appendix D) and the
Background Questionnaire (see Appendix E) created by the researcher. Similar to the
FLCAS, the CFL Anxiety Scale was also a self-report measure that consisted of items
scored on a 5-point Likert Scale, ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 4
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items (item 8, 16, 21 & 27) were negatively phrased and these items were reverse coded
when entering the data.
The background questionnaire elicited participants’ background information such
as gender, age, major, minor, ethnicity, year of study at college, years of studying
Chinese, native language, parents' native languages, other foreign languages that had
been studied, whether taking this course as an elective or requirement, whether or not
they understood or spoke any variety of Chinese before taking any Chinese classes,
whether or not they had studied Chinese before coming to the university, whether or not
they expected to use Chinese in the next few years, etc.. The participants were also asked
to give a grade they expected to get for the Chinese course and to rate their language
learning ability, their expectation in terms of learning Chinese, perception of importance
of Chinese, CFL anxiety level, perception of difficulty level of Chinese, and their
motivations towards learning to speak, understand, read and write Chinese on a 1-5 scale.

Data Analysis Methods
For reliability analysis, correlation analysis, EFA, ANOVA/MANOVA analysis
and other descriptive statistics analyses, SPSS 18 was used.
Reliability Analysis
The internal consistency reliability, using Cronbach’s Alpha (including corrected
item-total correlations and Cronbach’s Alpha if item deleted) was calculated for the
whole 27-item CFL Anxiety scale and for the four subscales. The CFL Speaking Anxiety
Scale includes items 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 23, 25 & 27, and the CFL Listening Anxiety
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Scale includes items 2, 6, 10, 15, 18 & 20. Items 3, 7, 11, 14, 16 & 22 constitute the CFL
Reading Anxiety Scale, and items 4, 8, 12, 19, 24 & 26 constitute the CFL Writing
Anxiety Scale. The internal consistency reliability tests were calculated with three
groups: the 428 participants as a whole, the 245 participants from the southwestern
university and the 183 participants from the midwestern university.
In general, a Cronbach’s Alpha of .70 is considered acceptable in scale
development. Items with corrected item-total correlations lower than .3 were deleted. If
Cronbach’s Alpha increased when an item was deleted, this item was then removed from
the final scale. Results will be discussed in details in Chapter 4.
Exploratory Factory Analysis (EFA)
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett's
Test of Sphericity were first computed to determine if EFA was an appropriate procedure
with the current data. The results showed that EFA was appropriate. EFA was then
performed on the responses to the 27 items in the scale from the 183 participants from the
midwestern university. According to the 5-10 participants per item criterion, the sample
size for this EFA study was considered adequate. EFA was employed to conduct item
analysis, to test the construct validity of the scale and to help select items to form the
subscales of CFL Anxiety.
Specifically, the Principal Axis Factoring method of extraction was performed to
examine the factor structure of the 27 items. For this EFA analysis, a variety of criteria
were used to determine the number of common factors to retain, including the
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eigenvalue >1 criterion, the scree plot test, and the conceptual interpretability of the
factor structure. For this study, these criteria suggested the adequacy of extracting 4
factors. Since experiences of speaking anxiety, listening anxiety, reading anxiety and
writing anxiety were generally expected to covary, an oblique rotation (Oblimin) was
employed to increase interpretability of the factors. The rotated pattern matrix was
closely examined for the loadings of each item to the extracted factors.
In this study, a factor loading of .40 was used as a cut-off for inclusion. When an
item cross-loaded to more than one factor, the item was deleted if the difference between
the loadings was less than .15. Otherwise, the item was kept, and it was assigned to the
factor with the highest loading. Items with extracted communality <.4 were deleted.
Among all the remaining items after the EFA analysis, the researcher decided to
keep 16 items (items 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 24, 15) in the final
CFL Anxiety Scale, with 4 items reflective of CFL Speaking Anxiety (items 5, 9, 21, 25),
and CFL Listening Anxiety (items 6, 10, 15, 20) respectively, and 8 items reflective CFL
Reading & Writing Anxiety1 (items 3, 11, 14, 16, 4, 8, 19, 24). More specifically, items
3, 11, 14, 16 reflect CFL Reading Anxiety and items 4, 8, 19, 24 address CFL Writing
Anxiety in learning Chinese. The items selected for each component of CFL Anxiety
were generally those with the highest loadings to the relevant factor.
The internal consistency reliability test (including corrected item-total correlations
and Cronbach’s Alpha if item deleted) was calculated with the 16-item final scale and the
1

As can be seen in Chapter 4, the EFA analysis yielded three factors of CFL Anxiety: CFL Speaking
Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, and CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety.
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three subscales. The factor-extraction results of the EFA analysis provided support for the
construct validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale under development (see Chapter 4 for the
details of the results).
Cross‐validation
EFA was conducted with the final 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale for crossvalidation. The analysis was performed on responses from the 245 participants from the
southwestern university. When the survey was administered, the 245 participants gave
answers to all the 27 items, but only responses to the 16 items remaining in the final CFL
Anxiety Scale were analyzed.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett's
Test of Sphericity were first performed to determine if EFA was an appropriate analysis
for the current data. According to the 5-10 participants per item rule, the sample size
(n=245) for the EFA analysis was considered adequate.
The rules for item inclusion or deletion in this study were as follows: 1) a factor
loading of .45 was used as a cutoff for inclusion; 2) when an item cross-loaded to more
than one factor, the item was deleted if the difference between the loadings was less
than .15 or was otherwise assigned to the factor with the highest loading; 3) items with
extracted communality <.4 were deleted.
The results of this cross-validation analysis yielded three factors and kept all the
16 items. The items loaded on exactly the same factors as in the previous EFA analysis, a
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finding that provided further support for the construct validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale
and the four-component model of CFL Anxiety proposed in this study.
Validity Analysis
The results of the EFA provided evidence for the construct validity of the scale.
Correlation analyses between the newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale and other anxietyrelated measures were performed to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of
the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale. The other anxiety-related measures included the 8-item
short form of the FLCAS, the one-item General CFL Anxiety measure created by the
researcher in the Background Questionnaire, and the three-item Chinese-specific Anxiety
measure (items 12, 18, 22) addressing anxiety related to the uniqueness of the Chinese
language created by the researcher. In a similar vein, correlation analyses were
undertaken to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the three subscales.
Correlation analysis was also performed with a criterion-related variable, i.e., the
grades learners expected to receive in the Chinese class, to help establish the criterionrelated validity of the newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale. The same correlation
analyses were performed between the above-mentioned criterion-related measure and the
three subscales of the CFL Anxiety Scale.

METHODOLOGY FOR GOAL 3 AND GOAL 4
Since little has been known of CFL learners' anxiety, the core of the third and
fourth goals was to gain some knowledge of CFL learners' anxiety as measured by the
newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale. Specifically, knowledge of CFL learners' anxiety
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comes from three channels: descriptive analysis of CFL learners' anxiety levels, the
influence of background variables on CFL Anxiety and the relationship between CFL
anxiety and other variables related to CFL learning.

Participants
Participants were the same 428 (225 males, 202 females; 1 missing the gender
indication) CFL learners at the two large public universities in the U.S.. However,
statistical analyses for goal 3 and goal 4 were only performed on responses to the 16
items remaining in the final CFL Anxiety Scale and responses to other relevant questions
from the Background Questionnaire.
Previous studies have found that anxiety levels tend to be different among
language learners of different proficiency levels (Samimy & Tabuse, 1992; Saito &
Sammy, 1996; Gardner, Smythe, & Brunet, 1977; Gardner, Smythe, & Clement, 1979).
In the study, participants’ language proficiency was classified according to their current
instructional level: first year Chinese, “elementary level” (n=234, 54.7%); second year
Chinese, “intermediate level” (n=118, 27.6%); and third year Chinese, “advanced level”
(n=76, 17.8%). Researchers have also reported that ethnic background and heritagelearning status play an important role in learning Chinese as a foreign language (e.g. He
& Xiao, 2008; Wen, 2011; Comanaru & Noels, 2009).
Since ethnic background might have some effect on learners’ anxiety, the present
study classified learners' ethnic backgrounds into 4 groups: Chinese American, Asian but
not Chinese American, Asian (international students), Other (white, Hispanic, African80

American & other). Among the 428 participants, 231 (49.8%) participants were white,
Hispanic, African-American or other, 155 (36.2%) were Chinese American, 37 (8.6%)
were Asian but not Chinese American and 23 (5.4%) were Asian international students.
There have been different ways to classify heritage learners (He & Xiao, 2008;
Comanaru & Noels, 2009; Kondo-Brown, 1998, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006; Kondo-Brown
& Brown, 2008). Comanaru & Noels (2009) classified participants in their study into
three groups in terms of heritage-learning status. Each student indicated whether his or
her mother, father, both parents, or neither parent were native Chinese speakers
(including any variety of Chinese). If at least one parent was a native speaker of Chinese,
the participant was classified as a heritage language learner. This group was further
divided into those participants who claimed their native language to be Chinese and those
who claimed their native language to be non-Chinese. As can be seen, Comanaru &
Noels (2009) grouped native speakers of Mandarin and native speakers of varieties of
Chinese other than Mandarin into one group.
Chinese has many varieties and Mandarin is the language being taught in Chinese
classrooms in the U.S., which may impact what it means to be a Chinese heritage learner.
In terms of anxiety experienced in Chinese classrooms, learners who speak Mandarin at
home may be different from those who speak a variety of Chinese other than Mandarin
(Cantonese, Shanghai dialect) at home. In this study, there were 140 learners who spoke
or understood a variety of Chinese (e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese, etc.) before
taking any Chinese classes. Among the 140 participants, 84 (60%) participants spoke or
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understood Mandarin before taking any Chinese classes, whereas 56 (40%) participants
spoke or understood a variety of Chinese other than Mandarin (e.g. Cantonese,
Taiwanese, etc..) before taking any Chinese classes. The researcher of the present study
used one-way ANOVA to see whether speaking or understanding Mandarin vs. a variety
of Chinese other than Mandarin has an effect on participants' anxiety in learning Chinese.
The results showed that the two groups of participants' anxiety in Chinese classes did not
differ significantly (F=3.806, df=1, p=.053). This may be due to the possibility that
Mandarin and other varieties of Chinese share many characteristics such as tones, the
writing system, vocabulary, etc.. It may also because learners who speak a variety of
Chinese other than Mandarin at home are exposed to Mandarin as well, considering
Putonghua (Mandarin) is the official language for P.R.C and used extensively on TV, the
Internet and other media. The researcher then combined the two groups into one group in
terms of heritage-learning status in this study.
Thus, the total sample of 428 participants in this study was divided into three
groups: participants who spoke or understood a variety of Chinese before they took any
Chinese classes (Group 1: heritage learners with Chinese background), participants at
least one of whose parents was a Chinese native speaker but who did not speak or
understand a variety of Chinese before they took any Chinese classes (Group 2: heritage
learners without Chinese background), and participants with no Chinese ancestry (Group
3: non-heritage learners).
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Among the 428 participants, there were 257 (60%) non-heritage learners (Group
3), 140 (32.7%) heritage learners with Chinese background (Group 1) and 31 (7.2%)
heritage learners without Chinese background (Group 2). Among the 140 heritage
learners with Chinese background, 106 (75.7%) declared their native language to be a
variety of Chinese (e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese) and 127 (90.7%) considered
themselves Chinese American. Among the 31 heritage learners without Chinese
background in Group 2, 24 (77.4%) participants considered themselves to be Chinese
American.

Instruments
The instruments for this phase of the study were the same surveys, including the
27 items measuring CFL Anxiety and the Background Questionnaire. However,
responses to the 27 items were not all used for statistics analysis. The items that were
used for data analysis were the 16 items remaining in the final CFL Anxiety Scale, the 8
items borrowed from the FLCAS, (i.e. the short form of the FLCAS), and the three items
(items 12, 18, 22) specifically addressing Chinese-specific Anxiety or anxiety stemming
from the uniqueness of the Chinese language.
Thus, the instruments used for the third and fourth goals of this study included 1)
the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale and its three sub-scales; 2) the short form of the FLCAS,
3) the three-item Chinese-specific Anxiety Scale, and 4) the Background Questionnaire,
which asked participants to estimate a grade they expected to get in the Chinese class and
to rate their General CFL Anxiety, their motivations in learning Chinese, their foreign
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language learning ability, their expectation in terms of learning Chinese, their perception
of the importance of the Chinese language, their perception of the difficulty level of the
Chinese language.
Based on the 428 participants' responses, the internal consistency reliabilities
(using Cronbach’s Alpha) of the above mentioned measures were respectively .90 for the
16-item CFL Anxiety Scale, .84 for the Speaking Anxiety Scale, .80 for the Listening
Anxiety Scale, .875 for the Reading & Writing Anxiety Scale, .91 for the short form of
the FLCAS and .82 for the three-item Chinese-specific Anxiety Scale.
The possible range of scores for CFL Anxiety, CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL
Listening Anxiety (Mean=10.5; Std.=4.07), CFL Reading & Wiring Anxiety, CFL
Classroom Anxiety, and Chinese-specific Anxiety were 16-80, 4-20, 4-20, 8-40, 8-40,
and 3-15 respectively.

Data Analysis Methods
For descriptive analyses of learners’ CFL Anxiety, the frequencies of the
responses (i.e., strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree) of relevant
items were calculated and compared. A chi-square test was used to determine if the
frequencies were significantly different among CFL Learners with different heritagelearning status.
In terms of the influence of background variables on CFL Anxiety and its three
sub-anxieties, one-way, two-way and three-way ANOVA and MANOVA analyses were
used to compare CFL learners' anxiety among different subgroups of CFL learners. The
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background variables investigated included heritage-learning status, gender, school, year
of study in college, proficiency level, ethnic background, and the elective vs. required
status. Before the ANOVA and MANOVA tests were conducted, the KolmogorovSmirnov test along with skewness and kurtosis statistics were performed with the entire
scores of CFL Anxiety and its sub-components to see whether the data were normally
distributed.
For the analysis of relationships among CFL Anxiety (including its three subanxieties) and other variables related to Chinese learning, correlation analyses and
multiple regression analyses were used to determine how CFL learners' anxiety was
predicted by the other variables such as age, motivation, perception of difficulty of the
Chinese language, self-perceived foreign language learning ability, self-expectation,
perception of importance of Chinese, and self-perceived language achievement
Before the multiple regression analyses were conducted, the researcher checked
Cook's distance and Leverage values for outliers, examined the P-P plot for normality of
residuals, plotted the standardized residuals against the standardized predicted values to
check linearity and equality of variances and studied the correlation matrix of all the
independent variables for milticollinearity.
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion
The present study has four goals involving different research methods. The results
of this study are organized around these four research goals.

RESULTS FOR GOAL 1
The results for goal 1 are based on summaries of the interview data with CFL
learners and teachers.

Manifestations of CFL Anxiety
Analysis of the interview data with CFL teachers and learners showed that CFL
Anxiety was a common experience among CFL learners who participated in the
interviews. Below are some statements describing manifestations of CFL Anxiety from
the participants. Many CFL learners described their feelings of anxiety when they spoke
Chinese:

"I feel time speeds up. I get very frustrated and my mind starts to work very very fast. I'm trying to
recover what I'm trying to say....actually my Chinese is only good when I slow down and I can just
concentrate without any anxiety. I get nervous and things are going very fast. I'm getting tense."
" I’ve seen people who give presentations or give an opinion, and half way through there, they are
like, they will just stop talking and they are like, they stare into space and they are like, “I forgot what
I was going to say.”
"When I speak Chinese to any of my teachers, I don’t feel nervous, but I know that I do because I
can’t do things that I usually can do, like my brain stops functioning normally because I just can’t
speak as well as I usually do. …..but when I speak with Chinese people, or Chinese professors, I
notice that I know that I am nervous, but I don’t really feel it. My heart, I don’t think it’s beating fast,
I can remain comfortable and calm, but I’m not speaking as well. This is that kind of nervousness, but
then there is another kind of nervousness. My heart does beat fast and I know that I’m nervous, that’s
when I’m speaking in front of a group of people."
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Many learner interviewees mentioned that they tended to be extra anxious during
test situations. Below are two examples:
"I’ll start overthinking when I get to stuff that I don’t know. That will slow me down. If I’m really
anxious about a test, I’ll study so so hard. I’ll get it all crammed here and when I get to the test, my
mind will go blank half of it. I do have that issue sometimes. I looked at it 10 minutes ago, but I have
no idea of what it was. That’s how my anxiety manifested, I guess. If I get really nervous, it will
come back to bite me."
"I went to an interview for a graduate program I’m applying for. They asked me to read a Chinese
article out loud. I felt we were being artificial and I was nervous because I wanted to show how good
my Chinese level was. I felt myself latching onto some words, like using some words again and
again. I don’t know whether you've had that experience. When you get nervous, you tend to use a
word over and over again, like a comfort word, and you keep going back to it. That was one example.
When I was reading that article, I was not as fluent as I am supposed to be. I had a lot of pauses."

Statements concerning anxiety in learning Chinese did not only come from CFL
learners, but also from CFL teachers. Some CFL teachers suspected that the firstsemester students experienced a high level of anxiety and that the high drop-out rate of
first-year Chinese classes was related to students’ anxiety:

"In the first semester, I do feel they experience a lot of anxiety. They have to basically master the
tones, the organization of pinyin, the basic writing strokes, concepts during the first semester. I think
there is a lot of anxiety. Usually in CHI506, around the first test, there are students who just give up.
That is about the second week. That’s why for CHI 506 we usually take more students than the class
size. The closing limit for 506 is 16, but we usually take 18 or 19 because we know 2 or 3 or even 4
students will drop the class."

These interview data seemed to support earlier studies' (Moorcroft & MacIntyre, 1987;
Bailey, Onwuegbuzie, & Daley, 2003) findings that students with higher levels of anxiety
are more at risks for dropping out of foreign language classes.
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Evidence for the Source Model of CFL Anxiety
The interview data from CFL learners and teachers generally supported the fourdimension source model of CFL Anxiety. The CFL learners and teachers who
participated in my study endorsed the idea that CFL Anxiety stemmed from four major
sources, namely, the classroom environment, learner characteristics, the nature of
Chinese language, and the foreign language learning process itself. The sources or causes
of anxiety in learning Chinese mentioned by the CFL learner and teacher participants are
presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
As can be seen from both tables, each dimension of the source model includes a
number of sub-themes, which will be discussed in more detail and supported with
statements from the interviewees later in this chapter. In the two tables, the number
following each sub-theme in the bracket indicates the number of interviewees who
mentioned this sub-source of anxiety.
By comparing the two tables, we can see the sources of CFL Anxiety from the
learners and the teachers' perspectives were quite similar except in the "to be determined"
category in the table. Both CFL learners and teachers agreed that the classroom
environment, learner characteristics, the nature of Chinese language and the foreign
language process contributed to CFL Anxiety. Also, CFL learners and teachers reported
similar sub-themes for each dimension of sources of anxiety. For example, both groups
thought the manner of the teacher, relationships among classmates, classroom
atmosphere, classroom practices and course design to be important elements of the
classroom environment. Both groups mentioned that anxious learners tended to have low
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self-confidence and high self-expectation, perceive their language learning ability to be
low and consider Chinese classes to be very important. They also pointed out that
anxious learners tended to share some personality characteristics such as perfectionism,
competitiveness, shyness, introversion, etc.. Almost all the CFL learners and teachers
being interviewed considered the nature of Chinese language to be a contributing factor
of CFL Anxiety. More specifically, the tones and the writing system of the Chinese
language were thought to be anxiety-provoking. The CFL learner and teacher
interviewees also endorsed that CFL learners could experience anxiety in all four skills
and that students tended to be more anxious at the skills that were difficult to them.
The only differences between the learners and teachers’ opinions on sources of
anxiety lie in the “to be determined” category in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. From the
learners' perspective, eight interviewees mentioned that they would be anxious when
talking to native speakers, whereas no CFL teachers mentioned this point. The researcher
did not assign a fifth source dimension for this sub-theme under the "to be determined
category" because speaking to native speakers was interpreted as a different learning
situation rather than a distinct cause of anxiety. Learners reported being anxious when
speaking to native Chinese speakers for almost the same reasons they gave for being
anxious when speaking in a Chinese class. For example, they were afraid of negative
feedback, worried about making mistakes, had low confidence in speaking Chinese, and
worried about looking stupid in front of others, etc.. The CFL teacher participants did not
mention learners' possible anxiety when speaking to native speakers probably because
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they only saw students under classroom circumstances. Evidence supporting each
dimension of the source model and its subthemes will be discussed in details in the
following sections.
Table 4.1 Sources of CFL Anxiety: Learners' Perspective
Classroom Environment

Learner characteristics

The target language

Foreign
language
learning itself

To be determined





















Manner
of
the
teacher (6):
harsh, hard, blunt,
having
high
expectations
vs.
encouraging, nice,
sweet, supportive,
forgiving, available,
approachable,
providing resources
Relationship with
the teacher (1)
Relationship among
classmates
(9):
supportive,
considerate
classmates
vs.
unfriendly reaction
from classmates;
Comparison to other
classmates
(11):
peer
competition,
peer
pressure,
evaluation
Classroom
atmosphere
(6):
friendly, open, safe
Classroom practices
(11): performance in
front of classmates
or the teacher (6);
being called on to
answer
questions
(2);
tests
(7);
difficulty of the
class (1)
Curriculum/program
/course design (6):
intensive, fast-pace
















Low
selfconfidence (6);
Perceived
importance
of
Chinese or Chinese
grades (6);
(Self-perceived)
Language learning
abilities (3);
Competitiveness
(11)
Self-expectation
(9);
Self-perceived
proficiency
compared to other
classmates (9);
Personality (8):
Introversion
(1),
shy(3), perfectionist
(3), self-conscious
(2), meticulous (2),
anxious in general
(2), reserved (1),
prideful (1), upright
(1), sloppy (1),
paranoid (1), fear
of
negative
feedback (6);
Lack of preparation
(3)
To impress or seek
approval (3)
Perception
of
others’ expectation
(3)
The feeling of not
knowing enough (1)
Student belief (1)












Chinese
is
difficult (11)
Chinese
is
different
from
English (11)
Tones (11)
Characters (11):
simplified
vs.
traditional (2),
strokes (2)
Regional
differences (4):
accent
(2),
curling
of
tongue (1)
Grammar (2):
position
of
adverbs
(1),
adjectives come
before nouns (1)
Pronunciation
(1)
a word can have
4 meanings (1)
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Uniqueness of
Foreign
language
learning (5)
Students
experience
anxiety more or
less in all four
skills. (11)
Students
are
more anxious at
the skills that
are difficult to
them. (11)





Cultural
background
(1)
Worry
about being
culturally
improper or
offending
people (1)
speaking to
native
speakers (8)

Table 4.2 Sources of CFL Anxiety: Teachers' Perspective
Classroom Environment

Learner characteristics

The target language

Foreign
learning itself



















Manner
of
the
teacher (8):
pushy,
serious,
strict,
judgmental
vs.
encouraging,
nice,
easy-going,
supportive,
understanding,
sympathetic,
available,
giving
individual attention
Relationship with
the teacher (2)
Relationship among
classmates (3)
Comparison to other
classmates (5): peer
competition,
peer
pressure, evaluation
Classroom
atmosphere
(4):
relaxing, friendly,
supportive, safe
Classroom practices
(8): performance in
front of classmates
or the teacher (4);
being called on to
answer
questions
(3); tests (7); being
corrected in public
(1)
Curriculum/program
design
(5):
intensive, focused
on
reading
&
writing














Low
selfconfidence (8);
Care about Chinese
or Chinese grades
(8);
(Self-perceived)
Language learning
abilities (6);
Competitiveness (5)
Self-expectation
(4);
Self-perceived
proficiency
compared to other
classmates (3);
Low-achievement
(2)
Personality (8):
Introversion
(5),
shy(2), perfectionist
(3), sensitive (1),
fear of negative
feedback (3);
Self-concept being
challenged (1)
Lack of preparation
(1)
Motivation (1)







Chinese
is
difficult (8)
Chinese
is
different
from
English (8)
Tones (7)
Characters (6)
Unpredictable
Grammar (1)
No connection
between spoken
and written (1)





language

Uniqueness
of
Foreign language
learning
(4):
practical,
timeconsuming,
spontaneous
Students
experience
anxiety more or
less in all four
skills. (8)
Students
are
anxious at the
skill that they are
not good at. (5)

To
determined



be

Ethnic or
cultural
backgrou
nd (2)

Classroom Environment
Both CFL teacher and learner interviewees believed that the classroom
environment could have an effect on students' anxiety in Chinese classes. More
specifically, many elements of classroom environment such as the teachers’ manner (6
learners and 8 teachers), relationship between students and the teacher (1 learner and 2
teachers), relationships among classmates (9 learners and 3 teachers), comparisons
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among classmates (11 learners and 5 teachers), the general classroom atmosphere (6
learners and 4 teachers), classroom practices and curriculum/program/course design (6
learners and 5 teachers) were seen as contributing to CFL learners' anxiety in Chinese
classes.
The Role of the Teacher
In general, CFL learners and teachers believed that harsh, hard, blunt, pushy,
serious, strict, judgmental teachers or teachers having high expectations for students
tended to be anxiety-provoking, whereas encouraging, nice, sweet, supportive, forgiving,
available, approachable, easy-going, understanding, sympathetic teachers or teachers
giving individual attention and providing resources for learning Chinese outside
classroom tended to make their students feel comfortable and less anxious.

"xxx laoshi, she is really blunt. If you get something wrong in the class, she is like, “was that
right?” “No, that’s wrong, say it again!” I think that does make us a little more nervous because
everybody is a lot more calm when we are with yyy Laoshi (another Chinese teacher). But with
xxx Laoshi, we may get something wrong with what we speak in the class and that’s the response
to them. And that’s why my classmates are so anxious that they write down everything
beforehand, they check it with everybody else to make sure they get it right. I kind of like hard
teacher though, she doesn’t bother me because I also want to know where I’m wrong. And being
told that I’m wrong doesn’t bother me that much, but I think that definitely contributes to their
anxiety. ....I’d rather they be nice about it."
"xxx laoshi said I was very absent-minded. She said a lot of mean stuff, but ….she was funny, I
like her, but she wasn't as considerate and as patient as yyy was. It’s actually a good balance. I
think zzz Laoshi was really intense. I think she made students nervous, but yyy was really nice,
really sweet and patient. This semester, I have aaa laoshi, she is really patient, really nice, but then
xxx laoshi is not as much. I think that’s a good balance. I feel like if a TA and a professor are both
scaring me and I just wouldn’t want to go to the class."
"In a foreign language class, if you mess up, the teacher just gets to start speaking to you very fast
in Chinese, and that sense of helplessness, you know. You don’t know what they are saying, and
like I don’t know what’s going on. I think that can be kind of scary. And xxx Laoshi does that a
lot, she is from another different part of China and her accent makes her difficult to understand.
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She is nice, but sometimes it’s really hard to understand her. When I go to her office hours, I don’t
know whether she really understands the applications of the things she says to me. The things she
said, she didn't think it’s discouraging, but they were. I think that could be a cause of anxiety for
some students. The feeling of discouragement from professors."

The participants mentioned that if students felt that they had a good relationship
with the teacher, students would feel more calm in the class. They also pointed out that
students could feel anxious just because of the authority of the teacher. Below is a
quotation from one of the CFL teacher interviewees:
"Students’ anxiety, I think, has a lot to do with insecurity about performance whenever they have to do
something in front of me. Although I do not grade them, they do not feel safe. It is a lot different talking to
a friend from talking in front of the teacher."

The Role of the Other Classmates
Both CFL teachers and learners who participated in the interviews agreed that
relationships among classmates and comparison to the other classmates were related to
learners' anxiety experienced in a Chinese class. Generally, supportive and considerate
classmates made the learners more relaxed and at ease whereas unfriendly reactions from
the other classmates could be anxiety-provoking. Below are some statements related to
relationships among classmates from the learner interviewees:
"I think if the students are supportive, it helps you. We became more and more supportive as this
semester went on. At the beginning of this semester, we were strangers. Especially me, I was not
part of the Chinese program at UT and during all these years, I was doing my own thing. Who is
this kid? Why is he older? Where is he from? You know, all these questions. So I was an outsider
and also some of the students didn't know each other. She (the Chinese teacher) forced us to work
with different partners, so I got to know a lot of the people. And we developed a camaraderie
through the course of the semester. I think that helped because you felt that there is a supportive
network there and you could study together. By the end, we felt like we were part of the same
process."
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"Everybody finds Chinese difficult. That actually forms a solidarity and a bond among the
students. You are actually very supportive of each other because all the other students are also
struggling with it."
"I guess it's because we're in the same boat. None of us is very great at Chinese. We are all sort of
bad at it and we all know that and we try to be considerate of each other. Of course, it's nervous to
speak in front of the class, but it's not that bad. All the students do not expect you to be very good
at Chinese."
"There was one girl who turned around, she is half Chinese half American, I think. Her mom is
from Hongkong. I’m not sure how much she was growing up around character writing, but she
wrote well. She got 96 or 97 on the tests and was perfect with our quizzes because she did not
make character mistakes. When she turned around, she was like, 'dude, your characters just
suck'. ... I was like, 'she is really mean.' I was generally hurt, not hurt, but upset by that. I was like,
'why would you say that?' I think it’s just because we usually goofed around about stuff and we
were generally sarcastic with each other, but something is hard to be sarcastic about, like read,
write and speak Chinese. That’s something that is hard to be sarcastic about."

Comparison to the other classmates in the Chinese class seemed to be a very
important source of anxiety because all the learner interviewees (11 of them) and most
teachers (5 of them) considered peer competition, peer pressure and peer evaluation as
causes of anxiety in Chinese classes. The following statements are from the learner
interviewees:
"In that Chinese classroom, I felt anxious because of comparison because some people could
speak Cantonese, they just started off like it’s not a big deal. They would say a sentence in a
wrong order, they sounded really good and they looked really good, some of the white kids really
had a hard time with it. That made me kind of anxious, but not as much."
"It’s kind of nice to see my classmates sometimes are also worried. If they come in and say 'puh..,
I don’t worry about the test'. Then I would think, 'oh, am I dumb or something?' But if everybody
is stressed about the test, you feel like you are quite along with the rest of the pack, so you are not
going to be behind or anything."
"I think we are all evenly matched with our abilities, so we all study very hard for the tests and we
get the same amount of anxious with the tests, but it’s not like one person gets super anxious and
still does horribly and somebody else is really anxious but does really really well. We pretty much
do about the same, which is better because we all feel we are justified in feeling anxious, like 'I’m
not different', or 'my classmates are not better than me'. It makes you feel better… It makes you
feel a lot better. You feel like, 'I’m not just getting anxious over something stupid. I’m anxious
because this is hard, not because I’m dumb, it’s because the whole class is anxious.' We are all in
that together. We have a feeling of camaraderie, I guess, which relieves some of the anxiety."
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Classroom Atmosphere
Many of the interviewees (6 learners and 4 teachers) thought friendly, open, safe,
relaxing and supportive classroom atmosphere were helpful in relieving some amount of
the anxiety experienced by the students. In contrast, if the class was serious and boring,
students were more likely to feel anxious. Some teachers mentioned that the teacher was
supposed to be responsible for creating an open and relaxing classroom atmosphere.
Below are two quotations from the CFL teacher interviewees:

"I feel anxiety has a lot to do with the whole classroom atmosphere. In that first-semester Chinese
class that I'm teaching, there are several students who like to play jokes and who are funny and
students get a good chance to laugh in that class. If students could laugh a lot in the class, they
would feel more relaxed and comfortable. Of course, this cannot solve the problem completely.
Some people are just anxious, but I think if the classroom atmosphere is relaxing, the anxiety level
of the students may be a little lower."
"Classroom atmosphere is an important factor. If the teacher is able to create a good atmosphere,
students are likely to feel less nervous or anxious. This is of course related to the personality of the
teacher. If the teacher is very serious, students will be more anxious. If the teacher is very strict,
students are then afraid of making mistakes. Or when the teacher tells the students that he or she is
going to grade their performance, students will get very nervous if they are not able to give good
answers. If the teacher can create a open and friendly atmosphere and establish a nice relationship
with the students, it can help relieve anxiety."

Classroom Practices
All eleven learner interviewees viewed some classroom practices as more anxietyprovoking than others. According to the learner interviewees, the common classroom
practices that were anxiety-provoking included performance in front of classmates or the
teacher, being called on to answer questions in class, tests, and being corrected in public.
Below are some examples of their comments on this issue:
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"Especially it is something impromptu or you are supposed to answer a question, or to do
something in front of the class, like we are supposed to do a skit that we have practiced or just
reading in front of the class, just because it's in front of other people, you feel kind of...you know,
it's difficult."
"I have different professors. Some professors are inclined to pick on people a lot, but some will
not call on people as much. I don't like to be called on. I'll get nervous if I'm called on."
"It’s definitely the tests that I’m most anxious about. When speaking in the classroom, xxx
professor will just randomly ask students questions and we are supposed to answer those. I
actually enjoy that a lot because it gives me an opportunity to be creative with the Chinese I’ve
learned. It’s not very stressful for me. I don’t know why, but the test has a lot of information
which requires you to have done really really well. It’s easy for me to read and recognize
characters, but it is very tough to think of a character and write it. It’s probably the most anxious
part for me to recall characters to write in a test."

The learner interviewees' confession on their anxiety over tests seemed to support
Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1996) claim that test anxiety is related to foreign language
anxiety. In contrast, these interview results did not seem to lend support to Aida's (1994)
factor analysis results that test anxiety did not contribute to foreign language anxiety.
The CFL teachers (all eight teachers) being interviewed also seemed to realize
that some classroom practices tended to be more anxiety-provoking than others.
"Students do not like to be corrected in front of their classmates. ...I think it's because of peer
pressure. They don't want to look stupid in front of their peers. I don't know whether it's exactly
anxiety or not, but they do not like teachers to correct their mistakes in public."

Curriculum/Program/Course Design
Six CFL learner and five teacher participants believed that CFL learners' anxiety
had a lot to do with the curriculum/program/course design. The intensive and fast-pace
design of the Chinese courses and curriculum was reported to be an important cause of
anxiety and too much focus on reading and writing was also seen as leading to anxiety,
when students had to use their speaking and listening skills. Below is a statement from
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one of the teacher interviewees talking about the weaknesses of curriculum design that
might be anxiety-provoking:

"We ... go a little bit heavier on the reading and writing part. In terms of grades, you will see small
proportion of listening and speaking. Listening and speaking have smaller percentages than
reading and writing. We are going to adopt a new textbook next year. We will try to adjust it a
little bit, to be more balanced. Because of that, our students are not comfortable about speaking. I
think they are especially unsure of themselves when it comes to speaking."

Many learner interviewees (6 out of 11) also viewed curriculum or course design
as a contributing factor of students’ anxiety in Chinese classes. Some of them talked
extensively on this issue. Below are some statements on curriculum design from CFL
learners:

"It (the Chinese class) is definitely tough. I spend a lot of time working on it. Sometimes I get a
little anxious because the pace is fast. We have a test every week, one or two quizzes a week. So
it’s a lot of information to pile on yourself....Basically, every Monday we have a test over two
lessons. The very next day, every Tuesday, we have a quiz over a new lesson, which is like 30
new words. It’s like between the tests, I study very hard for it. And after the test, I have to study
for the quiz. So that can definitely be stressful. I kind of understand why they want us to learn the
vocabulary before the grammar because you need the vocabulary before fitting it into the
grammatical structure. But it still kind of makes you anxious to learn those words right after a big
test."
"But the fast pace of the Chinese class definitely makes me nervous right before the exams. I think
it’s ok for them to ask us to learn it. I just hope that they don’t test it and press too hard on it. It
may be better to wait until we learn the grammar rather than test us before the grammar. It gives us
no time to think. If you learn the grammar and see it in context, you may learn it better. That
definitely makes me anxious because I only see the list of words just in a list not in a context, so
that makes it harder to learn. It’s like I want to use it in the context, but I don’t know the grammar
yet, so I don’t know how to use them in a context. But if I’ve studied the grammar, I can do that.
So, that’s definitely an anxious part."
"I think our problem with our Chinese class is, it does not focus on conversation. So when it
comes to asking questions in classes, everyone would be scared to talk because their tones are all
over the place……They spoke English to us for the first semester just every day. They explained
everything in English instead of explaining in Chinese or use hands and motion to convey things.
Now when they want to convert to more Chinese in the classroom, when the teacher asks
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questions, nobody knows what she is saying because no one was really exposed to that. I think the
problem with that is partially with our teaching program. If they focus more on speaking, there
will probably be less anxiety."

Learner Characteristics
Both the learner and teacher participants saw learner characteristics as an
important cause of anxiety. According to the interviewees, anxious learners tended to
have low confidence, to perceive their language learning abilities to be low, and to
perceive their Chinese proficiency level to be lower than their classmates. They also
mentioned that anxious learners cared about Chinese and Chinese grades and had high
expectation of themselves in terms of learning Chinese. Competitive, perfectionist,
introverted, shy, self-conscious, meticulous, sensitive, reserved, prideful, sloppy,
paranoid learners and learners who had fear of negative feedback were reported to have
more tendency to be anxious in learning Chinese.
Self‐expectation
Nine learners and four teachers agreed that self-expectation in terms of learning
Chinese seemed to be closely related to learners' anxiety experienced in Chinese classes.
Generally, they reported that students with a high expectation were more likely to set a
high standard for themselves and thus more likely to suffer from anxiety. Both teacher
and learner interviewees talked extensively about the role of self-expectation in causing
anxiety. Below is a statement from one of the teacher interviewees:

"In the class I’m teaching now, there is a heritage student and I think she suffers from anxiety.
Because she is a heritage student, she thinks that she should be better than other students in the
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class and she sets a very high standard for herself. You know, the higher the standard, the harder it
is. I think it is the high standard that makes her anxious. For other students, perhaps it is the belief
that they are not good foreign language learners that makes them anxious. They are good at other
fields, but just not good at foreign language learning. Because they are excellent in other fields, so
they think they are supposed to be excellent at learning a foreign language too. The fact that they
are not good foreign language learners causes anxiety."

As mentioned previously, nine out of eleven learner interviewees confessed that
their anxiety experienced in Chinese classes was related to their high expectation for their
Chinese. Below are several examples of these statements.
"Sources of anxiety from within the person are kind of when you place that expectation of
yourself, like I’m supposed to be better than this or better than others or better than the level that I
self-assess. For me, right now, when you focus too much on whether you are progressing well
enough, not just for your level, but for me as a graduate student in the Chinese politics program
here. If my Chinese language level is not good enough, that means I do not go fast enough in my
PhD studies."
"At the beginning, you were trying it out and people started struggling with it. I think it was
terrible, but that's what you were supposed to be. Now, I have studied it for two years. You are
supposed to be able to talk, to have a conversation. That expectation makes me anxious. You feel
like you should have the ability and sometimes when you fall apart, I get frustrated at myself. I
feel like: I should be better than this."
"I guess, it also stems from what they are talking about, expectation. I've been taking two and a
half years of Chinese, and I'm not better at it. I'm not good at studying, but still, this is my fifth
semester, but sometimes I feel I do not know that much. When you talk to someone and you do
not know how to say something, sometimes you feel kind of disappointed."
"When I first got back from Beijing, you know, maybe my parents, friends or if I see teachers
from our department, and they know that I spent the whole year in Beijing, then I feel very
anxious because I feel that I have to show them that my Chinese has improved."

Confidence & Self‐perceptions
All eight teacher participants and more than half of the learner participants (6 out
of 11) thought students' anxiety was related to their confidence and self-perceptions.
According to the interviewees, students with low confidence in Chinese learning were
more likely to suffer anxiety, and anxious students often perceived their language
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learning abilities to be poor or their Chinese skills to be worse than their classmates. As
shown below, one of the teacher participants mentioned that one possible manifestation
of low confidence could be asking a simple question repeatedly.

"In class, anxious students usually ask very simple questions again and again because they are so
afraid that they could not master what I said in class. Actually I think they are able to master that.
When they repeatedly ask those questions, I know they know the answers to them. They are just
not confident about themselves."

It could be inferred from learner interviewees’ statements that low confidence and
self-perceptions often accompanied anxious feelings experienced in Chinese classes.
Below are some examples:
" Most of the time, I just feel I'm stupid. I just don't know much..."
"I think it was the level that they put me in, I thought it was above my level. I felt anxious because
I was afraid that I was not able to keep up. I think ... it’s the advancedness."
"I think the anxiety comes from if you are not on the same skill level with everyone else. There
will be less anxiety since you are pretty much on the same level. But for the Chinese class, you
can see there is a wide difference in skill level. With that, I think people who are average to below
get anxious because there is people who are better, I guess. ... If it is average and everyone is the
same, it will probably help the average people. They will not feel so intimidated."
"After that conversation with my Chinese friend that I didn’t feel nervous, I was doing it well,
there is a sense of …it kind of clicked for you and you think 'oh, I can do this', you know
somewhere in your head emotionally that you can do it and you feel more confident, so next time
even when you are speaking with xxx Laoshi, I just feel more confident, I’m not as nervous. I
think there is big step whenever you start having or forming, or saying a sentence to a Chinese
person and then they understand it and they respond and they don’t laugh at you. Then you know
it yourself that you can do it and next time you do not specifically remember that, you just know
inside you that you can do that, I’ve done it before and I can do it, you know. You just know that
there is hope, I guess.
"I’m talking about the university class I’m having this summer. I think if the students have a
summer class or have been to china for a language program, they are more confident. More
confident and less anxious."
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Perceived Importance of Chinese
The interview data showed that people who really cared about Chinese and
perceived Chinese to be important in their lives were more likely to be anxious in class.
Students who perceived Chinese to be of great importance often had high expectations of
themselves in terms of learning Chinese. Below are some statements from the learner
interviewees:

"If something is related to your survival, you are likely to worry about it. If you don't even care
about it, how would you be anxious about it?"
"I get anxious at speaking Chinese is because I expect that I should be able to speak it. My fear is
about my research. My research partly depends on our ability to speak Chinese. When I interview
somebody, let's say, the issue is sensitive about politics and my Chinese is not good enough to get
the information or my Chinese is so bad that they don't want to talk to me. Then how am I going to
do my research? My research depends a lot on my ability to speak Chinese, so I put a lot of
pressure on myself."
"There are some people who want to be a Chinese major or want to do business in china, so they
are really hard on themselves to make sure they get all this perfect. I’m a little bit of that because
I’m a linguist and I want to be really fluent."
"I don’t have a high expectation of myself in my other subjects, only in foreign language for some
reason.……I definitely have a high value and I’m prideful for being able to speak a foreign
language well. But for Chinese or for foreign languages, I feel very anxious or resentful if I feel
someone is calling me out or I feel like somebody is telling me I’m not doing it well."

Personality
The interviewees mentioned a wide range of personalities that were related to
anxiety. For instance, according to the interviewees, competitive, perfectionist,
introverted, shy, self-conscious, meticulous, sensitive, reserved, prideful, sloppy,
paranoid learners and learners who had fear of negative feedback were more likely to be
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anxious in learning Chinese. Below are some quotations from the learner interviewees
talking about how personality connected with anxiety:

"I want to show how good my Chinese level is. I guess it is competitiveness or wanting to just
prove that I can do it. I think my anxiety is from the zeal for learning and trying to prove
something. To prove my ability especially in a classroom environment where I want to prove that
I’ve learned the content, or in any other situation where they are evaluating me.…. I think I’m by
nature a competitive person, that comes from my family."
"You know everybody performs here, so you don’t want to perform down here even though you
are not technically competing against each other. I think it’s just the appearance that I don’t want
to fall below them."
"People that are meticulous and really careful about everything they do (tend to be more anxious).
Perfectionists will find it hard to learn a foreign language, especially Chinese if their native
language is Latin-based. It’s just they are very different. Also people who get angry with
themselves when they make mistakes because you are going to make mistakes. If you don’t let
that go, sometimes you’ll be in trouble. This applies to a lot of foreign languages, because Chinese
is especially tough, it applies to Chinese more."
"Meticulous people tend to be perfectionists. If you are not only a perfectionist with Chinese, but
with everything, then it’s going to add up and you are going to very stressful. If you are sloppy, if
you are not organized about how you are going to study, that’ll make you anxious too because you
don’t have a system to study it well or efficiently. Since the Chinese class is very fast paced, if you
are not organized, it will escape or outpace you. You have to be pretty organized, but you don’t
want to go overboard because both ends of the spectrums can lead to anxiety."
"I’m an introvert and I feel rested when I’m by myself. I feel more rested reading a book than
being in a huge party. That’s just how I am. I think that’s a huge source of anxiety in terms of
public speaking. So I don’t think I could benefit from performing or speaking in front of the class
because I’m not performing right while potentially it could be. It’s pretty much based on my
personality type. I don’t know whether confidence has anything to do with it. Maybe it does. I
think part of it is that I’m prideful. I don’t want to look stupid in front of people. It’s not that I
want to be the best. I just don’t want to look stupid. I’m not greedy, I’m just prideful. I don’t want
everything, I just want a little bit of something. That’s part of my personality that I fear looking
foolish because I’m prideful……. All these things are personality things for sure. I think it points
to my anxiety in certain situations. It might be going back to I’m an introvert as opposed to be an
extrovert. Because I’m an introvert, I don’t feel comfortable in those social situations. A big step
to be comfortable in social situations is to speak the same language.
"At least for myself, my anxiety is self-created. I’m a perfectionist. I feel like everything has to be
perfect. I’m very very anal, to a fault. ...How about I just worry a lot in general? I’m very
paranoid. I worry about a lot of stupid things. I think it’s all related."
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Student Beliefs
The participants also mentioned that unrealistic student beliefs could cause
anxiety. When students' beliefs about learning Chinese clashed with the reality, they
would suffer from anxiety. In addition, the belief that Chinese was too difficult to learn
could also cause anxiety. Below is a quotation from a learner interviewee who rated his
anxiety level to be low (2 on a 1-7 scale):

"This is a response to the general idea that Chinese language is so hard, it can’t be done by English
speakers because the writing system is so different. But I feel that’s kind of not true. But they are
just in different tracks when language difficulty pops up, you know. There is another thing that is
kind of related is these myths. I feel there is myths that adults can’t learn new languages. Only
children know how to learn languages and Chinese is so impossible because it’s a different writing
system. But like I said, at the beginning, Chinese is harder than French, but at the intermediate
level, French is harder than Chinese. Children have more innate ability to hear, probably to
memorize, but they don’t really understand the purpose of prepositions, grammar structures, and
how to use them whereas adults do. Adults understand the functions of particular kinds of words,
and understand what you need to learn, for what purpose, a lot more logical than children would
be. The advice is not to listen to these myths, who can learn and when you are supposed to be able
to learn."

The Target Language
All eleven CFL learners and eight teachers who participated in the interviews
endorsed the idea that the uniqueness of the Chinese language contributed to students'
anxiety in learning. They all thought Chinese was very different from English and thus
was difficult to learn especially for English speakers. The reported characteristics of the
Chinese language contributing to its difficulty level as a foreign language included the
tones, the characters, regional differences, unpredictable grammar, no connection
between spoken and written forms, pronunciation, etc.. Below are statements from two
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teachers talking about the foreignness and difficulty of the Chinese language for
American learners.

"It’s a different language family. To begin with, it’s not indo-European or…. It’s just different.
The script is different, it’s tonal. And the spoken and the written have no connection. You have to
make the connection by yourself, that’s really hard. Most languages, I think, are alphabet-based,
Japanese is a little different, but still, it’s easier, you only have a limited set. Chinese characters
are limited in number, but the number you have to master is quite large."
"The difficulty of the Chinese language and also the difference between the Chinese language and
students’ native language (cause anxiety among students). For example, most students’ native
language has no tones. I think the tones of Chinese is the most difficult thing in the world, which
can make students very anxious. Also, Chinese characters. Both tones and Chinese characters
make Chinese very difficult."

Similar statements or opinions could be found among the learner participants.
Below are several examples of their views on the relationship between the nature of the
Chinese language and anxiety.
"I have no problem with French. Yeah, my French is very bad right now. I can't speak French as I
used to, but it's not tonal. It’s not focusing on....you know, for me, it's just Chinese. You know, it's
not like other languages in general. It’s tonal and it has Chinese characters. For French, it just has
French words and then the English translation. In Chinese, you have pinyin, characters...."
"Yeah, reading is different. Not knowing how to pronounce something. Because with Chinese
characters if you don’t know it, you don’t know it. You can’t fake it, you know. Sometimes, I
forget what the tone is, I’m like what is that? I can’t remember. That adds a little bit anxiety, but
that’s not a big deal, it doesn’t throw me over or something."
"I spent three and a half years learning Spanish...I still think it’s more anxious to learn Chinese
because you not only need to learn the new words and remember the meanings, but also need to
learn the characters , the proper stroke order and proper tones. I think the most difficult thing
about learning Chinese is it’s a tonal language, whereas English is not."
"It’s definitely hard, but the most anxious part for me is to distinguish traditional and simplified
characters. I think the characters are a little hard for me than the tones. But both of them are pretty
stressful."
"For French, I don’t remember if I was nervous when I was learning French. Probably, but in high
school, I was apathetical to anything, so I don’t remember whether I was anxious. I was not
learning it very well. So I don’t remember it. For Thai, I was slightly nervous, but I was with a
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team of people that I knew very well because we were on the missionary. There were only ten of
us, so I was a little bit nervous, but not as much. And then Chinese, the most nervous."

However, compared to non-heritage learners, heritage learners who spoke or
understood a variety of Chinese perceived Chinese to be a little easier although they may
also have experienced anxiety because learning Chinese was time-consuming. Heritage
learners seemed to be bothered by the regional differences or variations of Chinese
language.

"Chinese still comes a little more naturally (than French). When you have to use it, at least it’s
much easier for me to use it naturally. But in French, nothing comes naturally. I have to think
about how to conjugate the verb…"
"I think Chinese language itself is so varied. For me it’s part of so many variations and the
differences in Beijing and Taiwan like curling or not curling the tongue."

The Process of Foreign Language Learning Itself
Five CFL learner participants and four CFL teacher participants mentioned that
the uniqueness of the process of foreign language learning itself was anxiety-provoking
because foreign language learning was time-consuming and involved spontaneous
performances. Below are some statements from the four teachers discussing how the
nature of foreign language learning is related to anxiety:

"Language learning is of course different. Language learning takes a lot of energy. Especially for
learning a language in a foreign country, it's very difficult. You have to practice all the time;
otherwise, it's very easy to forget. It's relatively more time-consuming. I personally think foreign
language learning is the type of activity that can cause a lot of anxiety."
"Foreign Language learning is so different from general study. The difference between language
learning and general study lies in the link between language learning and life. Because that’s a
very practical thing, you learn something and you have to find a chance to practice it as much as
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possible. That is the only way to master, to really master a language. But for other fields such as
philosophy or Asian studies, they are not as practical."
"Foreign language learning is more anxiety-provoking because foreign language learning often
involves spontaneous performance. At least the first thought of foreign language learning is to
speak the language. Yet, for learning math, you can just sit there and analyze."
"Among all the causes I mentioned, some do not only work for foreign language learning. For
example, one concerns over grades or one gets anxious when performance is related to grades.
This can also apply to other classrooms, not just for foreign language learning. But, fear of making
mistakes or worrying that others would think you are slow if you make mistakes is more related to
foreign language learning. ...Those anxiety-provoking factors in classroom situations are likely to
be more obvious when it comes to foreign language learning. Because foreign language learning is
different from learning other things. Language is for communication. When learning math, you
can communicate in your native language, so there are no language obstacles. Foreign language
learning is kind of your personal performance. It's like you put yourself there in front of others.
So, it can be affected more by those anxiety-provoking factors that I mentioned."

All the interviewees (11 learners and 8 teachers) agreed that CFL learners
experienced anxiety in learning Chinese more or less in all the four skills, but that their
anxiety levels related to speaking, listening, reading and writing could be different. In
general, learners were anxious at the skills that were difficult to them or the skills that
they believed they were not good at. It should be noted that writing in Chinese classes
mainly involves writing Chinese characters rather than composing an essay or poetry in
Chinese. Below is a quotation from a teacher participant addressing the issue:
"I think it depends on every individual. It depends on what one is good at or not good at. Some
people are better at listening. When they hear a word, they know what it is, but they may not know
it when they read it. Or, some people are better at reading, but writing is poorer."

Other Causes of CFL Anxiety
One CFL learner participant and 2 CFL teacher participants mentioned that
learners' cultural or ethnic background may have an effect on learners' anxiety level.
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"I think in the United States, students do not care too much about teachers. For them, teachers are
just a kind of tool for learning, so teachers will not cause any pressure or anxiety. This is very
different from Asian cultures, so I think their pressure or anxiety in learning languages is not as
high as Asians."

The researcher did not consider this as a subtheme because of the small number of
interviewees who mentioned this factor. In addition, it would seem that this factor in
essence could be subsumed under the category of "learner characteristics". Moreover, the
anxiety levels of different ethnic groups of CFL learners will be compared with respect to
Goal 4.
Most CFL learners confessed that they were anxious when speaking to native
speakers, but the reasons why they felt anxious varied. As can be seen from the following
examples, they were anxious when speaking to native speakers for almost the same
reasons why people would get anxious speaking in their Chinese classes. The reasons
included fear of negative feedback, concern over making mistakes, low confidence in
speaking Chinese, worry about looking stupid, unfriendly environment, etc.. Thus, the
researcher did not consider speaking to native speakers a source of anxiety; instead, it
was viewed as a different situation of CFL learning from classroom learning.
"Maybe if I had to speak to native speakers, that would make me nervous. That would be kind of
embarrassing because I’m really bad... If I had to talk to people in mandarin in a conversational
setting, that would make me nervous because I wasn’t confident in it. I wasn’t confident in my
mandarin... Like if I had to talk to someone, and I didn’t know what to say, you would look kind
of stupid, I guess."
"I guess I get a little anxious when I speak to people outside the classroom, like native speakers
because if I make a mistake, they might take it the wrong way, like misunderstand. It’s just very
hard to explain why, but I guess when it’s on topics that I don’t really know. When we are in
school, we only cover certain topics, if it’s something that I’m not familiar with, I might get a little
anxious because I don’t know all the vocabulary."
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"I feel I’m more anxious in situations where I’m not clear what my role is supposed to be. At this
point now, the Chinese I use is more in social situations, so I get anxious when I do not know what
is the proper expression to use, you know, it’s more of a cultural thing, I don’t want to offend
people, things like that. I can still slide because I’m a foreigner, but I don’t want to let myself
slide. I don’t know whether that makes sense. People can excuse me because I’m not a Chinese, I
don’t understand a lot of things, but …."
"When I was in Beijing or Taiwan, their accent was a little different or I had a hard time
understanding their accent, and I had a hard time trying to say what I needed to say. I would be
especially anxious if they were not friendly, if they were hostile like “hurry up! What do you
mean?” That made me anxious because I had to think of things to say."

Evidence for the Four-component Construct of CFL Anxiety
All eleven CFL learner and eight teacher participants agreed that CFL learners
experienced anxieties in all four language skills, i.e., speaking, understanding, reading
and writing Chinese. Further, they believed that the anxieties related to the four skills
were different or distinguishable and the CFL learners experienced different levels of
anxieties in the four skills. As mentioned previously, writing in Chinese classes refers to
writing

Chinese

characters

rather

than

composing

essays

or

other

types

of creative writing. Below are some quotations from the learner interviewees addressing
this issue:
"I do not experience much stress in reading, I experience more stress in writing and speaking. I
experience a little more anxiety in listening than I do reading. Just because with listening they
have to speak slow and clear enough, but with reading it’s like I have all the characters and I have
to identify all the tones when they are speaking, so that’s much harder. With reading, I'm the least
stressed, and then it goes up to listening, and then probably to writing, and then to speaking, I
guess, just because I’m more comfortable with characters in general. But writing and speaking are
almost the same."
"I would agree that reading is the lowest because I can go on my own pace, and the characters are
there in front of me and I’m pretty good at recognizing characters. With writing, I’m not so good
at it, like 'is this the word I’d like to use?'; it’s like 'how to write that character again?' It’s hard to
remember sometimes, but I think speaking has a lot to do with the situation. I don’t really think
I’m stressed, I’m really disappointed when I speak with somebody in Chinese. I'll try my best, but
I’m not that proficient in Chinese yet. I think it’s probably reading, listening, speaking and
writing, writing being the most difficult."
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"I would say I had a little more anxiety in listening to Chinese. I think Chinese is a hard language
to grasp with listening comprehension. I took an online evaluation. I only got intermediate while I
expected to get an advanced. I was like, 'this doesn’t make sense.' I thought I had a higher listening
comprehension. And sometimes in social situations, it’s hard to fake it if everyone is speaking
Chinese. I’ve been to those situations, and you don’t know what everyone is saying, and they were
like, “OK, what do you think?” I was like, 'I'm kind of lost. What were you saying?' That can be
hard…"
"When the teacher asks questions in mandarin, since people are not very used to listening to
Chinese, when they hear it, they get scared because they don’t know what the teacher is saying. I
think that’s partially where the anxiety comes from."

According to the interviewees, students tended to be more anxious at the skills that were
difficult to them or they were not good at whereas less anxious at the skills they did well
in. For example, some students considered speaking the most anxiety-provoking while
others thought it was the least anxious one. In other words, it varied greatly from person
to person. Below are some direct quotations from the participants discussing anxieties
related to speaking, listening, reading and writing:
"Trying to figure out what the other person is saying may be easier because you just need to listen
and I don't have to do anything by myself, but I do feel anxiety that way. Especially when the
person has a local accent, you know. Some professors are pretty clear and I can understand them
more easily, but there are some professors that I have difficulty to understand. When it is difficult
for me to understand, I then obviously get more anxious."
"(After listening), I would say maybe reading (is more anxiety-provoking). I think it’s funny.
Listening and reading because they are inputs. And you have to decipher. Listening, reading, then
writing, then speaking for me, because I feel that with the writing and speaking, you have the bank
of knowledge and you can use what you have, it may not be the most sophisticated thing, but you
know, you are producing it from a whatever level."
"I experience less anxiety with reading or writing. Probably the least with writing, then reading,
then speaking, then understanding... Because if somebody asked me something, I would have
nothing to say because I didn’t understand what he said. If I’m going to say something, I can say it
and I can also premeditate it, I think that has something to do with it too. I can premeditate what I
want to say, and say it and then it's done. As opposed to someone saying something to me, and
then there is an award silence because I don’t know what to say. So I think listening is the most
anxiety provoking. Reading is also anxiety provoking because my professors always ask us to
read, like reading quizzes, reading something on the board. Writing is the least anxious because
it’s usually private, very rare I have to be put in a position to write something. There are times that
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I have to write things on the board, but I don’t feel anxious about that because it’s right in front of
me. Then reading, then speaking and then listening."
"For listening, I experience the least. Speaking, reading and writing. Um…..writing is difficult
because writing is often done at home by myself. You know, you have more time and I can look
words up, but for reading, in often time, you do it aloud in the class. I mean that order is the order
of difficulty for me, so definitely, the more difficult, the more anxious it is."

Conclusion & Discussion
As can be seen, the results of the interview data analysis lent support for the fourdimension source model and the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety. The CFL
teacher and learner participants endorsed the idea that CFL Anxiety stemmed from four
major sources: the classroom environment, characteristics of the CFL learners, the target
language, and the foreign language learning process itself. In addition, CFL Anxiety was
found to consist of four sub-anxieties: speaking, listening, reading and writing anxiety.
CFL learners reported that they experienced anxiety in the four skills, and different
learners considered different skills anxiety-provoking.
Since the classroom environment was found to be an important factor contributing
to students' CFL Anxiety, the CFL teachers may want to be as supportive, friendly and
encouraging as possible to make anxious students more comfortable. The CFL teachers
may also want to figure out ways for creating an open and safe learning atmosphere in the
Chinese class. For instance, teachers could use their influence to establish friendly and
supportive relationships among the students so that the students could be tolerant and
considerate of each other rather than be hostile to each other, especially when others
make mistakes in the class.
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On the other hand, it may be helpful if the learners could be responsible for their
own feelings in the Chinese class. For example, the learners could remind themselves that
anxiety is a common feeling experienced by many CFL learners. Once they find anxiety
bothers them or even has a negative impact on their learning, they may want to ask
themselves whether it is related to their confidence, self-perceptions of language learning
ability and Chinese proficiency, their self-expectation, their perceived importance of
Chinese or their personalities such as competitiveness, perfectionism, introversion or
shyness. Once they discover the real source of their anxiety, they may want to adjust their
perceptions and expectation or slightly compromise their personalities for the purpose of
learning Chinese. Although it is hard to change someone's personality, it may be helpful
if one knows what part of one's personality causes the problem.
It could be inferred from the interview data that learners’ anxiety stemming from
the uniqueness of the Chinese language and the process of foreign language learning
itself seemed to boil down to learners’ perception of the difficulty level of learning
Chinese. Thus, it may be helpful if the teacher or the students themselves could increase
exposure to the Chinese language or create more opportunity to practice the four skills. In
addition to the classroom environment, the teacher may want to introduce more resources
for Chinese learning outside of the classroom such as virtual Chinese communities,
facebook, etc... It may also help if the teacher could try to make the class more interesting
by using all kinds of strategies so that the students are more motivated to learn Chinese.
Motivation may increase exposure to the language; exposure may dismiss the foreignness
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of Chinese and reduce the difficulty level of Chinese; perception of less difficulty may
boost confidence and self-perceptions; positive self-perceptions might help learners
overcome anxiety ultimately. In short, awareness of sources of anxiety may help CFL
teachers and learners find ways to cope with the problem.
Since the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety was supported by interview
data, it is important for the CFL Anxiety Scale to include items reflective of all the four
subcomponents, namely, CFL speaking, listening, reading and writing anxieties.

RESULTS FOR GOAL 2
The second goal of the present study is to develop a reliable and valid CFL
Anxiety Scale. The results of the content validity review, the reliability analysis, the
factor analysis, the cross-validation analysis and the validity analysis of the scale are
reported in this section.

Content Validity
The initial pool of 26 items (see Appendix C) was sent to 5 experts for review of
their content validity. When they were sent to the experts, this initial pool of items was
organized into four subscales: speaking, listening, reading and writing anxiety scales. In
addition to their evaluation of the content validity of the entire scale, the experts were
also requested to comment on each subscale. Each of the five experts provided advice on
rephrasing or rewording of some of the items. The researcher revised the wording of
relevant items based on the experts' advice.
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One expert had doubts about an item concerning writing anxiety: I get confused
with the stroke order when I write Chinese characters. One expert suggested adding an
item for writing anxiety: Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to
convey. Another expert advised adding an item addressing CFL learners’ anxiety when
speaking to native speakers: I would not be nervous speaking Chinese with native
speakers.
The researcher took the advice of the experts by replacing the item: I get confused
with the stroke order when I write Chinese characters with the item suggested by one of
the experts: Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey and
adding the item addressing anxiety when speaking to native speakers. Considering eight
out of eleven CFL learner participants expressed that they were anxious when speaking to
native speakers, it seemed advisable to add one item addressing that.
As a result, 27 items remained in the scale, with 9 items addressing Speaking
Anxiety and 6 items reflective of Listening, Reading and Writing Anxiety respectively.
Following the experts' advice, the researcher separated the items under each subscale by
moving the order around so two items reflective of the same component of CFL Anxiety
were not listed one after the other. The 27 items with the new order can be found in
Appendix D. Among the 27 items, 4 items (items 8, 16, 21, 27) were negatively phrased.
Items 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 23, 25 & 27 reflected Speaking Anxiety; items 2, 6, 10, 15, 18 &
20 reflected Listening Anxiety; items 3, 7, 11, 14, 16 & 22 reflected Reading Anxiety and
items 4, 8, 12, 19, 24 & 26 addressed Writing Anxiety.
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Reliability Analysis
The internal consistency reliability tests, using Cronbach’s Alpha (including
corrected item-total correlations and Cronbach’s Alpha if item deleted) were calculated
for the entire scale of the 27 items and for the four subscales of CFL Anxiety. These
internal consistency reliability tests were calculated with three groups: the 428
participants as a whole, the 245 participants from the southwestern university, and the
183 participants from the midwestern university. The internal consistency reliability of
the 27 items with the three groups was .932, .930, and .934 respectively.

Table 4.3 Reliability Analysis of the 27-item CFL Anxiety Scale
Corrected

Cronbach's

Corrected

Correlation

The
Alpha
if Southwestern
Group
Item Deleted

Corrected

Cronbach's

Item-Total

Alpha

Correlation

The
Alpha
if Midwestern
Group
Item Deleted

Correlation

Item Deleted

item1

.672

.927

item1

.676

.930

item1

.676

.930

item2

.587

.928

item2

.607

.931

item2

.607

.931

item3

.515

.929

item3

.561

.931

item3

.561

.931

item4

.494

.930

item4

.519

.932

item4

.519

.932

item5

.619

.928

item5

.599

.931

item5

.599

.931

item6

.538

.929

item6

.450

.933

item6

.450

.933

item7

.534

.929

item7

.560

.931

item7

.560

.931

item8

.433

.930

item8

.457

.933

item8

.457

.933

item9

.528

.929

item9

.530

.932

item9

.530

.932

item10

.592

.928

item10

.470

.932

item10

.470

.932

item11

.576

.928

item11

.569

.931

item11

.569

.931

item12

.474

.930

item12

.518

.932

item12

.518

.932

item13

.711

.927

item13

.731

.929

item13

.731

.929

item14

.541

.929

item14

.519

.932

item14

.519

.932

item15

.627

.928

item15

.579

.931

item15

.579

.931

item16

.566

.929

item16

.600

.931

item16

.600

.931

The
Whole
Group

Item-Total

Item-Total
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Cronbach's

if

item17

.491

.930

item17

.479

.932

item17

.479

.932

item18

.547

.929

item18

.521

.932

item18

.521

.932

item19

.679

.927

item19

.654

.930

item19

.654

.930

item20

.624

.928

item20

.592

.931

item20

.592

.931

item21

.628

.928

item21

.652

.930

item21

.652

.930

item22

.471

.930

item22

.515

.932

item22

.515

.932

item23

.660

.927

item23

.728

.929

item23

.728

.929

item24

.586

.928

item24

.649

.930

item24

.649

.930

item25

.593

.928

item25

.626

.930

item25

.626

.930

item26

.447

.930

item26

.495

.932

item26

.495

.932

item27

.367

.932

item27

.458

.933

item27

.458

.933

Table 4.3 displays the item-total correlations and the Cronbach's Alpha if Item
Deleted for each group. As can be seen, the item-total correlations (.367, .296 & .458) for
item 27 (I would not be nervous speaking Chinese to native speakers) in all the three
groups are the lowest, and the Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted for item 27 for the three
groups was respectively .932, .931 and .933. That is to say, for the group with 428
participants, the reliability of the entire scale would not change if item 27 is deleted; for
the group with 245 participants from the southwestern university, the reliability of the
entire scale would increase if item 27 is deleted; and for the group with 183 participants
from the midwestern university, the reliability of the entire scale would just decrease a
little bit if item 27 is deleted. Thus, item 27 was judged to be a potentially "bad" item that
should be deleted from the scale.
As can be seen from Table 4.4, the internal consistency reliability of the 9-item
Speaking Anxiety subscale (Items 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 23, 25 & 27) with the three groups
was .897, .895, and .901 respectively. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted for item 27
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for the three groups was .908, .907 and .910 respectively. That is to say, the reliability of
the speaking anxiety scale would increase if item 27 is deleted for all the three groups,
which provides further evidence that item 27 is a poor item that should be deleted from
the scale.

Table 4.4 Reliability Analysis of the Speaking Anxiety Scale
Corrected

Cronbach's

Corrected

Correlation

The
Alpha if Item Southwestern
Group
Deleted

Cronbach's

Correlation

Corrected
The
Midwestern
Alpha
if
Item-Total
Group
Item Deleted
Correlation

item1

.739

.879

item1

.737

.877

item1

.742

.884

item5

.705

.882

item5

.696

.881

item5

.718

.886

item9

.644

.887

item9

.626

.886

item9

.670

.889

item13

.762

.878

item13

.737

.878

item13

.800

.880

item17

.603

.890

item17

.622

.887

item17

.599

.895

item21

.736

.880

item21

.729

.879

item21

.744

.884

item23

.664

.885

item23

.687

.881

item23

.652

.891

item25

.752

.878

item25

.760

.875

item25

.742

.884

item27

.387

.908

item27

.365

.907

item27

.421

.910

The
Whole
Group

Item-Total

Item-Total

Cronbach's

Alpha

if

Item Deleted

Table 4.5 Reliability Analysis of the Listening Anxiety Scale
Corrected
The Whole
Item-Total
Group

Cronbach's

Cronbach's

The
Alpha if Item Midwestern
Group
Deleted

Corrected

Correlation

Corrected
The
Southwestern
Alpha if Item
Item-Total
Group
Deleted
Correlation

item2

.611

.799

item2

.612

.826

item6

.561

.811

item6

.601

item10

.661

.788

item10

item15

.662

.788

item18

.485

item20

.638

Item-Total

Cronbach's Alpha

Correlation

if Item Deleted

item2

.602

.748

.829

item6

.489

.775

.708

.806

item10

.577

.752

item15

.716

.807

item15

.578

.751

.826

item18

.509

.847

item18

.440

.785

.794

item20

.663

.816

item20

.596

.747
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As shown in Table 4.5, the internal consistency reliability of the 6-item Listening
Anxiety subscale (items 2, 6, 10, 15, 18 & 20) with the three groups was .829, .847,
and .792 respectively. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted for all the 6 items are not
higher than the original Cronbach's Alpha for the three groups, but that value for item 18
is the highest (respectively .826, .847 & .785) for all the groups. Thus, item 18 may
potentially be a "bad" item for the listening anxiety subscale.
Table 4.6 Reliability Analysis of the Reading Anxiety Scale
Corrected
The Whole
Item-Total
Group

Cronbach's

Cronbach's

Correlation

Corrected
The
Southwestern
Alpha if Item
Item-Total
Group
Deleted
Correlation

item3

.592

.779

item3

.562

.774

item7

.481

.801

item7

.476

item11

.674

.757

item11

item14

.619

.771

item16

.638

item22

.455

The
Alpha if Item Midwestern
Group
Deleted

Corrected
Item-Total

Cronbach's Alpha

Correlation

if Item Deleted

item3

.614

.779

.791

item7

.492

.804

.679

.742

item11

.655

.767

item14

.637

.755

item14

.584

.784

.768

item16

.612

.762

item16

.661

.768

.809

item22

.428

.806

item22

.479

.808

As can be seen from Table 4.6, the internal consistency reliability of the 6-item
Reading Anxiety subscale (items 3, 7, 11, 14, 16 & 22) with the three groups
was .811, .803 & .814 respectively. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted for all the 6
items except item 22 was lower than the original Cronbach's Alpha for all the three
groups. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted value for item 22 is the highest
(respectively .809, .806 & .808) for the three groups and that value for item 22 is higher
than the original Cronbach's Alpha for the southwestern group. Thus, item 22 is
potentially a "bad" item for the reading anxiety subscale.
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As can be seen from Table 4.7, the internal consistency reliability of the 6-item
Writing Anxiety subscale (items 4, 8, 12, 19, 24 & 26) with the three groups
was .795, .760 & .821 respectively. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted for all the 6
items except item 26 is not higher than the original Cronbach's Alpha for the three
groups. The Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted value for item 26 is the highest
(respectively .792, .766 & .810) for the three groups. The Cronbach's Alpha for the
writing anxiety scale would increase if item 26 is deleted for the southwestern group. The
Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted value for item 12 is the second highest
(respectively .786, .752 & .810) for the three groups. Thus, item 26 and item 12 are
potentially "bad" items for the writing anxiety subscale.
Table 4.7 Reliability Analysis of the Writing Anxiety Scale
Cronbach's
The
Corrected
Cronbach's
Southwestern
Group
Item-Total
Alpha if Item

The
Cronbach's
Midwestern
Alpha if Item Group

Correlation

Deleted

Correlation

Deleted

item4

.591

.756

item4

.580

.709

item8

.556

.763

item8

.515

item12

.471

.786

item12

item19

.617

.747

item24

.661

item26

.428

The Whole Corrected
Group
Item-Total

Corrected

Alpha

Item-Total

Item

Correlation

Deleted

item4

.599

.790

.723

item8

.578

.794

.422

.752

item12

.511

.810

item19

.606

.697

item19

.611

.787

.738

item24

.589

.703

item24

.737

.759

.792

item26

.355

.766

item26

.499

.810

if

As can be seen, the internal consistency reliability tests of the 27-item CFL
Anxiety Scale and its subscales all achieve a satisfactory level. For the 27-item CFL
Anxiety Scale, item 27 is potentially a "bad" item that should be deleted; for the 6-item
Speaking Anxiety subscale, item 27 is a bad item that should be removed from the scale;
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for the 6-item Listening Anxiety scale, item 18 is a bad item that needs to be deleted from
this subscale; for the 6-item Reading Anxiety scale, item 22 is potentially a bad item that
should be removed from the subscale; and for the 6-item Writing Anxiety scale, item 26
is a bad item that should be deleted from the scale and item 12 is potentially bad item that
may be deleted from the subscale.

Factor Analysis
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy tests whether the partial
correlations among variables are small. Usually, the KMO should be greater than 0.5 for
a satisfactory factor analysis to proceed. Bartlett's test of sphericity tests whether the
correlation matrix is an identity matrix, which would indicate that the factor model is
inappropriate.
Table 4.8 KMO &Bartlett's Test
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling .917
Adequacy.
Bartlett's
Test
of Approx. Chi-Square
2691.421
Sphericity
df
351
Sig.

.000

As shown in Table 4.8, the KMO measure is 0.917 and the Bartlett's test of
sphericity is significant, indicating that the correlation matrix is not an identity matrix.
Thus, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Adequacy (.917) and
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity (p=.0001) as reported in Table 4.8 showed that EFA was an
appropriate analysis with the current data. According to the 5-10 participants per item
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criterion, the sample size (183>27 x 5=135) for this EFA study was considered adequate.
EFA was then conducted with the 27 items in the scale and performed on responses from
the 183 participants at the midwestern university.

Figure 4.1 Scree Plot

Specifically, the Principal Axis Factoring method of extraction was utilized to
examine the factor structure of the 27-item scale. A variety of criteria were used to
determine the number of common factors to retain, including the eigenvalue >1 criterion,
the scree plot test (see Figure 4.1), and the conceptual interpretability of the factor
structure, and these criteria suggested the adequacy of extracting 4 factors. The fourfactor solution accounted for 52.11% of the common variance.
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Table 4.9 Results of Factor Analysis

Communalities

Pattern Matrix

Initial

Extraction

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

item1

.634

.617

.229

.043

.076

-.599

item2

.557

.479

.483

.143

.032

-.201

item3

.545

.543

-.126

.710

-.049

-.186

item4

.518

.505

-.154

.701

.019

-.107

item5

.636

.685

-.179

.073

.082

-.853

item6

.491

.342

.502

-.032

.148

-.059

item7

.479

.417

.381

.407

.080

.089

item8

.446

.407

-.028

.485

.299

.089

item9

.590

.610

-.018

.086

-.146

-.777

item10

.547

.456

.614

-.100

.055

-.133

item11

.534

.486

.095

.655

.020

.013

item12

.616

.700

-.069

.244

.731

.040

item13

.712

.719

.203

.026

.141

-.665

item14

.455

.460

.134

.643

.045

.119

item15

.591

.507

.584

.279

-.089

-.029

item16

.582

.482

.088

.551

.166

-.027

item17

.474

.463

.029

-.007

-.061

-.679

item18

.506

.500

.221

-.101

.589

-.147

item19

.607

.567

.034

.643

-.041

-.217

item20

.563

.506

.460

.197

-.146

-.287

item21

.677

.606

.149

-.048

.222

-.628

item22

.639

.710

-.102

.186

.770

-.013

item23

.630

.594

.371

.207

.137

-.313

item24

.619

.559

.056

.615

.146

-.067

item25

.622

.612

.124

.021

.023

-.697

item26

.459

.289

.187

.398

.054

-.026

.044

.227

-.212

item27
.312
.251
.197
Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.
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Since experiences of Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, Reading Anxiety and
Writing Anxiety are generally expected to covary, an oblique rotation (Oblimin) was
employed to increase the interpretability of the factors. Table 4.9 presents the
communalities of the 27 items and the pattern matrix with loadings for each item to the
extracted factors. The loadings from the rotated pattern matrix are conceptually similar to
standardized regression coefficients and indicate the importance of a variable to a factor
with the influence of other variables partialled out (Stevens, 1996, p. 370; Cheng, 2004,
p.325).
In this study, a factor loading of .40 was used as a cut-off for inclusion. When an
item cross-loaded to more than one factor, the item was deleted if the difference between
the loadings was less than .15. Otherwise, the item was kept and it was assigned to the
factor with the highest loading. Items with extracted communality <.4 were deleted.
As can be seen from Table 4.9, the extracted communalities for item 26 and item
27 were .289 and .251 (<.40), which indicated that the two items should be deleted.
Moreover, the highest loadings for items 26 and 27 were .398 and .227 (<.40), which
provided further evidence that the two items were bad items that should be removed from
the scale. The highest loading for item 23 was .371, so it should also be removed from the
scale.
Table 4.10 shows the factor loadings from the rotated pattern matrix for EFA
analysis. In order to focus on the salient loadings, loadings less than .40 in absolute value
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were blanked out and items with cross-loadings were assigned to the factor with the
highest loading if the loading difference was more than .15.

Table 4.10 Oblimin Rotated Factor Pattern
Items

Factor
1

2. I have difficulty understanding oral instructions given to me in Chinese.
6. I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I
have worked hard to learn them.
10. I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
15. I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in
Chinese.
20. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.

.483
.502

3. When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m
reading.
4. Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey.
7. I get frustrated when I do not recognize the Chinese characters on a reading
test.
8. I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
11. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.
14. I have difficulty distinguishing among Chinese characters when reading
Chinese.
16. I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.
19. I freeze up when I am unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters during
my Chinese class.
24. I feel unsure of myself when I'm writing in Chinese.
12 . I would feel much less anxious when writing in an alphabetic language
(e.g. Spanish, French, German) than when writing in Chinese.
18. I would feel much more at ease when trying to comprehend
a non-tonal language (e.g. Spanish, French, German) than Chinese.
22. I would feel much more at ease when reading an alphabetic language
(e.g. Spanish, French, German) than when reading Chinese.
1. I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in my Chinese class.
5. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class.
9. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese
class.
13. I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my Chinese class.
17. I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I speak Chinese.
21. I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class.
25. I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students.

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

.614
.584
.460
.710
.701
.407
.485
.655
.643
.551
.643
.615
.731
.589
.770
.599
.853
.777
.665
.679
.628
.697

As can be seen in Table 4.10, items 2, 6, 10, 15 and 20 loaded on Factor 1; Items
3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 19 and 24 loaded on Factor 2; Items 12, 18 and 22 loaded on Factor
3 and items 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21 and 25 loaded on Factor 4.
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A close examination of the items under Factor 1 showed that all five items
reflected listening anxiety in learning Chinese, so Factor 1 was named CFL Listening
Anxiety. The items under Factor 2 all addressed reading or writing anxiety in learning
Chinese, so the researcher referred to Factor 2 as CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. The 7
items under Factor 4 all represented speaking anxiety in learning Chinese, so Factor 4
was called CFL Speaking Anxiety. The three items (items 12, 18 and 22) under Factor 3
addressed writing, listening and reading anxiety specifically associated with learning
Chinese compared to learning alphabetic or non-tonal languages, so these three items
formed the Chinese-specific Anxiety scale. As discussed in the section of Reliability
Analysis, Items 12, 18 and 22 were potential "bad" items respectively for subscales of
CFL writing, listening and speaking anxiety, so the researcher decided to remove Factor
3 (items 12, 18 and 22) from the final CFL Anxiety Scale.
The items retained for the CFL Anxiety Scale at this stage were items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25. More specifically, items 2, 6, 10,
15, 20 were reflective of CFL Listening Anxiety. Items 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25 addressed
CFL Speaking Anxiety. Items 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 19, 24 reflected CFL Reading &
Writing Anxiety, with items 3, 7, 11, 14, 16 reflective of Reading Anxiety and items 4, 8,
19, 24 representing Writing Anxiety.
In addition, the researcher decided to keep 4 items for Speaking Anxiety,
Listening Anxiety, Reading Anxiety and Writing Anxiety respectively so that the final
CFL Anxiety Scale was evenly distributed. Items with the highest loadings remained with
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some exceptions. For the Listening Anxiety subscale, item 2 (I have difficulty
understanding oral instructions given to me in Chinese) instead of item 20 (It frightens
me when I don’t understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese) was deleted because
many participants commented that this item did not apply to their class as their Chinese
teachers spoke English when giving instructions. For the Speaking Anxiety subscale,
item 21 (I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class) instead of item 17 (I am
afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I speak Chinese) was retained
because the researcher wanted to keep several negatively phrased items in the final CFL
Anxiety Scale.
As a result, 16 items (items 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25)
remained in the final CFL Anxiety Scale, with items 5, 9, 21, 25 reflective of CFL
Speaking Anxiety, items 6, 10, 15, 20 representing CFL Listening Anxiety, items 3, 11,
14, 16, 4, 8, 19, 24 addressing CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. At the stage, the EFA
results seem to suggest that CFL Anxiety has three rather than four components.

Cross-Validation
EFA was conducted on the final 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale for cross-validation
purposes. The analysis was performed on responses to the 16 items from the 245
participants at the southwestern university. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of
Sampling Adequacy (.887) and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity (p<.0001) (see Table 4.11)
indicated that EFA was an appropriate analysis with the current data. According to the 5-
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10 participants per item rule, the sample size (n=245>16 x 10=160) for the EFA analysis
was considered adequate.

Table 4.11 KMO & Bartlett's Test for Cross-Validation
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's
Test
of Approx. Chi-Square
Sphericity
df
Sig.

.887
1886.768
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.000

Table 4.12 Scree Plot for Cross-Validation

Similar to the first factor analysis, the Principal Axis Factoring method of
extraction was employed to examine the factor structure of the 16-item scale. A variety of
criteria were used to determine the number of common factors to retain, including the
eigenvalue >1 criterion, the scree plot test (see Table 4.12), and the conceptual
interpretability of the factor structure. Since experiences of speaking anxiety, listening
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anxiety, reading anxiety and writing anxiety are generally expected to covary, an oblique
rotation (Oblimin) was utilized to increase interpretability of the factors. For this analysis,
these criteria suggested the adequacy of extracting 3 factors. The three-factor solution
accounted for 52.8% of the common variance.

Table 4.13 Results of EFA for Cross-Validation

For easy reading, items 5, 9, 21, 25 for the Speaking subscale were recoded as Y1,
Y2, Y3, Y4 respectively; items 6, 10, 15, 20 reflective of CFL Listening Anxiety were
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recoded as Y5, Y6, Y7, Y8; items 3, 11, 14, 16 representing CFL Reading Anxiety were
recoded as Y9, Y10, Y11, Y12; and items 4, 8, 19, 24 for CFL Writing Anxiety were
recoded as Y13, Y14, Y15, Y16 in this EFA analysis. Table 4.13 presents the
communalities of the 16 items and the pattern matrix with loadings of each item to the
extracted factors. As can be seen from Table 4.13, the extracted communalities for all 16
items were greater than .40, the highest loadings for the 16 items were greater than .50
and no items had a cross-loading difference lower than .15.
Table 4.14 Oblimin Rotated Factor Pattern for Cross-Validation
Items

Factor
1

Y1. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class.
Y2. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class.
Y3. I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class.
Y4. I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students.

Factor
2

Factor
3

.641
.654
.573
.775

Y5. I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I
have worked hard to learn them.
Y6. I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
Y7. I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in
Chinese.
Y8. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.

.658
.653
.714
.634

Y9. When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m
reading.
Y10. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.
Y11. I have difficulty distinguishing among Chinese characters when reading
Chinese.
Y12. I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.

.608

Y13. Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey.
Y14. I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
Y15. I freeze up when I am unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters during
my Chinese class.
Y16. I feel unsure of myself when I'm writing in Chinese.

.641
.716
.528

.645
.663
.611

.629

In order to focus on the salient loadings, the researcher sorted out the factor
loadings from the above rotated pattern matrix by assigning items with cross-loadings to
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the factor with the highest loading. The results are shown in Table 4.14. The EFA
analysis with the 16 items performed on the responses from the 245 participants from the
southwestern university yielded three factors and exactly the same items loaded on these
factors as the previous EFA analysis performed on responses from the 183 participants
from the midwestern university did. Y1, Y2, Y3 and Y4 (previously labeled as items 5, 9,
21, 25) loaded on Factor 2, CFL Speaking Anxiety; Y5, Y6, Y7 and Y8 (previously
labeled as Items 6, 10, 15, 20) loaded on Factor 3, CFL Listening Anxiety; Y9, Y10,
Y11, Y12, Y13, Y14, Y15 and Y16 (previously labeled s items 3, 11, 14, 16, 4, 8 , 19 and
24) loaded on Factor 1, CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. More specifically, Y9, Y10,
Y11 and Y12 (previously labeled as items 3, 11, 14, 16) reflected CFL Reading Anxiety,
and Y13, Y14, Y15 and Y16 (previously labeled as items 4, 8, 19, 24) represented CFL
Writing Anxiety.
The

results

of

the

cross-validation

analysis show

that

the

16-item

CFL Anxiety Scale had three subscales reflective of CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL
Listening Anxiety, and CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety respectively. The internal
consistency reliability tests were performed on responses from the 245 participants from
the southwestern
the

final

university,

and

the

internal

consistency

reliabilities

for

CFL Anxiety Scale and the three subscales were .901, .827, .835

and .868 respectively. The correlations among the three subscales were .608 (Speaking
& Listening), .445 (Speaking & RW) and .508 (Listening & RW), with all the
correlations significant at p=.0001.
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Validity Analysis
The results of the EFA analysis performed on responses from the 183 participants
from the midwestern university and the cross-validation analysis performed on responses
from the 245 participants from the southwestern university both provided evidence for
the construct validity of the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale.
Correlation analyses between the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale (including its three
subscales) and other anxiety-related measures were conducted to examine the convergent
and discriminant validity of the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale (and its subscales). These
correlation analyses were performed on responses from all the participants (i.e. the 428
participants from the two universities). The other anxiety-related measures included the
8-item short form of the FLCAS, the one-item General CFL Anxiety measure in the
Background Questionnaire created by the researcher, and the three-item Chinese-specific
Anxiety measure (items 12, 18, 22) specifically addressing anxiety related to the
uniqueness of the Chinese language created by the researcher.
As shown in Table 4.15, the correlations between CFL Anxiety (as measured by
the newly developed 16-item CFL Anxiety scale) and anxieties measured by the one-item
measure of General CFL Anxiety, the short form of the FLCAS, and the three-item
Chinese-specific Anxiety measure were .700, .803 and .528 respectively, and these
correlations were all significant (p=.0001). These correlations mean that 49%, 64.5% and
27.9% of the variance in CFL Anxiety as measured by the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale
could be explained by the above-mentioned three anxiety measures respectively, which
provided support for the convergent validity of the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale. At the
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same time, 51%, 35.5% and 72.1% of the variance in CFL Anxiety could not be
accounted for by the three anxiety measures, indicating that CFL Anxiety was
distinguishable from the other three anxieties, which provided evidence for the
discriminant validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale. It should be noted that CFL Anxiety as
measured by the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale was strongly correlated to CFL Classroom
Anxiety as measured by the short form of the FLCAS (r=.803), indicating that the short
form of the FLCAS may be used to estimate CFL learners' anxiety in Chinese classes.

Table 4.15 Correlation for Convergent and Discrimiant Validity Analysis
OneShort
Chineseitem
Form of specific
Anxiety FLCAS anxiety
CFL
Anxiety

Speaking
Anxiety

Listening
Anxiety

R&W
Anxiety

Pearson
Correlation

.700**

.803**

.528**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

428

428

428

.964

.284**

.000

.000

.000

428

428

428

Pearson
Correlation

.607

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

**

.652

.411**

.000

.000

.000

428

428

428

Pearson
Correlation

.528

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

**

**

**

**

.533

**

.578**

Pearson
Correlation

.473

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

428

428

428

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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CFL Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety as
measured by the three CFL Anxiety subscales were all significantly correlated with
General CFL anxiety, CFL Classroom Anxiety and Chinese-specific Anxiety as
measured by the other three anxiety measures (p=.0001). The correlations between CFL
Speaking Anxiety and the other three anxieties were .607, .964, .284 respectively; the
correlations between CFL Listening Anxiety and the other three anxieties
were .528, .652, .411 respectively; the correlations between CFL Reading & Writing
Anxiety and the other three anxieties were .578, .473, .532 respectively. As can be
seen, the correlation between CFL Speaking Anxiety as measured by the CFL Speaking
Anxiety subscale and CFL Classroom Anxiety as measured by the short form of the
FLCAS was very strong (r=.964), which is understandable as the items in the CFL
Speaking Anxiety subscale were selected from the FLCAS.
The above mentioned significant correlations between the three components
of CFL Anxiety and the other three anxieties showed that some portion of variance in
CFL Speaking, Listening, and Reading & Writing Anxiety could be explained by
the other three anxieties, which lent support for the convergent validity of the three
subscales of the CFL Anxiety Scale. At the same time, some portion of variance in
CFL Speaking, Listening, and Reading & Writing Anxiety could not be accounted for
by the other three anxieties, showing that the three subcomponents of CFL Anxiety
were distinguishable from other anxieties, which provided support for the
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discriminant validity of the three subscales and echoed the findings of earlier studies
(e.g. Kim. 200; Saito, Horwitz, & Garza, 1999; Cheng, 2004).
Correlation analysis was also conducted with a criterion-related variable, i.e.,
the grades learners expected to receive in the Chinese class, to help establish criterionrelated validity of the newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales. As
shown in Table 4.16, CFL Anxiety and its subcomponents as measured by the CFL
Anxiety Scale and its subscales were significantly negatively correlated with the
grades learners expected to get in the Chinese class. The correlations were -.406, .304, -.251, and -.398 respectively (p=.0001), which provided support for the
criterion-related validity for the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales.

Table 4.16 Correlations for Criterion-related Validity Analysis
Grades
CFL Anxiety

Speaking Anxiety

Listening Anxiety

R& W Anxiety

Pearson Correlation

**

-.406

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

428

Pearson Correlation

**

-.304

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

428

Pearson Correlation

**

-.251

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

428

Pearson Correlation

**

-.398

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

428
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Horwitz (1986) also examined the relationship between foreign language anxiety
as measured by the FLCAS and the grades students expected to get in their language
class among beginning-level Spanish and French students. She found a significant
negative moderate correlation (r= -.52, p=.001) between foreign language anxiety and the
grades students expected. She also performed correlation analysis for students’ actual
final grades and foreign language anxiety and found a similar relationship between the
two variables (r= -.49, p=.003 for beginning Spanish students, and r= -.54, p=.001 for
beginning French Students). Aida (1994) also investigated the correlation between
anxiety and course grades among Japanese learners, and found a moderate negative
correlation (r=-.38, p<.01).
As can be seen, the results of correlation analysis in Horwitz’s (1986) study and
Aida's (1994) study are similar with that of the present study. All the three studies found
a significant moderate negative correlation between students’ anxiety in language classes
and their grades in foreign language classes.

Summary & Discussion
The internal consistency reliabilities for the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale and its
three subscales performed on responses from the 245 participants were .901, .827, .835,
and .868 respectively. The same reliability tests performed on responses from all the 428
participants yielded Cronbach’s Alphas of .898, .837, .802, .and 875. Therefore, the 16item CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales were considered reliable.
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The EFA analysis of the 27 items performed on responses from the 183
participants yielded four factors: CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, CFL
Reading & Writing Anxiety, and Chinese-specific Anxiety. Based on item analysis,
the researcher removed the three items loaded on Chinese-specific Anxiety and other
potentially bad items from the scale. As a result, 16 items remained in the final CFL
Anxiety Scale. The cross-validation EFA analysis of the 16 items performed on
responses from the 245 participants at the southwestern university yielded three factors:
CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, and CFL Reading &Writing Anxiety,
and exactly the same items loaded on these three factors as the previous EFA analysis
did. These results provide support for the construct validity of the final CFL Anxiety
Scale.
The validity analyses produced significant correlations between CFL Anxiety
(and its subcomponents) as measured by the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale (and its
subscales) and anxieties as measured by the one-item General CFL Anxiety measure,
the short form of the FLCAS and the three-item Chinese-specific Anxiety Scale. As
explained previously, these significant correlations provided evidence for convergent
and discriminant validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales. The significant
correlations between CFL Anxiety (and its subcomponents) and the grades learners
expected to get in the Chinese class helped establish the criterion-related validity for
the CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales.
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RESULTS FOR GOAL 3
The results for Goal 3 mainly focus on descriptive analyses (i.e., means and
standard deviations, and frequency analyses) of CFL learners' anxiety measured by the
newly developed scale.
CFL Anxiety was calculated as the sum of the 16 items in the CFL Anxiety
Scale. The possible range of scores for the 16-item CFL anxiety was 16 to 80. CFL
Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety were calculated
as the sum of the items for each corresponding subscale. The possible range for
Speaking Anxiety and Listening Anxiety was 4 to 20; the possible range for Reading
& Writing Anxiety was 8 to 40. Similarly, CFL Classroom Anxiety as measured by the
short form of the FLCAS was a sum of the 8 items, with a possible range from 8 to 40.
Chinese-specific Anxiety was a function of the sum of the three items (items 12, 18, 22)
specifically addressing anxiety caused by the uniqueness of Chinese compared to nontonal or alphabetic languages, with a possible score of 3 to 15. General CFL Anxiety
was measured by one item asking about anxiety in learning Chinese in the Background
Questionnaire, with a possible score of 1 to 5.

Means and Standard Deviations
The means and standard deviations of the above-mentioned eight measures of
anxieties related to CFL learning performed on the 428 participants’ responses are shown
in Table 4.17. In order to compare the scores of these anxieties, the researcher divided the
means by the number of items in each scale and calculated the mean item response for all
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the eight types of anxieties related to CFL learning (see the last column in Table 4.17 for
results).

Table 4.17 Means and Standard Deviations of Anxieties Related to CFL Learning
Anxiety Type

Mean

Standard

Mean Item Response

Deviation
CFL Anxiety

41.2

11.9

2.575

CFL Speaking Anxiety

10.25

3.95

2.563

CFL Listening Anxiety

10.5

4.07

2.625

CFL R&W Anxiety

20.45

6.56

2.556

CFL Classroom Anxiety

20.54

7.5

2.568

Chinese-specific Anxiety

9.61

3.37

3.20

General CFL Anxiety

2.84

1.13

2.84

As can be seen, the mean item response for Chinese-specific Anxiety was the
highest (M=3.20), which indicated that the uniqueness or difficulty of the Chinese
language could be a source of anxiety in CFL learning. General CFL Anxiety as
measured by the one-item measure ranked the second (M=2.84) and CFL Anxiety as
measured by the newly developed 16 items was a little lower (M=2.575), which was very
close to CFL Classroom Anxiety (M=2.568). Among the three CFL sub-anxieties, the
mean item response for Listening Anxiety was the highest (M=2.625), followed by
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Speaking Anxiety (M=2.563), with reading and writing Chinese being the least
anxiety-provoking (M=2.556).
It is a little surprising to find out that CFL learners' Speaking Anxiety was not the
highest, but lower than Listening Anxiety since many researchers seemed to suggest that
speaking the foreign language was the most anxiety-provoking among the four skills (e.g.
Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Aida, 1994; Price, 1991). According to many
interviewees in this study, distinguishing the four tones while listening was reported to
be a very challenging task in learning Chinese especially if the speaker had some
difficult accent, which may partly explain why CFL learners' Listening Anxiety was
found to be higher than Speaking Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety. This finding
seems to support the possibility of an aspect of anxiety specific to Chinese.
The means of foreign language anxiety as measured by the 33-item FLCAS for
Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1986) study, Aida's (1994) and Le's (2004) study were 94.5,
96.7 and 110.21 respectively. Divided by the number of items, i.e., 33, they become 2.86,
2.93 and 3.34, which are all higher than the 2.575 found for CFL Anxiety and the 2.568
for CFL Classroom Anxiety measured by the short form of the FLCAS, but lower than
the 3.20 for Chinese-specific Anxiety.
The fact that Chinese-specific Anxiety is higher (M=3.20) than the mean foreign
language anxiety found in previous studies (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Aida,
1994) seems to suggest that the uniqueness or difficulty of the Chinese language is likely
an important source of CFL Anxiety. Le (2004) found that an overwhelming majority of
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the participants in his study believed that some languages were easier to learn than others
and that Chinese was a very difficult language to learn. The perception of a high
difficulty level of the Chinese language among American students may be responsible for
the high levels of Chinese-specific Anxiety experienced by these students. This result
echoes Saito, Horwitz, and Garza's (1999) finding that the target language had an effect
on students' reading anxiety. In their study, Japanese learners experienced higher levels
of reading anxiety than French and Russian learners probably due to the difficulty level
of Japanese, especially its writing system.
In Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1986) study, students were beginning Spanish
students; In Aida's (1994) study, the target foreign language was Japanese; In Le's (2004)
study, learners were American university students who studied Chinese at study-abroad
programs in China. It seems that students who learned Chinese as a foreign language in
the present study generally experienced lower levels of anxiety than the Spanish students
in Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1986) study, the Japanese students in Aida's (1994) study
and students in Chinese study-abroad programs in Le's (2004) study.
It is not hard to understand why CFL learners in Le's (2004) study experienced the
highest levels of anxiety. In Chinese study-abroad programs, Chinese courses are usually
intensive and fast-paced, and students are often required to sign the "Chinese-only
pledge", which likely put students under greater pressure. In addition, students who
choose study-abroad programs are often "better" language achievers who see Chinese as
important to them and have a high expectation of themselves in terms of Chinese
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learning. It is not hard to imagine that the peer competition among such a group of
students may be more intense and the classroom environment in study-abroad programs
may be more anxiety-provoking. Finally, learning Chinese in China can be more stressful
than learning Chinese as a foreign language in the U.S. as the former involves speaking
to native speakers and handling real-life situations in a different culture.
Several possibilities could explain why CFL learners in this study experienced
lower levels of anxiety than those in Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope's (1986) and Aida's
(1994) studies. First, for example, it could be due to the changes of the U.S. society.
Decades have passed since Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope (1986) and Aida (1994) conducted
their studies. During these years, the internet has developed fast and almost all students
have access to the internet and know how to make full use of it for their language classes.
More exposure to Chinese on the internet outside of classroom might have helped reduce
learners' anxiety in Chinese classes.
Second, another possibility is that the demographic profile of Chinese students is
significantly different from Spanish and Japanese students. For example, there may be
more heritage learners among CFL learners. Heritage learners with Chinese background
tend to be less anxious in Chinese classes than non-heritage learners (e.g. Tallon, 2006).
It may also be due to the possibility that students who choose to study Chinese are those
who are willing to face challenges and who are more confident in their language learning
abilities. Confident students are usually less likely to be anxious.
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Finally, the CFL classroom environment may be more relaxing. For example,
CFL teachers in general may be better trained than the language teachers in previous
studies. As mentioned in the interviews by many participants, since Chinese was a very
difficult language for all the students, CFL learners in each Chinese class felt that they
were in the same boat as they were all struggling with the tones and characters. As a
result, they tended to be very friendly and supportive to each other. This kind of
supportive relationship among the students could help create a more comfortable and
relaxing atmosphere for learning Chinese, which, in turn, may help alleviate students'
anxiety in learning Chinese. Therefore, it may not be advisable to view the nature of
Chinese language as a cause of lower levels of anxiety experienced by CFL students,
compared to Spanish and Japanese students.

Frequency Analyses
Responses to the 16 items in the CFL Anxiety Scale are reported in Table 4.18
across three groups (Group 1: Heritage Learners without Chinese background2, Group 2:
Heritage Learners with Chinese background, and Group 3: Non-heritage learners). All
frequencies and percentages refer to the number of students who agreed or strongly
agreed (or disagreed or strongly disagreed) with statements indicative of CFL anxiety to
the nearest whole number. Percentages may not total to 100 due to rounding.

2

This group includes participants with Mandarin language background as well as background in other
varieties of Chinese. It should be remembered that participants with a background in a non-Mandarin
variety of Chinese come to class with different ability to understand or speak Mandarin used in class from
participants with Mandarin background.
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Table 4.18 CFL Anxiety Items with Frequencies and Percentages of Students Selecting
Each Alternative.
SA

A

N

D

SD

Y1. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class.
Group 1 (n=31)

6 (19.4%)

10 (32.3%)

6 (19.4%)

8 (25.8%)

1 (3.2%)

Group 2(n=140)

55 (29.3%)

40 (28.6%)

27 (19.3%)

15 (10.7%)

3 (2.1%)

Group

68 (26.5%)

81 (31.5%)

57 (22.2%)

36 (14.0%)

15 (5.8%)

Total
129 (30.1%)
131(3.6%)
90 (21.0%)
59(13.8%)
*Y2. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class.

19 (4.4%)

Group 1

7 (22.6%)

7 (22.6%)

9 (29.0%)

7 (22.6%)

1 (3.2%)

Group 2

55 (39.3%)

41 (29.3%)

19 (13.6%)

20 (14.3%)

5 (3.6%)

Group 3

63 (24.5%)

73 (28.4%)

53 (20.6%)

45 (17.5%)

23 (8.9%)

Total
125 (29.2%)
121(28.3%)
81 (18.9%)
* *Y3. I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class.

72 (16.8%)

29 (6.8%)

Group 1

1 (3.2%)

12 (38.7%)

6 (19.4%)

8 (25.8%)

4 (12.9%)

Group 2

28 (20.0%)

52 (37.1%)

33 (23.6%)

20 (14.3%)

7 (5.0%)

Group 3

25 (9.7%)

64 (24.9%)

87 (33.9%)

63 (24.5%)

18 (7.0%)

Total
54 (12.6%)
128 (29.9%)
126 (29.4%)
91 (21.3%)
* *Y4. I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students.

29 (6.8%)

Group 1

7 (22.6%)

7 (22.6%)

6 (19.4%)

7 (22.6%)

4 (12.9%)

Group 2

50 (35.7%)

31 (22.1%)

30 (21.4%)

23 (16.4%)

6 (10.7%)

Group 3

36 (14%)

74 (28.8%)

57 (22.2%)

61 (23.7%)

29 (11.3%)

3

(N=428)

Total
93 (21.7%)
112 (26.2%)
93 (21.7%)
91 (21.3%)
39 (9.1%)
* *Y5. I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I have worked hard to
learn them.
Group 1

7 (22.6%)

8 (25.8%)

7 (22.6%)

5 (16.1%)

4 (12.9%)

Group 2

58 (41.4%)

27 (19.3%)

17 (12.1%)

23 (16.4%)

15 (10.7%)

Group 3

39 (15.2%)

48 (18.7%)

50 (19.5%)

73 (28.4%)

47 (18.3%)

Total

104 (24.3%)

83 (19.4%)

74 (17.3%)

101 (23.6%)

66 (15.4%)
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* *Y6. I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
Group 1

7 (22.6%)

13 (41.9%)

3 (9.7%)

6 (19.4%)

2 (6.5%)

Group 2

66 (47.1%)

31 (22.1%)

20 (14.3%)

16 (11.4%)

7 (5.0%)

Group 3

48 (18.7%)

65 (25.3%)

66 (25.7%)

54 (21.0%)

24 (9.3%)

Total

121 (28.3%)

109 (25.5%)

89 (20.8%)

76 (17.8%)

33 (7.7%)

* *Y7. I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese.
Group 1

5 (16.1%)

7 (22.6%)

9 (29.0%)

8 (25.8%)

2 (6.5%)

Group 2

70 (50.0%)

40 (28.6%)

19 (13.6%)

9 (6.4%)

2 (1.4%)

Group 3

36 (14.0%)

68 (26.5%)

67 (26.1%)

67 (26.1%)

19 (7.4%)

Total
111 (25.9%)
115 (26.9%)
95 (22.2%)
95 (19.6%)
* *Y8. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.

23 (5.4%)

Group 1

3 (9.7%)

6 (19.4%)

10 (32.3%)

9 (29.0%)

3 (9.7%)

Group 2

60 (42.9%)

38 (27.1%)

21 (15.0%)

20 (14.3%)

1 (0.7%)

Group 3

34 (13.2%)

68 (26.5%)

71 (27.6%)

64 (24.9%)

20 (7.8%)

Total
97 (22.7%)
112 (26.2%)
102 (23.8%)
93 (21.7%)
Y9. When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading.

24 (5.6%)

Group 1

3 (9.7%)

21 (67.7%)

5 (16.1%)

1 (3.2%)

1 (3.2%)

Group 2

42 (30%)

58 (41.4%)

28 (20%)

10 (7.1%)

2 (1.4%)

Group 3

67 (26.1%)

112 (43.6%)

42 (16.3%)

30 (11.7%)

6 (2.3%)

Total
112 (26.2%)
191 (44.6%)
75 (17.5%)
41 (9.6%)
*Y10. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.

9 (2.1%)

Group 1

4 (12.9%)

6 (19.4%)

9 (29.0%)

10 (32.3%)

2 (6.5%)

Group 2

37 (26.4%)

40 (28.6%)

30 (21.4%)

25 (17.9%)

8 (5.7%)

Group 3

40 (15.6%)

81 (31.5%)

44 (17.1%)

61 (23.7%)

31 (12.1%)

Total
81 (18.9%)
127 (29.7%)
83 (19.4%)
96 (22.4%)
Y11. I have difficulty distinguishing among Chinese characters when reading Chinese.

41 ( 9.6%)

Group 1

0 (0%)

14 (45.2%)

11 (35.5%)

5 (16.1%)

1 (3.2%)

Group 2

41 (29.3%)

49 (35%)

28 (20%)

18 (12.9%)

4 (2.9%)

Group 3

62 (24.1%)

86 (33.5%)

55 (21.4%)

39 (15.2%)

15 (5.8%)
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Total
103 (24.1%)
149 (34.8%)
Y12. I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.

94 (22.0%)

62 (14.5%)

20 (4.7%)

Group 1

1 (3.2%)

8 (25.8%)

13 (41.9%)

6 (19.4%)

3 (9.7%)

Group 2

17 (12.1%)

54 (38.6%)

42 (30%)

22 (15.7%)

5 (3.6%)

Group 3

30 (11.7%)

74 (28.8%)

86 (33.5%)

55 (21.4%)

12 (4.7%)

Total
48 (11.2%)
136 (31.8%)
141 (32.9%)
83 (19.4%)
Y13. Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey.

20 (4.7%)

Group 1

7 (22.6%)

13 (41.9%)

6 (19.4%)

5 (16.1%)

0(0%)

Group 2

45 (32.1%)

53 (37.9%)

26 (18.6%)

13 (9.3%)

3 (2.1%)

Group 3

80 (31.1%)

96 (37.4%)

42 (16.3%)

33 (12.8%)

6 (2.3%)

Total
132 (30.8%)
162 (37.9%)
Y14. I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.

74 (17.3%)

51 (11.9%)

9 (2.1%)

Group 1

0 (0%)

12 (38.7%)

11 (35.5%)

5 (16.1%)

3 (9.7%)

Group 2

14 (10%)

40 (28.6%)

48 (34.3%)

30 (21.4%)

8 (5.7%)

Group 3

23 (8.9%)

68 (26.5%)

79 (30.7%)

62 (24.1%)

25 (9.7%)

Total
37 (8.6%)
120 (28.0%)
138 (32.2%)
97 (22.7%)
36 (8.4%)
Y15. I freeze up when I am unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters during my Chinese class.
Group 1

7 (22.6%)

11 (35.5%)

7 (22.6%)

5 (16.1%)

1 (3.2%)

Group 2

43 (30.7%)

52 (37.7%)

27 (19.3%)

9 (6.4%)

9 (6.4%)

Group 3

58 (22.6%)

77 (30.0%)

56 (21.8%)

42 (16.3%)

24 (9.3%)

Total

108 (25.2%)

140 (32.7%)

90 (21.0%)

56 (13.1%)

34 (7.9%)

Y16. I feel unsure of myself when I'm writing in Chinese.
Group 1

3 (9.7%)

6 (19.4%)

14 (45.5%)

5 (16.1%)

3 (9.7%)

Group 2

20 (14.3%)

44 (31.4%)

38 (27.1%)

29 (20.7%)

9 (6.4%)

Group 3

32 (12.5%)

76 (29.6%）

64 （24.9%)

67 (26.1%)

18 (7.0%)

Total

55 (12.9%)

126 (29.4%)

116 (27.1%)

101 (23.6%)

30 (7.0%)

Note: SA=strongly agree, A=agree, N=neither agree nor disagree, D=disagree, SD=strongly disagree. Group1=heritage learners
without Chinese background, Group 2=heritage learners with Chinese background, Group 3= non-heritage learners. Response
frequencies identified with an asterisk are significantly related to language group at p=.05, df=8; those with two asterisks are
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significantly related to language group at p=.01, df=8. All percentages refer to the number of students who agreed or strongly agreed
(or disagreed or strongly disagreed) with statements indicative of CFL anxiety to the nearest whole number. Percentages may not total
to 100 due to rounding. Items Y3, Y12 and Y14 are reversely coded.

Students who scored high on CFL Anxiety reported anxiety over speaking,
comprehending, reading and writing Chinese. Anxious students were afraid to speak
Chinese in class. They endorsed items indicative of CFL Speaking Anxiety such as "I can
feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class" (23.6%) and
"it embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class" (18.2%). Anxious students
were also worried that they were not able to understand the target language spoken by the
teacher or their classmates. They agreed or strongly agreed statements like "I get anxious
when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese" (25%) and "it
frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese" (27.3%).
Student responses to "I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front
of me" (31%) and "when I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what
I’m reading" (11.7%) showed that they experienced anxiety while reading Chinese.
Students also reported anxiety over writing in Chinese, which mainly involves writing
characters rather than composing an essay in Chinese classes. They disagreed or strongly
disagreed with "I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese" (25.8%) and endorsed
"I feel unsure of myself when I'm writing in Chinese" (30.6%).
Anxious students showed low confidence in CFL learning. They disagreed or
strongly disagreed with statements such as "I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese
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class" (28.1%), and "I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese" (24.1%). The
uniqueness of the Chinese language including tones and characters seemed to be anxietyprovoking. Anxious students agreed or strongly agreed with statements such as "I get
frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I have worked
hard to learn them" (39%), "I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to
me" (25.5%), "I have difficulty distinguishing among Chinese characters when reading
Chinese" (19.2%), and "writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to
convey" (15.1%). Peer pressure or peer competition also seemed to be a cause of anxiety
in CFL learning. Anxious students endorsed items such as "I feel very self-conscious
about speaking Chinese in front of other students" (31%), and "I get anxious when I don’t
understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese" (25%).
A chi-square analysis for relationships between the heritage-learning status and
response frequencies on the individual CFL Anxiety Scale items was performed. Results
of this analysis were reported in Table 4.18 (Items for which there was a significant
relationship between the groups and responses frequencies are marked with an asterisk
(*) (p<.05, df=8) or two asterisks (**) (p<.01, df=8)). Significant Chi-square relationships
were found for items Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6, Y7, Y8 and Y10 with regard to the three
subgroups of CFL learners in terms of their heritage-learning status. Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6,
Y7 and Y8 were reflective of Speaking and Listening Anxiety whereas Y10 reflected
Reading Anxiety. All the items indicative of reading and writing anxiety except item Y10
were not found to have a significant relationship with regard to the three groups. In other
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words, CFL Speaking and Listening Anxiety tended to vary with the heritage-learning
status of CFL learners whereas CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety did not.
By examining the response frequencies of those items that were found to have a
significant relationships with regard to the three groups, the researcher found that
heritage learners with Chinese background in Group 2 to be the least anxious in speaking
and understanding Chinese. Heritage learners without Chinese background in Group 1
and non-heritage learners in Group 3 were more alike in terms of their CFL Speaking and
Listening Anxiety.
Compared to heritage learners with Chinese background in Group 2, more
heritage learners without Chinese background in Group 1 and non-heritage learners in
Group 3 endorsed items indicative of CFL Speaking and Listening Anxiety such as "I can
feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class" (25.8% for
Group 1, 17.9% for Group 2, 26.4% for Group 3. The order of the percentages is the
same hereafter); "I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other
students" (35.5%, 27.1%, 35%), "I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the
Chinese tones even after I have worked hard to learn them" (29%, 27.1%, 46.7%), "I get
nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me" (25.9%, 11.9%, 30.3%), "I get
anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese" (32.3%,
7.8%, 33.5%), "It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in
Chinese" (38.7%, 15%, 32.7%).
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Heritage learners with Chinese background usually speak Chinese (i.e., Mandarin
or other varieties of Chinese3) at home and have a good deal of Chinese exposure by
listening to family members, and thus they may find it easy and natural to speak and
understand Chinese. This is perhaps why they experience less anxiety in CFL speaking
and listening. However, they do not usually receive training on reading and writing
Chinese at home, which might explain why there is no significant difference in responses
to CFL reading and writing anxiety among the three groups.
Interestingly, the heritage group without Chinese background (Group 1) scored even
higher on some items indicative of speaking and listening anxiety than the non-heritage
group (Group 3). For example, more learners from Group 1 than learners from Group 3
strongly disagreed or disagreed with the statement "I feel confident when I speak in my
Chinese class" (38.7% for Group 1, 31.5% for Group 3), and endorsed the two
statements: "I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students"
(35.5% for Group 1, 35% for Group 3) and "It frightens me when I don't understand what
the teacher is saying in Chinese" (38.7% for Group 1, 32.7% for Group 3).
The heritage group without Chinese background technically has no advantage
over the non-heritage group in terms of learning Chinese because they do not speak
Chinese at home, nor do they have more opportunity to listen to Chinese. However, their
Chinese “faces” may give people the impression that they should be good at Chinese.
3

Even if heritage learners speak a variety of Chinese other than Mandarin, it may still help them speak or
understand Mandarin. Families who speak a variety of Chinese are usually exposed to Mandarin. In
addition, Mandarin and other varieties of Chinese are similar in many ways. First, Mandarin and other
varieties of Chinese share the same writing system. Second, they are all tonal. Third, vocabulary and
grammar in all varieties overlap to a great extent.
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That kind of expectation from outsiders may cause them to be more anxious than nonheritage learners. They may also have more family pressure.

RESULTS FOR GOAL 4
The purpose of goal 4 is to explore the influence of background variables on CFL
Anxiety and the relationships between CFL Anxiety and some other variables related to
CFL learning. The background variables are categorical variables such as gender,
heritage-learning status, proficiency level, ethnic background, etc.. The other variables
related to CFL learning include grades students expected to receive in their Chinese class,
age, self-expectation in the Chinese class, motivations in learning Chinese, perception of
difficulty of Chinese, perception of importance of Chinese, etc..

Influence of Background Variables
ANOVA was used to compare mean differences in CFL Anxiety with students'
background characteristics or demographic data as independent variables. The research
question addressed in this section is: "How is CFL Anxiety related to various background
variables?" The background variables examined here included: 1) gender, 2) school, 3)
heritage-learning status, 4) ethnic background, 5) college year, 6) Chinese proficiency
level, and 7) the elective vs. required status.
MANOVA was used to compare mean differences in CFL Speaking, Listening,
and Reading and Writing anxieties with students' background variables as independent
variables. Since seven independent variables in the same ANOVA or MANOVA analysis
may produce unequal and small cells, three separate ANOVA analyses (i.e. three-way
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ANOVA by school, gender & heritage-learning status, two-way ANOVA by ethnic
background & college year, two-way ANOVA by proficiency level & required vs.
elective status) and four MONAVA analyses (i.e., two-way MANOVA by school &
heritage-learning status, two-way MANOVA by gender & proficiency level, two-way
MANOVA by college year & the elective vs. required status, one-way MANOVA by
ethnic background) were performed on the seven independent variables. For the
dependant variables, the sum scores of all the items for each scale were used.

Table 4.19 Normal Distribution
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Table 4.20 Skewness and Kurtosis Statistics
Std.
N

Mean

Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis
Std.

Std.

Statistic Statistic Statistic

Statistic Error

Statistic Error

CFL Anxiety

428

41.2103 11.90409

.146

.118

-.602

.235

Speaking

428

10.2500 3.95059

.386

.118

-.571

.235

428

10.5070 4.06590

.067

.118

-1.047

.235

R&W Anxiety 428

20.4533 6.55513

.262

.118

-.643

.235

Anxiety
Listening
Anxiety

Before the ANOVA and MAVONA analyses were conducted, the researcher
examined the normal distribution (see Table 4.19) together with Skewness and Kurtosis
(see Table 4.20) to see whether the scores of these dependant variables were normally
distributed.
As can be seen from the above two tables, CFL Anxiety and its subcomponents
all satisfactorily formed normal distributions and the absolute values for the Skewness
and Kurtosis were all lower than 2, indicating ANOVA and MANOVA analyses were
appropriate for the current data.
The Levene's tests for the three ANOVA tests (p= .214, .118, .928 respectively)
and the four Box's tests for the four MANOVA tests (p= .062, .486, .350, .356
respectively) were all not significant, suggesting that there was not sufficient evidence to
indicate that the assumption of homogeneity of variance/covariance had been violated.
Thus, ANOVA and MANOVA tests were appropriate analyses for the current data.
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Three-Way ANOVA by School, Gender & Group
Tests of Between-Subjects effects presented in Table 4.21 showed that there were
no significant differences in CFL Anxiety by school (p=.981) or gender (p=.095), but
there were significant differences by group, namely, the heritage-learning status
(p=.0001). In other words, students from the two universities were not significantly
different on CFL Anxiety; female and male students were not significantly different on
CFL Anxiety, but heritage learners with Chinese background (Group 2), heritage learners
without Chinese background (Group 1) and non-heritage learners (Group 3) experienced
significantly different amounts of CFL Anxiety.
Table 4.21 Comparison of CFL Anxiety Means by School, Group and Gender

A close look at the Scheffe Post-Hoc test (see Table 4.22) revealed that Group 1
and Group 3 were not significantly different (p=.976) on CFL Anxiety whereas Group 2
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was significantly different from both Group 1 and Group 3. Heritage learners with
Chinese background in Group 2 experienced significantly less anxiety compared to
heritage learners without Chinese background in Group 1 (p=.006) and non-heritage CFL
learners in Group 3 (p=.0001). Heritage learners without Chinese background
experienced the highest level of CFL Anxiety although their anxiety was not significantly
different from non-heritage learners (p=.976).
Table 4.22 Post-Hoc Analyses with Group (Heritage-learning Status)

This result echoes Tallon's (2006) finding that heritage Spanish learners
experienced lower levels of foreign language anxiety than non-heritage learners, but
Tallon did not further classify heritage learners into subgroups. In contrast, Comanaru &
Noels (2009) reported that there were almost no differences in terms of motivation
between heritage learners who declared Chinese as a mother tongue (corresponding to
Group 2 in this study) and those who declared English as a mother tongue (corresponding
to Group 1 in this study). Both heritage groups indicated that they chose to learn Chinese
because they saw it as a means to achieve a goal that is personally important to them and
because it was an integral part of who they were. As can be seen, although subgroups of
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heritage Chinese learners may be equally motivated, they could experience different
anxiety levels in their Chinese classes due to differences in their Chinese background. It
seems to indicate that previous Chinese exposure is correlated with anxiety levels
experienced in Chinese classes.

Two-way ANOVA by Ethnic Background & College Year
Tests of Between-Subjects effects presented in Table 4.23 showed that there were
no significant differences in CFL Anxiety by ethnic background (p=.052) or college year
(p=.363). In other words, the levels of CFL Anxiety experienced by Chinese American,
Asian but not Chinese American, Asian international students, and students of other
ethnic backgrounds (i.e., White, Hispanic, African American, etc.) were not significantly
different; freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors and graduate students' CFL Anxiety
levels did not significantly differ from one another either.
Table 4.23 Comparison of CFL Anxiety by Ethnic Background and College Year
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source
Type III Sum
of Squares
df
a

Mean Square F

Sig.

19

284.659

2.108

.004

Corrected Model

5408.528

Intercept
Ethnic Background

160317.893
1050.329

1
3

160317.893
350.110

1187.097 .000
2.592
.052

College Year
Eth * College Year

738.861
1807.795

5
11

147.772
164.345

1.094
1.217

Error
Total
Corrected Total

55100.546
787376.000
60509.075

408
428
427

135.050
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.363
.273

Two-Way ANOVA by Proficiency Level & Course Type
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects presented in Table 4.24 showed that The
elective vs. required status of CFL learners was found to have no significant effect on
CFL Anxiety (p=.600). but there were significant differences in CFL Anxiety by
proficiency level (p=.0001). The interaction effect of course type by proficiency level
was not significant (p=.099).

Table 4.24 Comparison of CFL Anxiety by Proficiency Level & Course Type
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source
Type III Sum
of Squares
df
Corrected Model
Intercept
Course Type
Proficiency Level
Course
Type
Proficiency Level
Error
Total
Corrected Total

a

2989.730
539237.857
37.529
2424.348
* 633.649
57519.345
787376.000
60509.075

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

5
1
1
2
2

597.946
539237.857
37.529
1212.174
316.825

4.387
3956.206
.275
8.893
2.324

.001
.000
.600
.000
.099

422
428
427

136.302

It is a little surprising to find out that the elective vs. required status of CFL
learners had no significant effect on CFL Anxiety in this study. Students who choose
Chinese as a required course likely perceive Chinese as more important and feel more
pressed to perform well in Chinese classes, so the researcher thought these students may
be significantly more anxious than those who choose Chinese as an elective. In contrast
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with the finding of this study, Aida (1994) did find that the Required Group had a
significantly higher level of anxiety than the Elective Group among Japanese learners.
A close examination of the Sheffe analysis with proficiency level (see Table 4.25)
revealed that both elementary and intermediate students' CFL Anxiety levels were
significantly different from those of advanced students (p=.0001, .029 respectively).
Elementary students and intermediate students' CFL anxiety did not significantly differ
from each other (p=.407). Elementary students experienced the highest level of CFL
anxiety, followed by intermediate and advanced students.

Table 4.25 Post-Hoc Analyses with Proficiency Level
Multiple Comparisons (Sheffe)
(I) proficiency (J) proficiency
level
level

1.00

2.00

Mean
Difference

Std.
Error

1.7697

95%
Confidence
Interval
Sig.

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

1.31818 .407

-1.4683

5.0078

3.00

6.3685

*

1.54141 .000

2.5821

10.1549

2.00

1.00
3.00

-1.7697
4.5988*

1.31818 .407
1.71713 .029

-5.0078
.3807

1.4683
8.8169

3.00

1.00

-6.3685*

1.54141 .000

-10.1549

-2.5821

2.00

*

1.71713 .029

-8.8169

-.3807

-4.5988

Many studies (e.g. Liu, 2006; Marcos-Llinas & Garau, 2009) have shown that
language anxiety actually differs across proficiency levels, but the results on specific
relationships between proficiency levels and foreign language anxiety have been mixed.
For example, in Liu's (2006) study of EFL learners in China, the more proficient students
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tended to be less anxious. In Marcos-Llinas & Garau's (2009) study of Spanish learners in
the U.S., advanced learners showed higher levels of anxiety than beginning and
intermediate learners. It seems that whether beginning level learners or advanced learners
are more anxious varies from context to context. In the present study of CFL learners in
the U.S., the less proficient students tended to be more anxious, and elementary learners'
CFL Anxiety levels differed significantly from those of advanced learners. These results
echoed the CFL learner and teacher interviewees' opinions that beginning- level students
were more anxious than advanced learners.
When students first start to learn Chinese, they are not familiar with the Chinese
language and expectations of the Chinese teachers. Thus, it is very easy for them to be
intimidated by the foreignness of the Chinese language such as tones and characters or
frustrated by the requirements and assignments of Chinese classes. Therefore, CFL
elementary students are likely to suffer from anxiety, which may partly explain the high
drop-out rate of CFL students at the beginning level. As they move on to the intermediate
or advanced level, they get more used to the Chinese language and the Chinese classroom
practices. Therefore, advanced students tend to be less anxious. In addition, students who
choose to continue studying Chinese for the third year are likely to be more motivated
and confident in learning Chinese, which perhaps also contribute to their lower levels of
anxiety in Chinese classes.
Among many studies on CFL learners' motivation, Wen (2011) found that
proficiency level had a significant effect on one motivational factor, i.e., intended
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strategic efforts, F (2, 314) = 13.76, p ≤ .001. She also reported that learners at the
advanced level intended to exert more efforts and use more strategies in their learning
than those at the elementary and intermediate levels. This finding may partly explain why
advanced CFL learners experienced lower levels of anxiety in Chinese classes than
elementary and intermediate CFL learners as found in the present study. By exerting
more efforts and making use of more strategies in learning Chinese, advanced CFL
learners tend to be more prepared for the Chinese learning situation, and thus are less
likely to suffer high levels of anxiety or stress.

Two-Way MANOVA by School & Group
The Multivariate Tests in Table 4.26 indicated that there were significant
differences in CFL Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing
Anxiety among CFL students from the two universities and the three subgroups of
CFL learners classified by the heritage-learning status.
Table 4.26 MANOVA Analyses by School and Group (Heritage-learning Status)
c

Multivariate Tests
Effect

Hypothesis
Value

Intercept

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda

school

F

.841
.159

df

Error df

Sig.

739.377

a

3.000

420.000

.000

739.377

a

3.000

420.000

.000

3.000

420.000

.000

Hotelling's Trace

5.281

739.377

a

Roy's Largest Root

5.281

739.377

a

3.000

420.000

.000

a

3.000

420.000

.002

a

3.000

420.000

.002

a

3.000

420.000

.002

a

3.000

420.000

.002

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root

.035
.965
.036
.036
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5.099
5.099
5.099
5.099

group

school * group

Pillai's Trace

.161

12.296

6.000

842.000

.000

Wilks' Lambda

.840

a

6.000

840.000

.000

Hotelling's Trace

.190

13.265

6.000

838.000

.000

Roy's Largest Root

.185

b

3.000

421.000

.000

Pillai's Trace

.010

.682

6.000

842.000

.664

Wilks' Lambda

.990

.682a

6.000

840.000

.664

Hotelling's Trace

.010

.682

6.000

838.000

.664

b

3.000

421.000

.259

Roy's Largest Root
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source

Dependent Variable

Corrected Model
dimension1

Intercept
dimension1

school
dimension1

group
dimension1

school * group
dimension1

Error
dimension1

Total
dimension1

Corrected Total
dimension1

12.780

25.923

.010

1.346

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Speaking Anxiety

5

95.902

6.544

.000

Listening Anxiety

5

223.800

15.900

.000

RW anxiety

5

147.423

3.533

.004

Speaking anxiety

1

17807.637

1215.059

.000

Listening anxiety

1

18063.849

1283.329

.000

RW anxiety

1

74960.279

1796.225

.000

Speaking anxiety

1

60.546

4.131

.043

Listening anxiety

1

6.409

.455

.500

RW anxiety

1

172.670

4.138

.043

Speaking anxiety

2

184.127

12.563

.000

Listening anxiety

2

491.652

34.929

.000

RW anxiety

2

110.174

2.640

.073

Speaking anxiety

2

.661

.045

.956

Listening anxiety

2

15.493

1.101

.334

RW anxiety

2

48.878

1.171

.311

Speaking anxiety

422

14.656

Listening anxiety

422

14.076

RW anxiety

422

41.732

Speaking anxiety

428

Listening anxiety

428

RW anxiety

428

Speaking anxiety

427

Listening anxiety

427

RW anxiety

427
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Multiple Comparison: Scheffe
Dependent Variable

Speaking Anxiety

(I) group

(J) group

1

2

3

Listening Anxiety

1

2

Mean Difference

Std.

(I-J)

Error

Sig.

2

*

2.0968

.75990

.023

3

.2680

.72787

.934

1

-2.0968

*

.75990

.023

3

*

-1.8288

.40213

.000

1

-.2680

.72787

.934

2

1.8288

*

.40213

.000

2

*

2.8539

.74471

.001

3

-.5725

.71332

.725

1

*

.74471

.001

3

*

-3.4264

.39409

.000

1

.5725

.71332

.725

2

*

3.4264

.39409

.000

2

2.3954

1.28230

.176

3

.7875

1.22824

.814

1

-2.3954

1.28230

.176

3

-1.6079

.67858

.061

1

-.7875

1.22824

.814

2

1.6079

.67858

.061

-2.8539

dimension1

3

R&W Anxiety

1

2

3

A close examination of the Tests Between-subjects Effects in Table 4.26
revealed that
(p=.043),

and

school

had

Reading

a

significant

effect

on

Speaking

Anxiety

& Writing Anxiety (p=.043); heritage-learning status

had a significant effect on Speaking Anxiety (p=.0001), Listening Anxiety (p=.0001),
but not on Reading & Writing Anxiety (p=.073). The Scheffe Post-Hoc multiple
comparisons presented in Table 4.26 indicated that heritage learners with Chinese
background in Group 2 differed significantly from heritage learners without Chinese
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background in Group 1 and non-heritage learners in Group 3 on CFL Speaking
Anxiety (p=.023, .0001) and Listening Anxiety (p=.001, .0001). However, there was
no significance in Reading & Writing Anxiety among students from the three
groups.

Two-Way MANOVA by Gender & Proficiency Level
The Multivariate Tests in Table 4.27 indicated that there were no significant
differences on CFL Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing
Anxiety between male and female CFL students (p=.067), but the three subgroups
of CFL learners of different proficiency levels differed from each other significantly on
the three anxieties (p=.0001).
A close study of the Tests Between-subjects Effects in Table 4.27 revealed
that proficiency level had a significant effect on Speaking Anxiety (p=.031), Listening
Anxiety (p=.001), and Reading & Writing Anxiety (p=.0001).
Table 4.27 MANOVA Analyses by Gender & proficiency level
Multivariate Tests
Effect
Intercept

Value

Hypothesis df

Error df

Sig.

Pillai's Trace

.906 1338.399

a

Wilks' Lambda

.094 1338.399

a

3.000

419.000

.000

9.583 1338.399

a

3.000

419.000

.000

9.583 1338.399

a

3.000

419.000

.000

2.402

a

3.000

419.000

.067

2.402

a

3.000

419.000

.067

2.402

a

3.000

419.000

.067

2.402

a

3.000

419.000

.067

Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root
gender

F

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root

.017
.983
.017
.017
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3.000

419.000

.000

Proficiency level

gender * proficiency level

Pillai's Trace

.061

4.434

6.000

840.000

.000

Wilks' Lambda

.939

a

6.000

838.000

.000

Hotelling's Trace

.064

4.433

6.000

836.000

.000

Roy's Largest Root

.044

b

3.000

420.000

.000

Pillai's Trace

.017

1.186

6.000

840.000

.311

Wilks' Lambda

.983

1.188a

6.000

838.000

.310

Hotelling's Trace

.017

1.189

6.000

836.000

.310

b

3.000

420.000

.076

Roy's Largest Root
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source

dimension1

Intercept
dimension1

gender
dimension1

Proficiency level
dimension1

gender * proficiency level
dimension1

Error
dimension1

Total
dimension1

Corrected Total
dimension1

6.134

.016

Dependent Variable

Corrected Model

4.433

2.310
df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Speaking anxiety

5

43.189

2.820

.016

Listening anxiety

5

51.632

3.206

.007

RW anxiety

5

181.285

4.386

.001

Speaking anxiety

1

34212.273

2233.863

.000

Listening anxiety

1

35523.583

2205.666

.000

RW anxiety

1

133160.248

3221.885

.000

Speaking anxiety

1

96.916

6.328

.012

Listening anxiety

1

27.330

1.697

.193

RW anxiety

1

138.474

3.350

.068

Speaking anxiety

2

53.445

3.490

.031

Listening anxiety

2

112.849

7.007

.001

RW anxiety

2

339.030

8.203

.000

Speaking anxiety

2

2.119

.138

.871

Listening anxiety

2

9.183

.570

.566

RW anxiety

2

100.896

2.441

.088

Speaking anxiety

421

15.315

Listening anxiety

421

16.106

RW anxiety

421

41.330

Speaking anxiety

427

Listening anxiety

427

RW anxiety

427

Speaking anxiety

426

Listening anxiety

426

RW anxiety

426
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Multiple Comparison: Scheffe
Dependent Variable

(I) proficiency level

(J) proficiency level

Mean
Difference

Speaking anxiety

1.00

Std. Error

Sig.

2.00

.3819

.44186

.688

3.00

1.2217

.51928

.064

1.00

-.3819

.44186

.688

3.00

.8398

.57792

.349

1.00

-1.2217

.51928

.064

2.00

-.8398

.57792

.349

2.00

-.2392

.45312

.870

3.00

1.8092

*

.53251

.003

1.00

.2392

.45312

.870

3.00

2.0485

*

.59265

.003

1.00

-1.8092

*

.53251

.003

2.00

-2.0485

*

.59265

.003

2.00

1.6270

.72586

.082

3.00

3.2648

*

.85305

.001

1.00

-1.6270

.72586

.082

3.00

1.6377

.94938

.227

1.00

-3.2648

*

.85305

.001

2.00

-1.6377

.94938

.227

dimension3

2.00
dimension2

dimension3

3.00
dimension3

Listening anxiety

1.00
dimension3

2.00
dimension1

dimension2

dimension3

3.00
dimension3

RW anxiety

1.00
dimension3

2.00
dimension2

dimension3

3.00
dimension3

However, the Scheffe Post-Hoc multiple comparisons in Table 4.27 indicated
that elementary, intermediate and advanced students' Speaking Anxiety did not differ
significantly from each other (p=.688, .064, .349). For CFL Listening Anxiety,
advanced students differed significantly with both elementary and intermediate
students (p=.003, .003). For CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety, advanced students only
significantly differed from elementary students (p=.001), but not from intermediate
students (p=.227).
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Two-Way MANOVA by College Year and Course Type
The Multivariate Tests in Table 4.28 indicated that there were no significant
differences in CFL Speaking, Listening, and R eading & Writing Anxiety among CFL
students classified by college year (freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate)
(p=.448), but the elective vs. required status was likely to differ significantly from
each other on the three CFL sub-anxieties (p=.051).
Table 4.28 MANOVA Analyses by College Year and Course Type
Multivariate Tests
Effect

Hypothesis
Value

Intercept

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root

year

Sig.

3.000

415.000

.000

a

3.000

415.000

.000

a

3.000

415.000

.000

a

3.000

415.000

.000

448.426

.236

448.426

3.242

448.426

3.242

Error df

448.426

.036

1.005

15.000

1251.000

.447

Wilks' Lambda

.965

1.004

15.000

1146.034

.448

Hotelling's Trace

.036

1.002

15.000

1241.000

.450

.023

b

5.000

417.000

.092

a

3.000

415.000

.051

a

3.000

415.000

.051

a

3.000

415.000

.051

a

3.000

415.000

.051

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace

year * course type

df
a

Pillai's Trace

Roy's Largest Root
Course type

.764

F

.018
.982
.019

1.908
2.607
2.607
2.607

Roy's Largest Root

.019

Pillai's Trace

.028

.992

12.000

1251.000

.454

Wilks' Lambda

.972

.991

12.000

1098.278

.455

Hotelling's Trace

.029

.989

12.000

1241.000

.457

.017

b

4.000

417.000

.141

Roy's Largest Root
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2.607

1.734

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source

Dependent Variable

Corrected Model
dimension1

Intercept
dimension1

year
dimension1

Course type
dimension1

year * course type
dimension1

Error
dimension1

Total
dimension1

Corrected Total
dimension1

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Speaking anxiety

10

11.760

.749

.678

Listening anxiety

10

16.104

.974

.466

RW anxiety

10

66.152

1.560

.116

Speaking anxiety

1

11220.439

714.705

.000

Listening anxiety

1

12488.614

754.972

.000

RW anxiety

1

47194.383

1112.713

.000

Speaking anxiety

5

17.321

1.103

.358

Listening anxiety

5

22.716

1.373

.233

RW anxiety

5

28.174

.664

.651

Speaking anxiety

1

18.893

1.203

.273

Listening anxiety

1

.898

.054

.816

RW anxiety

1

264.025

6.225

.013

Speaking anxiety

4

6.300

.401

.808

Listening anxiety

4

8.793

.532

.713

RW anxiety

4

64.764

1.527

.193

Speaking anxiety

417

15.699

Listening anxiety

417

16.542

RW anxiety

417

42.414

Speaking anxiety

428

Listening anxiety

428

RW anxiety

428

Speaking anxiety

427

Listening anxiety

427

RW anxiety

427

A close study of the Tests Between-subjects Effects in Table 4.28 revealed
that the elective vs. required
Reading & Writing Anxiety

status

had

a

significant

effect

only

on

(p=.013). Interestingly, the elective group (M=20.01)

had a slightly higher Reading & Writing Anxiety mean than the required group
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(M=19.91). In this study, students who chose Chinese as a required course were often
majored or minored in Chinese Studies or some other fields related to China, so
they tended to have more opportunity to read Chinese. This may partly explain
why these students were less anxious in reading Chinese than those who chose
Chinese as an elective course.

One-Way MANOVA by Ethnic Background
The Multivariate Tests in Table 4.29 indicated

that CFL students of

different ethnic backgrounds differed significantly on CFL, Speaking, Listening,
Reading or Writing Anxieties (p=.0001). A close examination of the Tests Betweensubjects Effects in Table 4.29

revealed

that

ethnic

background

had

a

significant effect on CFL Speaking and Listening Anxiety (p=.035, .0001), but not on
Reading & Writing Anxiety (p=.130). The Scheffe Post-Hoc tests showed that Chinese
Americans were not significantly from Asian international students, but differed
significantly from white, Hispanic and African Americans on Speaking Anxiety
(p=.035) and Listening Anxiety (p=.0001), and differed significantly from "Asian but
not Chinese Americans" on Listening Anxiety (p=.022).
Table 4.29 MANOVA Analyses by Ethnic Background
Multivariate Tests
Effect
Intercept

Value
Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root

.853

F

Hypothesis df
3.000

422.000

.000

a

3.000

422.000

.000

a

3.000

422.000

.000

a

3.000

422.000

.000

817.306

5.810

817.306
817.306
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Sig.

a

817.306

.147

5.810

Error df

Pillai's Trace

Ethnic

Background Wilks' Lambda

Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source

.127

6.224

9.000

1272.000

.000

.874

6.485

9.000

1027.188

.000

.143

6.692

9.000

1262.000

.000

.137

b

3.000

424.000

.000

Dependent Variable

Corrected Model
dimension1

Intercept
dimension1

Ethnic Background
dimension1

19.425
df

Sig.

3

44.599

2.896

.035

Listening anxiety

3

266.973

18.088

.000

RW anxiety

3

80.768

1.891

.130

Speaking anxiety

1

20252.964

1314.956

.000

Listening anxiety

1

21737.989

1472.806

.000

RW anxiety

1

82855.939

1940.317

.000

Speaking anxiety

3

44.599

2.896

.035

Listening anxiety

3

266.973

18.088

.000

3

80.768

1.891

.130

(I) Ethnic Background

(J) Ethnic
Background

Speaking Anxiety

F

Speaking anxiety

RW anxiety
Multiple Comparison: Scheffe
Dependent Variable

Mean Square

White, Hispanic, African, &

Chinese American

Other

Asian but not

Mean

Std.

Difference

Error

*

1.1693

Sig.

.41434

.048

.1155 .69899

.999

.9980 .86137

.719

Chinese American
Asian international
Students)
dimension1

Chinese American

White, Hispanic,

*

.40561

.000

*

.70294

.022

-2.0536 .85845

.128

-2.9705

African, & Other
Asian but not

-2.1899

Chinese American
Asian international
Students)

In the present study, 155 participants claimed themselves to be Chinese
Americans. Among the 155 participants, 77 (49.7%) spoke or understood Mandarin
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before taking any Chinese classes, 49 (31.6%) spoke or understood a variety of Chinese
other than Mandarin, and 29 (18.7%) did not speak or understand any variety of Chinese
before taking Chinese classes. Although some Chinese Americans (18.7%) do not get
exposure to Chinese at home, most of the learners in this study speak Mandarin or
another variety of Chinese or have extensive exposure to Mandarin or another variety of
Chinese at home. As mentioned previously, even if learners speak or have exposure to a
variety of Chinese other than Mandarin at home, it may still help them speak and
understand Mandarin in Chinese classes as Mandarin and other varieties of Chinese share
many characteristics. This may explain why Chinese Americans experienced significantly
less Speaking and/or Listening Anxiety in learning Chinese compared to white, Hispanic,
African-American, and Asian but not Chinese American CFL learners.

CFL Anxiety and Other Learning Variables
For the analysis of the relationship between CFL Anxiety and other variables
related to Chinese learning, correlation and multiple regression analyses were used to see
how CFL Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties were associated with other variables such as
age, motivation in learning Chinese, perception of difficulty of the Chinese language,
self-perceived foreign language learning ability, self-expectation, perception of
importance of Chinese, self-perceived achievement in Chinese class, etc.. Motivation in
learning Chinese was calculated as the sum of CFL speaking, listening, reading and
writing motivation. Self-perceived achievement was measured by the grades students
expected to receive in Chinese classes.
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Table 4.30 Correlation Matrix: CFL Anxiety and Seven Variables

The correlation Matrix in Table 4.30 showed that CFL Anxiety was significantly
correlated with all the above-mentioned seven individual variables. Most of the seven
variables were significantly correlated with one another, and the highest correlation was
r=.555, suggesting that milticollinearity was not a problem for the multiple regression
analysis. CFL Anxiety was found to be significantly and positively correlated with two
variables: perception of difficulty of Chinese (r=.399) and age (r=.177), and was reported
to be significantly negatively correlated with self-perceived achievement (r= - .406),
motivation in learning Chinese (r= -.283), self-perceived language learning ability (r= .241), self-expectation in learning Chinese (r= -.239) and perception of importance of
Chinese (r= -.18).
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In other words, older students and students who perceived Chinese to be more
difficult were more anxious; students who expected to get a higher grade, who were more
motivated in learning Chinese, who perceived themselves to be better at learning
languages, who had a higher expectation in learning Chinese and who perceived Chinese
to be of greater importance tended to experience less anxiety in Chinese classes.
Interestingly, the interviewees believed that learners who had higher self-expectation and
who perceived Chinese to be very important were likely to be more anxious in Chinese
classes, which does not seem to match the significant negative correlation between CFL
Anxiety and the two variables found in this study (r=-.239, -.18).

Table 4.31 Residual Plots

The multiple regression analysis was performed to examine how CFL Anxiety
could be predicted by the seven variables related to learning Chinese and how much
variance in CFL Anxiety could be accounted for by the seven variables. Before the
multiple regression analysis was conducted, the researcher checked Cook's distance and
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Leverage values for outliers, indicating that there were no obvious outliers. The
researcher also checked the P-P plot for normality of residuals and plotted the
standardized residuals against the standardized predicted values for linearity and equality
of variances (see Table 4.31), and the results suggested that multiple regression was an
appropriate analysis for the current data.

Table 4.32 Results of Multiple Regression with the Seven Predictor Variables

The results of multiple regression (see Table 4.32) showed that the seven
variables as a whole had a significant relationship with CFL Anxiety and explained
33.2% of the variance in CFL Anxiety. A close examination of the coefficients revealed
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that all the seven variables except self-expectation and perception of importance of
Chinese had a significant relationship with CFL Anxiety.
Therefore, the researcher removed self-expectation and perception of importance
of Chinese from the list of predictor variables and performed another multiple regression
with CFL Anxiety as the dependant variable and the remaining five variables as
predictors (see Table 4.33 for the results). The remaining five variables explained 33.1%
of the variance in CFL anxiety and each of the variables had a significant relationship
with CFL anxiety. The multiple regression function of CFL anxiety was: Y = 49.930
+ .387X1 - 1.404X2 +3.246 X3 - 1.734X4 - .680X5. In this function, Y refers to CFL
Anxiety and X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 respectively refers to age, self-perceived language
learning ability, perception of difficulty level of Chinese, self-perceived achievement in
Chinese classes and motivation in learning Chinese.

Table 4.33 Results of Multiple Regression with the five Remaining Predictor Variables
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Similar correlation analyses and multiple regression analyses were performed to
examine the relationship between CFL Speaking, Listening, Reading & Writing Anxiety
and the seven variables. As shown in Table 4.34, CFL Speaking Anxiety was
significantly positively correlated with perception of difficulty level of Chinese (r= .303)
and age (r= .119). CFL Speaking Anxiety had significant negative correlations with selfperceived achievement (r= - .304), self- expectation in Chinese learning (r= -.235), selfperceived language learning ability (r= - .230), motivation in learning to speak Chinese
(r= -.195), and perception of importance of Chinese (r= -. 171).

Table 4.34 Correlation Matrix: Speaking Anxiety & Seven Variables
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As can be seen from Table 4.35, CFL Listening Anxiety was significantly
positively correlated with perception of difficulty level of Chinese (r= .309) and age
(r= .098). CFL Listening Anxiety had significant negative correlations with selfperceived achievement (r= -.251), self-perceived language learning ability (r= - .117), but
not significantly correlated with motivation in learning to understand Chinese (r= -.078),
and perception of importance of Chinese (r= -. 033) or self-expectation in Chinese
learning (r= -.057).

Table 4.35 Correlation Matrix: Listening Anxiety & Seven Variables

A close examination of Table 4.36 showed that CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety
was significantly correlated with all the seven variables. It was significantly and
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positively correlated with perception of difficulty of Chinese (r= .351) and age
(r= .189), and had significant negative correlations with self-perceived achievement (r=398), self- expectation in Chinese learning (r= -.356), self-perceived language learning
ability (r= -.227), motivation in learning to read and write Chinese (r=-.356), and
perception of importance of Chinese (r= -.208).

Table 4.36 Correlation Matrix: Reading & Writing Anxiety and Seven Variables
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Three multiple regression analyses with CFL Speaking, Listening, and Reading
& Writing Anxiety as dependant variables, and the seven variables as predictor
variables were also conducted. The results of these multiple regression analyses are
presented below.

Table 4.37 Multiple Regression: Speaking Anxiety and Seven Predictor Variables
Model Summary
Model
R

R Square
a

1

.452

Adjusted R

Std. Error of the

Square

Estimate

.205

.191

3.54797

ANOVA
Model
1

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Regression

1351.410

7

193.059

Residual

5249.240

417

12.588

Total

6600.649

424
Coefficients

Sig.
a

15.337

.000

a

Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

F

(Constant)

Std. Error
13.673

1.717

.082

.044

-.465

expectation
importance of Chinese

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

7.963

.000

.083

1.871

.062

.163

-.137

-2.858

.004

-.124

.253

-.029

-.491

.623

-.164

.282

-.032

-.581

.562

.848

.158

.242

5.371

.000

Grade

-.390

.103

-.181

-3.795

.000

Motivation speaking

-.623

.249

-.124

-2.498

.013

age
language learning
ability

Difficulty level

a. Dependent Variable: Speaking anxiety
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As shown in Table 4.37, the seven predictor variables altogether could
explain 20.5% of the variance in Speaking Anxiety. Three variables: age, selfexpectation, and perception of importance of Chinese were not significant predictors of
Speaking Anxiety; four
perception

of

variables:

difficulty

self-perceived

language

learning

ability,

of Chinese, self-perceived achievement, and motivation

in learning to speak Chinese, were significant

predictors

of Speaking

Anxiety.

Thus, the researcher conducted another multiple regression analysis with Speaking
Anxiety as dependant variables and the four significant predictors as predictor
variables (see Table 4.38 for results).
Table 4.38 Multiple Regression: Speaking Anxiety and Four Remaining Variables

Model
R
dimension0

R Square

1

Adjusted R

Std. Error of the

Square

Estimate

.447

.199

.192

a

Coefficients
Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

(Constant)

Std. Error
14.883

1.376

-.506

.152

.880

Grade
Motivation speaking

language learning ability
Difficulty level

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

10.813

.000

-.149

-3.317

.001

.157

.250

5.614

.000

-.443

.098

-.206

-4.538

.000

-.689

.226

-.137

-3.052

.002

a. Dependent Variable: Speaking Anxiety
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As shown in Table 4.38, all the four variables were significant predictors of CFL
Speaking Anxiety and the four variables altogether could explain 19.9% of variance in
Speaking Anxiety. The multiple regression function is: Y1=14.883 - .149 X1+ .250 X2 .206X3 -.137X4. In this function, Y1 refers to CFL Speaking Anxiety; X1, X2, X4, and
X4 refer to self-perceived language learning ability, perception of difficulty of Chinese,
self-perceived achievement, and motivation in learning to speak Chinese.

Table 4.39 Multiple Regression: Listening Anxiety and Seven Predictor Variables
Model Summary
Model

Std. Error of
R

1

R Square
.385

Adjusted R Square
.148

the Estimate

.134

3.78640

a

Coefficients
Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

(Constant)

Std. Error
9.354

1.977

.054

.047

-.356

expectation

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

4.733

.000

.053

1.154

.249

.173

-.102

-2.057

.040

.408

.271

.091

1.507

.133

importance of Chinese

.029

.305

.006

.095

.924

Difficulty level

.965

.168

.267

5.740

.000

Grade

-.441

.110

-.198

-4.013

.000

Motivation listening

-.233

.349

-.036

-.667

.505

age
language learning ability

a. Dependent Variable: Listening Anxiety
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A similar multiple regression analysis was conducted with Listening Anxiety
as the dependant variable and the seven variables as predictor variables. As shown in
Table 4.39, the seven predictor variables altogether could explain 14.8% of the
variance in Listening Anxiety. Four variables: age, self-expectation, perception of
importance of Chinese, and motivation in learning to understand Chinese were not
significant predictors of Listening Anxiety; three variables: self-perceived language
learning ability, perception of difficulty of Chinese, and self-perceived achievement,
were significant predictors of Listening Anxiety.

Table 4.40 Multiple Regression: Listening Anxiety and Three Remaining Predictors
Model Summary
Model

Std. Error of
R

R Square
a

1

.369

Adjusted R Square
.136

.130

Coefficients

3.79292

a

Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

the Estimate

(Constant)
language learning ability
Difficulty level
Grade

Std. Error

10.584

1.194

-.237

.160

.960
-.406

a. Dependent Variable: Listening Anxiety
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Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

8.866

.000

-.068

-1.481

.139

.167

.265

5.744

.000

.103

-.183

-3.919

.000

Thus, the researcher conducted another multiple regression analysis with
Listening Anxiety as the dependant variable and the three significant predictors as
predictor variables (see Table 4.40 for results). As shown in Table 4.40, the three
variables altogether could explain 13.6% of the variance in Listening Anxiety.
However, in this multiple regression analysis, self-perceived language learning
ability was not a significant predictor of Listening Anxiety. The researcher then
removed self-perceived language learning ability from the list of predictor variables,
and conducted another multiple regression with Listening Anxiety as dependant
variable, and perception of difficulty of Chinese and self-perceived achievement as
predictor variables.

Table 4.41 Multiple Regression: Listening Anxiety and Two Remaining Predictors
Model Summary
Model

Std. Error of
R

R Square
a

1

.363

Adjusted R Square
.131

Coefficients

.127

3.79824

a

Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

the Estimate

(Constant)
Difficulty level
Grade

Std. Error
9.977

1.123

.969

.167

-.429

.102

a. Dependent Variable: Listening Anxiety
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Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

8.886

.000

.268

5.793

.000

-.194

-4.194

.000

As can be seen from Table 4.41, the two variables were both significant
predictors of Listening Anxiety, and they could altogether explain 13.1% of the
variance in Listening Anxiety. The multiple regression function is: Y2=9.977 + .268
X1 - .194 X2. In this function, Y1 refers to CFL Listening Anxiety; X1, X2 refer to
perception of difficulty of Chinese, and self-perceived achievement. The rest of the
five variables: age, self- perceived language learning ability, self-expectation in
Chinese classes, perception of importance of Chinese, and motivation in learning to
understand Chinese, altogether only explained 1.7% (14.8%-13.1%=1.7%) of the
variance in Listening Anxiety.
Table 4.42 Multiple Regression: Reading & Writing Anxiety and Seven Predictors
Model Summary
Model

Std. Error of
R

R Square
a

1

.576

Adjusted R Square
.331

.320

Coefficients

5.42102

a

Model

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

the Estimate

(Constant)

Std. Error

.067

-.619

Sig.

.157

3.843

.000

.251

-.109

-2.465

.014

.128

.387

.018

.330

.741

importance of Chinese

-.262

.429

-.031

-.611

.542

Difficulty level

1.420

.241

.243

5.890

.000

Grade

-.932

.158

-.259

-5.909

.000

RW motivation

-.860

.174

-.236

-4.947

.000

expectation

.259

t

.000

language learning ability

2.540

Beta

10.371

age

26.342

Coefficients

a. Dependent Variable: RW Anxiety
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The results of the multiple regression analysis with CFL Reading & Writing
Anxiety as the dependant variable shows (see Table 4.42) that the seven variables
could altogether explain 33.1% of the variance in CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety.
Two variables: self-expectation and perception of importance of Chinese, were not
significant predictors of CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety; five variables: age, selfperceived language learning ability, perception of difficulty of Chinese, self-perceived
achievement, and motivation in learning to read and write Chinese, were significant
predictors of CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety.

Table 4.43 Multiple Regression: Reading & Writing Anxiety and Five Predictors
Model Summary
Model

Std. Error of
R

R Square
a

1

.575

Adjusted R Square
.331

the Estimate

.323

5.41051

Coefficients
Model

Standardi
zed
Coefficien
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

1

(Constant)

Std. Error

25.883

2.342

.258

.067

language learning ability

-.605

Difficulty level

ts
Beta

t

Sig.

11.054

.000

.156

3.837

.000

.239

-.107

-2.533

.012

1.419

.241

.243

5.898

.000

Grade

-.925

.152

-.257

-6.065

.000

R&W motivation

-.889

.157

-.244

-5.647

.000

age

a. Dependent Variable: RW Anxiety
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Thus, the researcher removed the two non-significant predictors from the
list, and conducted another multiple regression analysis. As shown in Table
4.43, the five variables could altogether explain 33.1% of the variance in CFL
Reading & Writing Anxiety. That is to say, the two variables: self-expectation
and perception of Chinese almost did not explain any variance in CFL Reading
& Writing Anxiety. All the five variables were significant predictors of CFL
Reading & Writing Anxiety.
The multiple regression function is: Y3=25.883+.156X1-107X2+.243X3.257X4-.244X5. In this function, Y3 refers to CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety;
X1, X2, X3, X4 and X5 refer to age, self-perceived language learning ability,
perception of difficulty of Chinese, self-perceived achievement, and motivation
in learning to read and write Chinese respectively.

Summary and Discussion
The ANOVA analyses revealed that the heritage-learning status had a significant
effect on CFL Anxiety. Heritage learners with Chinese background were significantly
less anxious than heritage learners without Chinese background and non-heritage learners
in Chinese classes. Heritage learners without Chinese background experienced the
highest level of anxiety although their anxiety levels were not significantly different from
those of non-heritage learners. Furthermore, the MANOVA analyses showed that
Heritage learners with Chinese background experienced significantly lower levels of CFL
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Speaking and Listening Anxiety than heritage learners without Chinese background and
non-heritage CFL learners.
Compared to heritage learners without Chinese background and non-heritage
learners, heritage learners with Chinese background can speak or at least understand
Mandarin or another variety of Chinese before taking Chinese courses. Although
Mandarin is the language being taught and used in U.S. Chinese classrooms, speaking or
understanding a variety of Chinese other than Mandarin may still help, as Mandarin and
other varieties of Chinese share many characteristics such as tones, the writing system,
vocabulary, etc.. In addition, many families who speak a variety of Chinese other than
Mandarin at home are also extensively exposed to Mandarin from friends and the media
such as TV, the Internet, etc.. This advantage of heritage learners with Chinese
background may make them more at ease in Chinese classes. Since heritage learners with
Chinese background usually communicate with their family members in Chinese at
home, speaking and understanding Chinese may come naturally to them. This may partly
explain why heritage learners with Chinese background are less anxious in speaking and
comprehending Chinese. However, they do not usually get extra training on reading and
writing Chinese at home, which may be the reason why no significant difference were
found in CFL reading and writing anxiety with respect to the heritage-learning status.
In this study, proficiency level was found to have a significant effect on CFL
Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties. Advanced learners experienced significantly lower
levels of CFL Anxiety and the three sub-anxieties than elementary and intermediate
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learners. When students first start to learn Chinese, it is very easy for them to get
intimidated by the foreignness of the Chinese language such as tones and characters or
frustrated by the fast pace of Chinese classes. As they become more proficient in
Chinese, they get more used to the Chinese language and the CFL classroom practices.
Therefore, advanced students may tend to be less anxious than intermediate and
elementary CFL learners. In addition, students who choose to continue studying Chinese
for the third year are likely to be more motivated and confident in learning Chinese,
which perhaps also contribute to their lower levels of anxiety than beginning-level and
intermediate CFL learners.
The ANOVA and MANOVA analyses also showed that gender and college
year did not have effects on CFL Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties. School, ethnic
background and the elective vs. required status were found to have no significant effect
on CFL Anxiety, but school was found to have a significant effect on CFL Speaking
Anxiety and also on Reading & Writing Anxiety, the elective vs. required status was
found to have a significant

effect on CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety, and ethnic

background was reported to have a significant effect on CFL Speaking Anxiety and
Listening Anxiety. More specifically, students from the southwestern university had
higher levels of CFL Speaking Anxiety (M=10.498 for southwestern, 9.918 for
midwestern), but lower levels of CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety (M=19.52 for
southwsetern, 21.70 for midwestern) than the students from the midwestern
university. Students who selected Chinese as an elective course were found to be
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significantly more anxious than those with the required status in reading and writing
Chinese. Chinese Americans were less anxious in speaking and understanding Chinese
than students from other ethnic backgrounds.
The two universities (the southwestern university and the midwestern university)
have different Chinese curriculum designs and attach importance to different skills,
which may explain why Speaking Anxiety and Reading & Writing Anxiety were
significantly different between CFL students from the two universities.
Most students who chose Chinese as required in this study majored or minored in
fields related to China or Chinese society, so they were likely to be more exposed to
Chinese scripts. It is also possible that these students were more motivated in learning
Chinese and more confident in their language learning abilities than those who chose
Chinese as an elective. All these reasons may combine to make them less anxious in
reading and writing Chinese.
Most Chinese Americans speak Mandarin or another variety of Chinese at home
and have plenty of opportunity to listen to Mandarin or another variety of Chinese, so
they may have less difficulty in learning to speak and understand Chinese than learners
from other ethnic backgrounds. This may help explain why Chinese Americans
experienced lower levels of anxiety in speaking and comprehending Chinese than
learners of other ethnic backgrounds.
The seven variables related to CFL learning (i.e., age, perception of difficulty of
Chinese, motivation in learning Chinese, self-perceived language learning abilities,
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self- perceived achievement in Chinese classes, self-expectation in Chinese classes and
perception of importance of Chinese) were found to be significantly correlated with CFL
Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties (i.e., CFL Speaking, Listening, Reading & Writing
Anxiety) except that CFL Listening Anxiety was found not to be significantly correlated
with Chinese listening motivation, self-expectation in learning Chinese and perception of
importance of Chinese. Two-variables: perception of difficulty of Chinese and age
were positively correlated with CFL Anxiety and its sub-anxieties, whereas negative
correlations were found between the other five variables and CFL anxiety (and its
three subcomponents).
The seven variables altogether explained 33.2%, 20.5%, 14.8%, and 33.1% of
the variance in CFL Anxiety, CFL Speaking, Listening, and Reading & Writing
Anxiety respectively. Five variables: age, self-perceived language learning ability,
perception of difficulty of Chinese, self-perceived achievement in Chinese classes and
motivation in learning

Chinese

were

found

to

be

significant

predictors

of CFL Anxiety and CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety, which explained 33.1% of the
variance in CFL Anxiety and in Reading & Writing Anxiety. Four variables: selfperceived language learning ability, perception of difficulty of Chinese, self-perceived
achievement in Chinese classes and motivation in learning Chinese were found to be
significant predictors of CFL Speaking Anxiety, which explained 19.9% of the
variance in Speaking Anxiety. Two variables: perception of difficulty of Chinese and
self-perceived achievement in Chinese classes were found to be significant
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predictors of CFL Listening Anxiety, which explained 13.1% of the variance in
Listening Anxiety.
According to the eleven CFL learners and eight CFL teacher interviewees,
the seven variables could all contribute to CFL Anxiety. That may explain why these
variables were significantly correlated with CFL Anxiety and why they accounted
for a substantial portion of the variance in CFL Anxiety and its subcomponents.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
This chapter will summarize major findings of the present study, discuss the
findings in comparison to other studies, and present the limitations of this study as well as
recommendations for further research. Possible implications of the findings of this study
will also be discussed.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The major findings of the present study are centered around the results for the
four goals: 1) to use interview data to provide support for the four-dimension source
model and the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety, 2) to develop a reliable and
valid CFL Anxiety Scale, 3) to give a descriptive analysis of CFL learners' anxiety
measured by the newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale, and 4) to examine the influence of
background variables on CFL Anxiety and the relationships between CFL Anxiety and
other learning variables. Therefore, the major findings will be presented under these
subtitles: sources of CFL Anxiety, components of CFL Anxiety, reliability and validity of
the CFL Anxiety Scale, descriptive analyses of CFL Anxiety, influence of background
variables on CFL Anxiety, and relationship between CFL Anxiety and other learning
variables.

Sources of CFL Anxiety
Eight CFL teachers and eleven CFL learners (including heritage and non-heritage
learners, learners of various anxiety levels, and learners of three proficiency levels) were
interviewed to gain insights into sources of CFL Anxiety. In general, the CFL learner and
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teacher participants' opinions of sources of anxiety were similar. They reported four
major sources of CFL Anxiety: the classroom environment, learner characteristics, the
target language, and the foreign language learning process itself.
Elements of the classroom environment included the manner of the teacher,
relationship between students and the teacher, relationships among classmates,
comparison to other classmates, general classroom atmosphere, classroom practices and
curriculum/program/course design. According to the participants, harsh, hard, blunt,
pushy, serious, strict, judgmental teachers were likely to cause anxiety among students,
whereas encouraging, nice, easy-going, supportive, understanding, sympathetic,
approachable and forgiving teachers could help alleviate students' anxiety. The
relationships among classmates were also reported to be important. Supportive,
considerate classmates tended to make the other students comfortable and relaxed while
unfriendly reactions from the classmates would make the other students nervous and
reluctant to answer questions in class. Relaxing, friendly, supportive, safe and open
atmosphere could help reduce students' anxiety whereas boring and serious atmosphere
would increase their anxiety. The anxiety-provoking classroom practices mentioned by
the participants included performance in front of classmates or the teacher, being called
on to answer questions in class, tests, and being corrected in public. Some participants
reported that the intensive and fast-pace course design caused fear of being left behind
and anxiety; others complained that the curriculum focused too much on reading and
writing, so they were really anxious when having to speak or comprehend Chinese. It
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should be noted that all the elements of the classroom environment are all interrelated
rather than independent of one another. For example, an excellent teacher should not only
be nice and supportive, but also should have the ability to create an open and relaxing
classroom atmosphere and to help establish friendly and supportive relationships among
the students.
The participants reported that CFL Anxiety could stem from learner
characteristics. Learners who had low confidence in learning Chinese, or who perceived
their language learning ability and Chinese proficiency level to be lower than their
classmates were likely to get anxious in Chinese classes. Students who had high
expectation in terms of learning Chinese or who perceived Chinese to be very important
were likely to suffer from anxiety. Learners' personality was also reported to be related to
their anxiety in learning Chinese. According to the interviewees, introverted, shy,
perfectionist, self-conscious, sensitive, meticulous, reserved, prideful, upright, paranoid
learners and learners who worried about negative feedback tended to be more anxious.
The uniqueness of the Chinese language was also seen as a source of CFL
Anxiety. According to the participants, Chinese was very different from English and so it
was very difficult to learn, especially for English speakers. The difficulty of Chinese
stemmed from its tones, characters, flexible grammar, no connection between spoken and
written, and regional differences. Even heritage learners found writing Chinese characters
very difficult and intimidating. In other words, the foreignness and difficulty of the
Chinese language contributed to CFL learners' anxiety.
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Many participants also mentioned that some amount of CFL Anxiety was inherent
in the foreign language process itself. According to the interviewees, foreign language
learning was different from learning other subjects in that it was spontaneous, extremely
practical and time-consuming. Since learning a foreign a language is so different from
learning other subjects, CFL learners could easily get frustrated and anxious over slow
progress and low achievement in the Chinese class especially if the learners were "A"
students in other subjects but not in foreign language classes. Foreign language learning
is unique also in that it involves speaking, understanding, reading and writing a new
language. Learners were reported to experience different levels of anxiety for each skill
and they tended to be more anxious for the skills they were not good at or the skills they
found difficult to learn.
As can be seen, the participants' opinions provided support to the four-dimension
source model of CFL Anxiety proposed in this study.

The Four Components of CFL Anxiety
All the CFL learner and teacher participants agreed that CFL learners could
experience anxieties related to the four skills, i.e., speaking, understanding, reading and
writing Chinese. It should be noted that writing in Chinese classes refers to writing
Chinese characters rather than composing an essay or poetry in Chinese. Further, they
believed that the anxieties related to the four skills were different or distinguishable from
each other as CFL learners experienced different levels of anxieties in the four skills.
Learners usually experienced the highest levels of anxiety for the skills they were not
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good at or the skills in which they received the least amount of training. The participants'
views supported the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety proposed in this study.
Therefore, the present CFL Anxiety Scale included items reflective of the four
subcomponents of CFL Anxiety, i.e., CFL Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing
Anxiety.

Reliability and Validity of the CFL Anxiety Scale
The internal consistency reliabilities of the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale and
the three subscales (i.e., CFL Speaking Anxiety Scale, CFL Listening Anxiety Scale,
CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety Scale) performed on responses from the 245
participants were .901, .827, .835, and .868 respectively. The same reliability tests
performed on responses from all the 428 participants yielded Cronbach’s Alphas
of .898, .837, .802, and .875.

Therefore, the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale and its

three subscales were considered fairly reliable.
Before administered to participants, the initial pool of items (26 items altogether)
was sent to five experts for review of content validity. The items remaining in the scale
were the items approved by all the five experts. Therefore, the content validity of the
items in the final scale should be fairly high.
EFA performed on responses to the 27 items in the initial CFL Anxiety
Scale from the 183 participants at the midwestern university yielded four factors: CFL
Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety, and
Chinese-specific Anxiety. Based on results of item analyses, the researcher decided to
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remove items loaded on the Factor of Chinese-specific Anxiety and a bunch of other
potentially bad items from the CFL Anxiety Scale. As a result, 16 items remained in the
final CFL Anxiety Scale, with four items reflective of CFL Speaking Anxiety and
CFL Listening Anxiety respectively, and eight items reflective of CFL Reading &
Writing Anxiety. As items for reading anxiety and writing anxiety loaded on the same
factor, the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale at this stage has three rather than four
components.
For cross-validation, EFA was performed on responses to the 16 items
remaining in the CFL Anxiety Scale from the 245 participants at the southwestern
university, which yielded three factors: CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety,
and CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety, and exactly the same items loaded on each of
the three factors as the previous EFA did. In this case, CFL Anxiety represented by
the 16 items had three subcomponents, i.e., CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening
Anxiety, CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. CFL Speaking Anxiety and CFL Listening
Anxiety were represented by 4 items, whereas CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety was
represented by 8 items in the final CFL Anxiety Scale. As can be seen, the EFA and the
cross-validation analysis provided evidence for the construct validity of the final 16-item
CFL Anxiety Scale developed in his study.
Correlation analyses between scores for the 16-item CFL Anxiety Scale (and its
three subscales) and scores for the other three anxiety-related measures were conducted
to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of the final CFL Anxiety Scale (and
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its subscales). The other three anxiety-related measures included the 8-item short form of
the FLCAS, the one-item General CFL Anxiety measure in the Background
Questionnaire created by the researcher, and the three-item Chinese-specific Anxiety
measure (items 12, 18, 22) specifically addressing anxiety related to the uniqueness of the
Chinese language created by the researcher. These correlation analyses were performed
on responses from all the 428 participants from the two universities. The correlations
between CFL Anxiety (as measured by the newly developed 16-item CFL Anxiety scale),
General CFL Anxiety (as measured by the one-item measure), CFL Classroom Anxiety
(as measured by the short form of the FLCAS) and Chinese-specific Anxiety (as
measured by the three-item measure) were .700, .803 and .528 respectively and these
correlations were all significant (p=.0001).
These correlations mean that 49%, 64.5% and 27.9% of the variance in CFL
Anxiety measured by the final CFL Anxiety Scale could be explained by the other three
types of anxieties respectively, which provided support for the convergent and
discriminant validity of the final CFL Anxiety Scale. Similar correlation analyses were
performed between the three sub-anxieties of CFL Anxiety (as measured by the three
subscales of CFL Anxiety Scale) and the other three types of anxieties mentioned above,
which also provided evidence for the convergent and discriminant validity of the four
subscales.
Correlation analysis was also conducted with a criterion-related variable, i.e., the
grades learners expected to receive in their Chinese class, to help establish criterion195

related validity of the newly developed CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales. The
correlations between the grades and CFL Anxiety and its three subcomponents were .406, -.304, -.251, and -.398 respectively (p=.0001), which provided support for the
criterion-related validity for the final CFL Anxiety Scale and its subscales.
In sum, the CFL Anxiety Scale and its three subscales, i.e., CFL Speaking
Anxiety Scale, CFL Listening Anxiety Scale, CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety Scale,
were all fairly reliable and valid.

Descriptive Analyses of CFL Anxiety
The mean of CFL Anxiety, CFL Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, and
CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety was 41.2, 10.25, 10.5, and 20.45 respectively..
The mean of CFL Classroom Anxiety was 20.54; the mean of Chinese-specific Anxiety
as was 9.61, and the mean of General CFL Anxiety was 2.84. In order to compare the
scores of these anxieties, the researcher divided the means by the number of items in each
scale to get the mean item response. The mean item response for CFL Anxiety,
Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, Reading Anxiety, Writing Anxiety, CFL
Classroom Anxiety, Chinese-specific Anxiety and General CFL Anxiety was

2.575,

2.563, 2.625, 2.556, 2.568, 3.20 and 2.84 respectively.
As can be seen, the mean item response for Chinese-specific Anxiety was the
highest (M=3.20), which may indicate that the uniqueness or difficulty of the Chinese
language was an important source of anxiety in CFL learning. General CFL Anxiety
ranked the second (M=2.84) and CFL Anxiety was a little lower (M=2.575), which was
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very close to CFL Classroom Anxiety (M=2.568). Among the three CFL sub-anxieties,
Listening Anxiety was the highest (M=2.625), followed by Speaking Anxiety (M=2,563)
and Reading & Writing Anxiety (M=2.556), with reading and writing Chinese being the
least anxiety-provoking.
Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1986) study on Spanish learners’ anxiety, Aida's
(1994) study on Japanese learners’ anxiety, and Le's (2004) study on American students
who learned Chinese in study-abroad programs in China all used the 33-item FLCAS to
measure learners' foreign language anxiety. Compared with the mean item response of
2.86, 2.93 and 3.34 in their studies, the mean item response of CFL Anxiety (M=2.575)
and CFL Classroom Anxiety (M=2.568) among CFL learners in the present study were
lower. It seemed that students who learned Chinese as a foreign language anxiety in the
present study generally experienced lower levels of anxiety than the Spanish students in
Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope's (1986) study, Japanese students in Aida's (1994) study and
students in Chinese study-abroad program in Le's (2004) study.
There are many possible explanations for these results. For example, there may be
a larger portion of heritage learners with Chinese language background among CFL
learners than those among Spanish and Japanese learners. Or perhaps students who
choose to learn Chinese are more confident in their language learning ability or perceive
themselves to be better or more successful language learners than those in Spanish and
Japanese class, considering Chinese is a relatively difficult language to learn for
American learners. It is also possible that foreign language learners in the U.S. are
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generally less than anxious than those twenty or thirty years ago, due to the development
of the Internet in the past decades. Le's (2004) study on CFL learners in study-abroad
programs in China was one of the first attempts on anxiety in learning Chinese as a
foreign language. In his study, CFL learners experienced the highest level of anxiety as
measured by the FLCAS (M=110.21; mean item response=3.34) compared to learners in
many other studies. Apparently, CFL learners in Le's study were also more anxious than
those in the present study. The difference in CFL anxiety levels between learners in this
study and those in Le's study may be due to the more anxiety-provoking learning
environment and the cultural issues learners need to face in Chinese study-abroad
programs.
The Chi-square analysis of frequency of responses showed that quite a number of
CFL learners experienced high levels of CFL Anxiety and the three sub-anxieties.
Heritage learners with Chinese background were found to experience significantly lower
levels of CFL Speaking Anxiety and Listening Anxiety than heritage learners without
Chinese background and non-heritage learners. This result echoed Tallon’s (2006)
finding that Spanish heritage learners’ anxiety levels were significantly lower than nonheritage learners except that Tallon did not further categorize heritage learners into two
subgroups.

Influence of Background Variables
The ANOVA and MAVOVA analyses revealed that heritage-learning status and
proficiency level had significant effects on CFL Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties.
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Heritage learners with Chinese background were found to be significantly less anxious
than heritage learners without Chinese background and non-heritage learners. Advanced
learners were reported to experience significantly lower levels of CFL Anxiety and the
three sub-anxieties than elementary and intermediate learners.
The ANOVA and MANOVA analyses also showed that gender and college year
had no effects on CFL anxiety and its sub-components. School, ethnic background
and the elective vs. required
Anxiety.

status

had

no

significant

effect

on CFL

However, school was found to have a significant effect on CFL Speaking

Anxiety and Reading & Writing Anxiety; the elective vs. required status was reported
to have a significant effect on CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety; and ethnic
background had a significant effect on CFL Speaking and Listening Anxiety. More
specifically, students who selected Chinese as an elective course were found to be
significantly more anxious in reading and writing Chinese than those with the required
status. Chinese Americans were less anxious in speaking and understanding Chinese
than students from other ethnic backgrounds.

Relationship between CFL Anxiety and other Variables
The seven variables related to CFL learning (i.e., age, perception of difficulty of
Chinese, motivation in learning Chinese, self-perceived language learning abilities, selfperceived achievement in Chinese classes, self-expectation in Chinese classes and
perception of importance of Chinese) were all found to be significantly correlated with
CFL Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties (i.e., CFL Speaking, Listening, and Reading &
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Writing Anxiety) except that CFL Listening Anxiety was found not to be significantly
correlated with Chinese listening motivation, self-expectation in learning Chinese and
perception of importance of Chinese. Two variables: perception of difficulty of Chinese
and age were positively correlated with CFL Anxiety and its three subcomponents,
whereas negative correlations were found between the other five variables and CFL
Anxiety (and the three sub-anxieties).
The multiple regression analyses showed that the seven variables altogether
explained 33.2%, 20.5%, 14.8%, and 33.1% of the variance in CFL Anxiety, Speaking
Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading & Writing Anxiety respectively. According
to the eleven CFL learner and eight CFL teacher interviewees, the seven variables could
all contribute to CFL Anxiety. That may explain why these variables were significantly
correlated with CFL Anxiety and its three sub-anxieties and why they accounted for a
substantial portion of the variance in CFL Anxiety and its subcomponents. However,
interestingly, the interviewees believed that learners who had higher self-expectation and
who perceived Chinese to be very important were likely to be more anxious in Chinese
classes, which does not seem to match the significant negative correlation between CFL
Anxiety and the two variables found in this study (r=-.239, -.18). It may be because the
relationships between the two variables and CFL Anxiety are not linear, considering the
two correlations are relatively weak. It is also possible that self-expectation and
perception of importance of Chinese are not direct causes of anxiety; rather they need to
interact with other variables to cause anxiety. For example, learners who are confident in
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their language learning ability may also have high expectation in terms of learning
Chinese, but they do not necessarily experience high levels of anxiety. Rather, if learners
who perceive themselves to be poor language learners have a high self-expectation in
Chinese classes, they may be extremely anxious.

DISCUSSION
The findings of this study show that CFL Anxiety stems from four major sources:
the classroom environment, learner characteristics, the nature of Chinese language and
the uniqueness of the foreign language learning process. The sources reported to be
related to CFL Anxiety in this study, to a great extent, overlap with those identified in the
literature by other researchers (e.g. Palacios, 1998; Price, 1991; Bailey, 1983; Young,
1990, 1991, 1992; Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986).
In the literature, there have been mixed findings on whether the target language is
a contributing factor to foreign language anxiety. In Saito, Horwitz, & Garza's (1999)
study, learners' general foreign language anxiety levels as measured by the FLCAS did
not significantly differ across three different target languages (Japanese, French and
Russian), but Japanese, French and Russian learners were found to experience
significantly different levels of reading anxiety as measured by the Foreign Language
Reading Anxiety Scale developed by Saito, Horwitz, & Garza's (1999). Le (2004)
reported that a overwhelming majority of American university students learning Chinese
in study abroad program in China believed that some languages were easier to learn than
others and that Chinese was a very difficult language to learn. In the present study, all
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eleven CFL learner interviewees mentioned that the tones and characters of the Chinese
language were very difficult and anxiety-provoking for American learners. In addition,
this study reported a significant positive correlation (r=.399) between CFL learners'
perception of difficulty of Chinese and CFL Anxiety. Chinese-specific Anxiety among
CFL learners was also found to be very high (mean item response=3.20). All these
findings in the present study seem to support that the target language (i.e. Chinese
language in this study) is a source contributing to foreign language anxiety.
The interview data showed that CFL learners experienced different levels of
anxieties related to the four skills when learning Chinese, which seemed to suggest that
these anxieties were distinguishable from each other. In addition, they thought anxieties
related to the four skills were distinguishable from each other as a CFL learner may
experience very different levels of anxiety in the four skills.
The results of factor analyses in the present study indicated that CFL Anxiety
has three components: CFL Speaking Anxiety, Listening Anxiety, and Reading &
Writing Anxiety as items for reading and writing anxiety loaded on the same factor.
This result seems to be reasonable because reading and writing Chinese are similar in
that they both involve Chinese characters. Considering writing in Chinese classes refers
to writing Chinese characters rather than composing an essay or poetry in Chinese, it
is especially so. Also, these results concerning components of CFL Anxiety are also
in line with the findings of previous studies. A body of studies (e.g. Horwitz,
Horwitz & Cope, 1986; Kim, 2000; Saito, Horwitz, & Garza, 1999; Cheng, 2004)
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reported that foreign language listening, reading and writing anxiety were
distinguishable anxieties from general foreign language anxiety or speaking anxiety
as measured by the FLCAS, but no research has been done to see whether reading
anxiety and writing anxiety are separable or not.
The results of internal consistency reliability tests showed that the CFL Anxiety
Scale and its three subscales developed in this study were considered valid and reliable.
CFL Anxiety and its three components were found to be significantly correlated with
General CFL Anxiety (as measured by the one-item anxiety measure created by the
researcher), CFL Classroom Anxiety (as measured by the short form of the FLCAS), and
Chinese-specific Anxiety (as measure by the three-item anxiety measure addressing the
uniqueness of the Chinese language), but distinguishable from the three anxieties related
to CFL learning.
CFL learners were reported to experience the highest level of Listening
Anxiety, followed by Speaking Anxiety and Reading & Writing Anxiety, with reading
and writing Chinese being the least anxiety-provoking. These results are a little
surprising in that speaking has been generally identified to be the most anxietyprovoking skill in foreign language learning compared to other skills (e.g. Horwitz,
Horwitz, & Cope, 1986; Aida, 1994; Price, 1991; Palacios, 1998). Chinese has
many regional differences and people from different parts of China have different
accents. In addition, learner interviewees reported distinguishing tones while
listening to be very difficult for them. Both the regional differences and the tones of
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the Chinese language may explain why CFL learners perceived listening to be more
anxiety-provoking when learning Chinese.
CFL learners in this study were reported to experience lower levels of anxiety in
Chinese classes than Spanish and Japanese students in Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope (1986)
and Aida’s (1994) studies. CFL learners in this study were also found to be less anxious
than those learning Chinese in study-aboard programs in Le's (2004) study.
CFL heritage learners with Chinese language background were found to be
significantly less anxious than CFL heritage learners without Chinese language
background and non-heritage learners. Among the three groups, heritage learners without
Chinese language background experienced the highest levels of anxiety although their
levels of anxiety were not significantly different from non-heritage learners. As
mentioned previously, these results are in agreement with Tallon's (2006) finding that
heritage Spanish learners were less anxious than non-heritage learners. However, in
contrast, Comanaru & Noels' (2009) study on CFL learners' motivation reported that
there were virtually no motivational differences between heritage learners who declare
Chinese as a mother tongue and those who declare English as a mother tongue. Perhaps
the two subgroups of CFL heritage learners are equally motivated in learning Chinese,
but the difference in previous exposure to the Chinese language before taking Chinese
courses may lead to the difference in CFL Anxiety levels among the two subgroups of
heritage learners.
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This study also found that advanced CFL learners were significantly less anxious
than elementary and intermediate CFL learners. The more proficient the students were,
the less anxious they seemed to be in Chinese classes. Many other studies (e.g. Liu, 2006;
Marcos-Llinas & Garau, 2009) also reported that proficiency level had an significant
effect on foreign language anxiety, but the findings were mixed concerning who were
more anxious, the beginning level students or the advanced students. Among Chinese
EFL learners in Liu's (2006) study, more proficient learners were less anxious, whereas in
Marcos-Llinas & Garau's (2009) study, advanced Spanish learners in the U.S. were more
anxious than elementary and intermediate learners. Wen (2011) found that CFL learners
at the advanced level intended to exert more efforts and use more strategies in their
learning than those at the elementary and intermediate levels, which may partly explain
why advanced CFL learners in the present study experienced lower levels of anxiety than
elementary and intermediate learners.
Surprisingly, this study found no significant effect of the required vs. elective
status on CFL Anxiety. However, the elective vs. required status was found to have a
significant effect on CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. In fact, students who selected
Chinese as an elective course were significantly more anxious in reading and writing
Chinese than those with the required status. In contrast, Aida (1994) found the Required
Group experienced a significantly higher level of anxiety in Japanese classes than the
Elective Group. It seems easier to interpret Aida's finding as the Required Group tend to
have more pressure to do well in Chinese classes than the Elective Group. The Elective
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Group had higher levels of Reading Anxiety in this study perhaps because their exposure
to the Chinese language was less and thus their reading proficiency level was lower than
the Required Group, considering the students from the Required Group were mostly
majors or minors of Chinese studies or majors relevant to Chinese society or China.
Although learners of different ethnic backgrounds were reported not to differ
significantly in CFL Anxiety, ethnic background was found to have a significant effect on
CFL Speaking and Listening Anxiety. Chinese Americans were found to be less anxious
in speaking and understanding Chinese than students from other ethnic groups in this
study. In fact, ethnic background has previously been identified to be an important
variable that may directly or indirectly affect foreign language learners' motivation and
language achievement in the literature (e.g. Fuligni, Witkow, & Garcia, 2005; Wen,
1997; Yang, 2003). In a recent study on CFL learners' motivation, Wen (2011) found that
ethnic background had a significant effect on a set of motivational measures. More
specifically, the non-Chinese Asian group indicated the most positive learning experience
and the strongest intention to continue Chinese studies.
Similar to many other studies on the relationship between foreign language
anxiety and language achievement (e.g. Horwitz, Horwitz, & Cope, 1986; Aida, 1994),
the present study found a significant moderate negative correlation between CFL Anxiety
and the grades learners expected to receive in Chinese classes, indicating that CFL
Anxiety may be an impediment for CFL learning.
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LIMITATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The first limitation of the present study is related to difficulty in precisely
measuring anxiety in general. Participants may not report honestly on their experiences.
They may also find it hard to provide accurate responses to their anxiety experienced in
Chinese classes. Their interpretation of certain items may be different from the
researcher's intention. The negatively phrased items, although they are important for
screening out illogical responses, may also confuse participants. Especially if they are not
very familiar with the 5-point Likert-scale format of the survey, participants can easily
get confused with the representation of the numbers such as whether 1 stands for strongly
agree or strongly disagree. In the future, more forms of data related to CFL learning such
as observations, learners diaries or teachers' evaluations may be used to triangulate the
results of anxiety measured by self-report anxiety scales.
Second, generalization of the findings of this study should be done cautiously.
The participants for the present study are from two large public universities. The two
universities are different from each other in many aspects such as textbooks, curriculum,
the proportion of heritage learners with Chinese background, and whether the Chinese
program separate students with different amount of previous Chinese exposure, etc.. It is
imaginable that CFL students in the U.S. may vary from university to university, or from
state to state. In the future, more studies on participants from different universities or
even from high schools need to be done to cross-validate the results of the present study.
In addition, the present study only tests the internal consistency reliability of the scales. It
is advisable to also test the test-retest reliability of these scales in future studies.
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Third, another limitation lies in the statistical procedures used in this study. EFA
was used to examine the factor structure of the items and also for the cross-validation
purpose. As we know, EFA involves many subjective decisions such as the number of
factors to extract, what extraction methods or rotation methods to use. The results of EFA
are also very sensitive to the sample. If a different sample is used, it may yield a different
solution of factor structure. It is recommended that different samples should be used and
that CFA in addition to EFA be conducted for cross-validation in future studies.
Fourth, limitation of the present study also goes to methods for analyzing the
interview data and lack of diversity of the participants recruited for the interviews. Before
analyzing the interview data, the researcher already had in mind a predetermined
framework of sources of foreign language anxiety yielded from the literature, which may
somehow have influenced the researcher’s judgments in data analysis. A bottom-up
thematic analysis may otherwise have yielded different results. In addition, the researcher
was the only person who analyzed the interview data. The subjectivity involved in the
data analysis process may have an impact on the results of the interview analyses.
Moreover, the eight CFL teachers and eleven CFL learners were recruited from the same
university. Participants from a different place or age group may provide different answers
to the interview questions. Also, the eleven CFL learners were not all highly anxious
learners, so they may not know all the sources for highly anxious learners. In the future,
more highly anxious students from different universities or high schools should be
recruited for the interviews, thematic analysis method should be used for interview data,
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and people other than the researcher should get involved in the interview data analysis
procedure.
Fifth, the way to classify heritage learners in this study may be too simplified. The
present study categorized CFL learners into three groups: heritage learners with Chinese
background (Group1), heritage learners without Chinese background (Group 2), and nonheritage learners (Group 3). CFL learners’ heritage-learning status is a very complicated
issue and heritage learners can be differentiated in many ways. There are many different
ways to categorize heritage learners in the literature due to the complicated nature of the
concept of heritage learners (e.g. Comanaru & Noels, 2009; Kondo-Brown,2005; Duff,
2008; Fishman, 2001; Noels, 2005). The fact that Chinese has many varieties may impact
what it means to be a Chinese heritage learner. For example, some heritage learners speak
Mandarin at home, some heritage learners speak a variety of Chinese other than
Mandarin (e.g. Cantonese, Shanghai dialect, etc.) at home, whereas others may not speak
any variety of Chinese but can understand Mandarin or another Chinese variety. In the
present study, the above mentioned heritage learners were all classified as Group 1:
heritage learners with Chinese language background, which may oversimplify the nature
of heritage learners. More importantly, throughout this dissertation I have assumed that
knowledge of any dialect of Chinese would be helpful to the learner and therefore be
associated with lower levels of anxiety. However, the fact that oral varieties of Chinese
differ widely and may be mutually unintelligible must also be considered. It is entirely
possible that students who have been previously exposed to a non-Mandarin dialect of
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Chinese will have more trouble with Mandarin and therefore experience higher levels of
anxiety. Future research should be sure to document the actual varieties of Chinese that
heritage learners have been exposed to and examine the anxiety levels of different
heritage groups.
Sixth, the results of some correlation analyses were in contradiction with the
opinions of the interviewees. According to the interviewees, students with a higher
expectation in terms of Chinese learning and those who perceive Chinese to be of greater
importance are likely to be more anxious. However, the correlation analyses indicate that
CFL Anxiety is significantly negatively correlated with self-expectation and perception
of importance of Chinese. This is maybe because self-expectation and perception of
importance of Chinese are both measured by a single item, which may not be able to
accurately measure the two variables. It is also possible that the relationships between
CFL Anxiety and the two variables are not linear. Another possible explanation is that
high self-expectation and perception of importance of Chinese may not be direct causes
of anxiety; instead they need to interact with other variables such as personality to cause
anxiety. Therefore, more research on the relationship between CFL Anxiety and the two
variables, i.e., self-expectation and perception of importance of Chinese, needs to be done
to clarify the issue here.
In addition, in this study, the variable of language achievement in the Chinese
class is measured by the grades learners to expect to get in the Chinese class, which may
not be an accurate indicator of language achievement in Chinese classes. In future
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studies, students' real grades or other measurements such as teachers' evaluations may be
used to better reflect learners' language class achievement.
Finally, the CFL Anxiety Scale developed in this study does not include items
addressing learners’ cultural anxiety. Anxiety related to cultural differences could be
an important and interesting aspect of anxiety in learning Chinese as a foreign
language, as some learner interviewees in this study mentioned that their anxiety
partly came from worry over being inappropriate or the fear of offending Chinese
people. Kim (2002) also found cultural differences could lead to foreign language
anxiety among Korean EFL students. It is recommended that future studies explore
cultural anxiety related to foreign language learning.
The researcher also hopes that future studies could develop anxiety scales
specific to other target languages and explore whether anxiety in learning other
languages also has the same three components as the Chinese language. It is also
important for future studies to use Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) or SEM
techniques to cross-validate the findings in this study, to check group differences, and
to compare different models of foreign language anxiety.

IMPLICATIONS
This study has both theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, this
study contributes to the field of foreign language education by proposing the fourdimension source model for CFL Anxiety, identifying sources of CFL Anxiety,
presenting the four-component construct of CFL Anxiety, and constructing a reliable and
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valid CFL Anxiety Scale. In addition, it adds to our knowledge of American university
students' anxiety in learning Chinese, explores the influence of background variables on
CFL Anxiety, and examines the relationships between CFL Anxiety and other learning
variables such as motivation, language achievement, language learning ability, etc..
The present study provides evidence to the existence of CFL Anxiety. This study
also identifies four major sources of CFL Anxiety: the classroom environment, learner
characteristics, the nature of the Chinese language and the uniqueness of the foreign
language process. CFL learners’ Chinese-specific Anxiety (as measured by three items
comparing Chinese to non-tonal or alphabetic languages created by the researcher) turned
out to be very high (M=3.20 per item), suggesting that the uniqueness or difficulty of the
Chinese language may be an important source of CFL Anxiety.
The present study finds out that CFL Anxiety has three components, i.e., CFL
Speaking Anxiety, CFL Listening Anxiety, and CFL Reading & Writing Anxiety. The
three components of CFL Anxiety are distinguishable from each other, but significantly
correlated with one another, indicating that a valid foreign language anxiety scale needs
to include items reflective of the three subcomponents. Evidence also shows that the final
CFL Anxiety Scale and its three subscales developed in this study are reliable and valid.
Practically, the CFL Anxiety Scale developed in this study may be able to
measure CFL learners’ anxiety more precisely and thus to help teachers identify anxious
learners. The four-dimension source model of CFL Anxiety can possibly be used to
diagnose the causes of the learners’ anxiety, which, to a large extent, can help teachers
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and learners find ways to reduce learners’ anxiety level. When learners find learning
Chinese as a foreign language a more comfortable and enjoyable experience, the drop-out
rates of Chinese classes may decrease. In addition, the CFL Anxiety Scale developed in
this study may work as a model for designing anxiety scales for other foreign languages.
More specific practical implications of the present study are presented below.
First, as the results of this study show, heritage learners with Chinese background
experienced significantly less anxiety in learning Chinese than non-heritage learners and
heritage learners without Chinese background. In addition, heritage learners without
Chinese background experienced the highest level of CFL Anxiety among the three
groups although non-heritage learners and heritage learners without Chinese background
did not show a significant difference. Heritage learners with Chinese background are less
anxious in Chinese classes probably because they have more exposure to the Chinese
language and thus learning Chinese is easy to them, or because their Chinese is better
than their classmates. Since peer competition is a source of anxiety in Chinese classes, it
is advisable to separate heritage learners with Chinese background and students without
Chinese background. If all the students in one Chinese class are of the same proficiency
level, there may be less anxiety resulting from comparison to their classmates. It is
surprising that heritage learners without Chinese background suffer higher anxiety levels
than non-heritage learners. This is probably due to the high expectation placed on them
because they have a Chinese "face". Thus, it is important for the teachers and also the
classmates to understand that heritage learners without Chinese background have no
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advantage in Chinese learning compared to non-heritage students. It would help if
teachers and classmates could adjust their expectations of heritage learners without
Chinese background in Chinese classes.
Second, advanced learners were found to be significantly less anxious than
elementary and intermediate learners. Elementary students were the most anxious among
the three groups. This is probably because elementary students are not familiar with the
Chinese language and are not used to the classroom practices and requirements in
Chinese classes yet. It seems necessary for teachers to hold orientation workshops for
beginners, informing them about the requirements, classroom practices and efforts
expected for Chinese classes. This may help students be better prepared, at least
emotionally prepared for Chinese classes.
Third, the results of correlation analyses showed that CFL Anxiety was positively
correlated with students' perception of difficulty of Chinese and negatively correlated
with motivation in learning Chinese. Since more exposure to Chinese might reduce the
difficulty level of Chinese perceived by the students, the teachers may want to introduce
more resources and create more opportunities for the students to get exposed to Chinese
after class. For example, the teachers can create a virtual Chinese community online or
involve the students in all kinds of activities organized by local Chinese communities.
These real life involvements are usually related to Chinese culture, which may also get
students to be more interested and motivated in learning Chinese.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR CFL TEACHERS
1. What classes do you teach? Could you describe the class procedures a little bit?
2. Do you have anxious students in your Chinese classes?
3. How do you see anxiety manifested in your students?
4. According to your observation, under what kind of situations do your students feel
anxious?
5. What do you think are the sources/causes of your students’ anxiety in learning
Chinese?
6. Do the students experience an equal amount of anxiety in all four skills, i.e., listening,
speaking, reading and writing?
7. What do you usually do if you notice anxiety in your students in the class?
8. How do you perceive a student with high level of anxiety in the Chinese class?
9. According to your perception, do anxious students tend to be poor learners of Chinese?
10. According to your perception, do beginners and advanced learners experience the
same amount of anxiety?
11. According to your perception, who tends to be more anxious in learning Chinese,
heritage learners or on-heritage learners?
12. What are your suggestions to reduce students’ anxiety in learning Chinese?
APPENDIX B INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR CFL LEARNERS
1. How long have you been studying Chinese? Have you studied any other foreign
languages besides Chinese? Why do you choose to study Chinese?
2. Do you experience anxiety in learning Chinese?/ Do you describe yourself as an
anxious learner in learning Chinese?
3. Could you describe your feelings associated with anxiety in learning Chinese?
4. Under what situations do you feel anxious when learning Chinese?
5. What do you think are the sources or causes of your anxiety in learning Chinese?
6. Does your anxiety level change from the first semester till now? In which stage do
you feel more anxious, the beginning stage or the later advanced stage?
7. How do you perceive a classmate who is very anxious in the Chinese class?
8. What are the suggestions for reducing anxiety in learning Chinese?
9. According to your perception, who tends to be more anxious in learning Chinese,
heritage learners or on-heritage learners?
10. Does it make a difference in terms of your anxiety level whether there are more
heritage learners or non-heritage learners in your Chinese class?
11. Could you rate your overall anxiety level in learning Chinese on a scale from 1-7,
with 1 being the low end?
12. Could you rate your perception of the difficulty level of the Chinese language on a
scale from 1-7, with 1 being very easy?
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APPENDIX C THE INITIAL POOL OF ITEMS
Speaking Anxiety (the 8 items borrowed from the FLCAS):
1. I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class (9).
2. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my language class (13).
3. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in language class (20).
4. I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my language class (27).
5. I feel confident when I speak in foreign language class (18).
6. I always feel that the other students speak the foreign language better than I do (23).
7. I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I speak Chinese (31)
8. I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students (24).
Listening Anxiety:
9. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.
10. I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese.
11. I have difficulty understanding oral instructions given to me in Chinese.
12. I get nervous when I feel all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
13. I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after a lot of
practice.
14. I would feel much at ease when listening to non-tonal languages than listening to
Chinese.
Reading Anxiety:
15. I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese. (13)
16. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me. (4)
17. When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading (3).
18. I get frustrated when I do not recognize the Chinese characters in a reading test.
19. I have difficulty distinguishing among the Chinese characters when reading Chinese.
20. I would feel much at ease when reading alphabetic languages than Chinese.
Writing Anxiety:
21. I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
22. I feel unsure of myself when I’m writing in Chinese.
23. I freeze up when unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters.
24. I get anxious when I forget how to write a Chinese character in a Chinese test.
25. I would feel much less anxious when writing in alphabetic languages than in Chinese.
26. I get confused with the stroke order when I write Chinese characters.
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APPENDIX D BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
Gender:  Female  Male
Age:____________
Major:______________

Minor:__________________

I am _______.
White Hispanic African-American Chinese American
Asian American but not Chinese American
Asian
(international
students)__________________(specify)
other___________________(specify)
I’m taking Chinese as a(n) required

elective course.

What year are you in? Freshman
Senior

Sophomore Junior
Graduate
Other

On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), please rate your anxiety about learning Chinese.
Low 1
2
3
4
5
High
Compared to other languages, Chinese is an (Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Difficult) language.
How motivated are you to learn to
speak Chinese?
Low
1
understand Chinese? Low
1
read Chinese?
Low
1
write Chinese?
Low
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

High
High
High
High

For each item, indicate whether you (1) strongly disagree (2) disagree (3) neither
agree nor disagree (4) agree or (5) strongly agree.
I’m good at learning foreign languages.
I have a high expectation of myself in terms of learning Chinese.
Chinese is very important to me.
What grade do you expect to get in this Chinese class?
A
AB+
B
BC+
C

C-

D

F

What is your native language(s)? (check all those that apply)
English
Mandarin Cantonese Taiwanese
another variety of Chinese other than Mandarin, Cantonese or Taiwanese______
____________________________(please specify)
other languages________________________________________(please specify)
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Are your parents native Chinese speakers (including all varieties of Chinese
Language such as Mandarin, Cantonese, Taiwanese, etc.)? If yes, please list the
variety(ies) of Chinese your mother or father speaks.
mother___________________________________
father___________________________________
Did you speak or understand any variety of Chinese (e.g. Mandarin, Cantonese,
Taiwanese) before you started to take Chinese classes?
Yes No
If yes, which variety (ies)_____________________________________________
Did you previously study Chinese before coming to CU (e.g. in Chinese community
schools, after-school programs, secondary or high school)?
Yes No
If yes, for how long? less than 1year 1year 2years
3years 4years more than 4 years
In the next few years, I expect to use Chinese (check all those that apply)
with family members
with friends during study abroad
for my research
during travel abroad
on a job
for other purposes_________________________(please specify)
What other foreign languages have you studied?___________________________
Is there anything you would like to add about your experience studying Chinese?
(Use the space below)

APPENDIX E THE 27 ITEMS ADMINISTERED TO PARTICIPANTS
Directions: For each item, indicate whether you (1) strongly disagree (2) disagree (3)
neither agree nor disagree (4) agree or (5) strongly agree.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in my Chinese class.
I have difficulty understanding oral instructions given to me in Chinese.
When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading.
Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey.
It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class.
I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I have
worked hard to learn them.
I get frustrated when I do not recognize the Chinese characters on a reading test.
I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class.
I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.
I would feel much less anxious when writing in an alphabetic language (e.g. Spanish,
French, German) than when writing in Chinese.
I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my Chinese class.
I have difficulty distinguishing among the Chinese characters when reading Chinese.
I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese.
I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.
I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I speak Chinese.
I would feel much more at ease when trying to comprehend a non-tonal language (e.g.
Spanish, French, German) than when trying to comprehend Chinese.
I freeze up when I am unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters during my
Chinese class.
It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.
I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class.
I would feel much more at ease when reading an alphabetic language (e.g. Spanish,
French, German) than when reading Chinese.
I always feel that the other students speak Chinese better than I do.
I feel unsure of myself when I’m writing in Chinese.
I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students.
I get anxious when I forget how to write a Chinese character on a Chinese test.
I would not be nervous speaking Chinese with native speakers.

APPENDIX F THE FINAL 16 ITEMS ON THE CFL ANXIETY SCALE
1. When I’m reading Chinese, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading.
2. Writing Chinese characters makes me forget what I'm trying to convey.
3. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Chinese class.
4. I get frustrated when I cannot distinguish among the Chinese tones even after I have
worked hard to learn them.
5. I’m usually at ease when I’m writing in Chinese.
6. I can feel my heart pounding when I'm going to be called on in my Chinese class.
7. I get nervous when all the Chinese tones sound the same to me.
8. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Chinese in front of me.
9. I have difficulty distinguishing among the Chinese characters when reading Chinese.
10. I get anxious when I don’t understand what my classmates are saying in Chinese.
11. I feel confident when I am reading in Chinese.
12. I freeze up when I am unexpectedly asked to write Chinese characters during my
Chinese class.
13. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in Chinese.
14. I feel confident when I speak in my Chinese class.
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15. I feel unsure of myself when I’m writing in Chinese.
16. I feel very self-conscious about speaking Chinese in front of other students.
Note: Items 3, 6, 14, 16 reflective of CFL speaking anxiety; items 4, 7, 10, 13 indicative
of CFL listening anxiety; Items 1, 8, 9, 11 reflective of CFL reading anxiety; items 2, 5,
12, 15 indicative of CFL writing anxiety.

APPENDIX G COVER LETTER
Dear Participants,
You are being asked to take part in a research study investigating students’ anxiety in
learning Chinese as a foreign language at U.S. universities. This study is being conducted
by Han Luo, a PhD candidate at Foreign Language Education, University of Texas at
Austin. Please read this form carefully and ask any questions you may have before taking
part in the study.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the sources of anxiety in learning Chinese and
to construct a scale for measuring students’ anxiety level in learning Chinese. If you
agree to be in this study, you will be asked to fill out a survey. The survey measures your
anxiety level in learning Chinese and asks about some background information. It will
take about 5 minutes of your time.
I do not anticipate any risks to you participating in this study other than those
encountered in day-to-day life. There are no benefits or compensation to you although
you are welcome to discuss your anxiety in learning Chinese or ask questions concerning
learning Chinese or practice Chinese with the researcher.
Your responses will be completely anonymous as the survey will not request your name
or any personally identifying information. The records of the study will be kept
confidential in a sealed envelope within a locked suitcase. The paper survey responses
will be destroyed after the data is entered onto an excel file. The excel file will be kept on
a password protected computer. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary. If
you decide to take part, you are free to withdraw at any time.
This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support at the University of
Texas at Austin and given permission to be conducted. If you have questions about this
study or if you are interested in the results of this study please feel free to email the
researcher at luohan78@gmail.com or call her at 512 919 9776. If you have questions
about your rights as a study participant, you may contact the Office of Research Support
by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.
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If you agree to participate, please fill out the survey to the best of your knowledge. Thank
you very much indeed for your help and support!
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